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Preface

The idea that economic growth and the trickle-down effect are the
ultimate solutions to the problems related to income distribution was
dominant in Korea for a long time. Proponents emphasize the role of
investment, as opposed to consumption, in boosting growth and call for
deregulations to stimulate investment. Critics, on the contrary, argue that
many social problems in Korea, from elderly poverty to low birth rate, for
instance, are byproducts of the aforementioned belief. They point to the
evidence that, compared to the comparable countries including Germany
and Japan, investment is not much suppressed in Korea, while the share of
household income in GDP is low.
Income-led growth, which is at the core of the Moon Jae-in
administration’s economic policy, was academically developed in the
1980s and brought back into the spotlight during the Great Recession, as
the increasing inequality was considered as an amplifying factor of the
recession. It proposes the opposite of the aforementioned belief,
emphasizing the possibility of creating a virtuous cycle of growth and
distribution, through an enhancement of aggregate demand. Its proponents
in Korea argue that an improvement in income distribution will not only
make the country better-off statically, but also make its economic growth
more sustainable.
This report, written by the experts of the income-led growth in Korean
and edited by a KIEP researcher, aims at introducing the Korean experience
of the income-led growth policies to the interested researchers abroad.
Similar concepts to income-led growth, such as inclusive growth, are
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getting more attention among the academic and policy circles
internationally. The Korean experience can contribute to developing
interest, research and policies along this line. It can offer implications for
countries that seek to change the direction of their economies from an
export-oriented one, with large income inequality and low share of labor
income, towards a more balanced and inclusive one.
Korea Institute for International Economic Policy
Heungchong Kim, President
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Executive Summary

Income-led growth is at the core of the Moon Jae-in administration’s
economic policy. It aims to build an inclusive economy by enhancing the
capacity of household consumption and improving distribution, through a
more active role of the state and social agreements. This report laregely
reviews what the Moon administration’s income-led growth has achieved
and has not, as of the end of 2019 (due to the data availability). The reader
is advised to keep in mind that the administration had been in two and a half
years into the 5-year term by the end of 2019, and the growth effect may take
a longer time to realize. The main goal of this interim review is to share the
rare case of the income-led growth policies with the policy research circles
abroad.
After an introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 applies the approach of
Hein and Vogel (2008) to Korea, to have an idea of the growth regime of the
Korean economy. An economy is said to be in a wage-led (profit-led,
respectively) growth regime if the aggregate demand increases (decreases,
respectively) with labor income share. Because the self-employed takes a
large share of the labor force in Korea, the chapter uses adjusted measures
of labor income share, following Jeon and Joo (2015, 2018). The empirical
evidence indicates that the Korean economy is in a wage-led growth regime,
at least since the currency crisis in late 1990s. This is largely because
consumption is more sensitive than investment or net export to labor
income share, and this sensitivity has become stronger after the currency
crisis. This finding suggests that the main cause of the post-crisis consumption
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slowdown in Korea is the concurrent decline in labor income share. This
supports the relevance of the Moon administration's income-led growth
strategy, which can be interpreted as an attempt to improve the factor
income distribution.
Chapter 3 outlines the directions and contents of the Moon
administration’s income-led growth policies. It introduces the virtuous
circle that the income-led growth aims at creating, consisting of increase in
decent jobs, increase in the household income, enhancement of the
household’s capacity for consumption and economic growth. The chapter
introduces a detailed structure of this circle, the three pillars of the
income-led growth, namely increasing household income, reducing household
expenses and expanding welfare and safety net, and the composition of the
detailed policies aimed at achieving each of them. It also points out the
shortcomings of the current structure and composition. Moreover, it
discusses the relationship between the income-led growth and the two other
directions of the Moon administration’s economic policy, namely innovative
growth and fair economy.
Chapter 4 offers a brief interim economic assessment of the income-led
growth, focusing on the changes in growth and income inequality between
2017 and 2019. It provides evidences that private consumption stayed solid
during the period, while construction and equipment investments fell, and
income distribution (especially wage inequality and wage share) improved.
Growth rates, however, were disappointing, due partly to the global rise in
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protectionism. It argues that fiscal policy was too conservative to properly
support the pursuit of income-led growth, leaving more revenue in 2018
than expected, for instance.
Chapter 5 discusses the minimum wage increases of the Moon
administration, which dominated the public’s perception of the income-led
growth. The statutory minimum wages were raised, compared to the
previous year, by 16.4% for 2018 and 10.9% for 2019. As a result, the hourly
minimum wage has risen by 29% from KRW 6,470 in 2017 to KRW 8,350
in 2019. The chapter discusses the socio-economic impacts of the minimum
wage raise in the Moon administration. It also reviews the changes of the
Moon administration’s policy directions in fairly detail, during which the
minimum wage was at the center of the policy debates.
Chapter 6 offers a brief evaluation of the Moon administration’s social
safety net policy in the context of the income-led growth. It reviews how the
Korean social insurance and welfare systems, such as the Basic Living
Security, Basic Pension and Child Benefit, have been reformed. It assesses
the policies related to social services and welfare delivery system. It also
discusses the “Mooncare”, the health care policies of the Moon administration.
Finally, Chapter 7 discusses labor protection in the context of the
income-led growth of the Moon administration. It reviews the literature on
labor market institutions, trade unions and collective bargaining. It explains
the characteristics of the Korean labor market and discusses possible ways
to improve the current system of labor protection in Korea. It critically
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reviews the Moon administration’s labor protection policies and suggests
policies that are more consistent with the income-led growth.
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Introduction

1. The Birth of the Income-led
Growth in Korea
2. About this Report
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1. The Birth of the Income-led Growth in
Korea
The idea that economic growth is the solution to the problems of income
distribution was dominant for a long time in Korea. This idea led policy makers, academics, media and the public alike to consider income distribution as
secondary to the more important issue of growth. Critics of this idea argues
that many social problems in Korea, from elderly poverty to low birth rate, for
instance, are, at least partly, byproducts of the belief in the growth and trickle-down effects as the ultimate solution.
Having been formed in the 1980s as a theory, the income-led growth was
brought back into the spotlight during the Great Recession, as the increasing
inequality as considered as an amplifying factor of the recession. It proposes
the opposite of the aforementioned long-held belief, emphasizing the
possibility of creating a virtuous cycle of growth and distribution. Its
proponents in South Korea argue that an improvement in income distribution
will not only make the country better-off statically, but also make its economic
growth more sustainable.1) Particularly in a period of the sustained low growth
environment as we are experiencing, leaving inequality to be resolved by
growth risks political and social instability, which can in turn put more strain
on growth.
1) This idea is similar to what John Maynard Keynes wrote in the “Concluding Notes on the
Social Philosophy towards which the General Theory Might Lead,” the final chapter of his
1936 book General theory of Employment, Interest and Money: “The outstanding faults of the
economic society in which we live are its failure to provide for full employment and its
arbitrary and inequitable distribution of wealth and incomes. [...] For my own part, I believe
that there is social and psychological justification for significant inequalities of incomes and
wealth, but not for such large disparities as exist today. [...] the growth of capital depends not
at all on a low propensity to consume but is, on the contrary, held back by it. [...] Moreover,
experience suggests that in existing conditions saving by institutions and through sinking
funds is more than adequate, and that measures for the redistribution of incomes in a way
likely to raise the propensity to consume may prove positively favourable to the growth of
capital” (Keynes 1936, Chapter 24).
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Income-led growth is at the core of the Moon Jae-in administration’s
economic policy. It aims to build an inclusive economy based on mutual trust
by increasing the state intervention in market failure and income distribution
to support the less fortunate. It is also an attempt to increase the emphasis on
demand and distribution. It considers the quality of life more important than
mere economic growth; at the same time, by retaining the idea of growth, it
also considers efficiency seriously. Instead of the naive belief that the market
is the only efficient institution, it emphasizes the role of social agreement and
the state in making economic growth.
Korea’s economic growth has been consistently decreasing. Critics of
income-led growth emphasize the role of investment, as opposed to
consumption, in boosting economic growth, and calls for deregulation to
stimulate investment. But evidence suggests that investment is not much
suppressed in Korea. For instance, Korea’s physical capital to GDP ratio,
which was 3.3 in 2016 (stable since 2010), is among the highest among the
comparable countries including Germany and Japan, which are also global
manufacturing strongholds. On the contrary, Korea’s household income
compared against GDP is among the lowest, which explains the low
propensity to consume, even lower than in Japan.
Japan is known for the low household income and high corporate revenue
compared to the size of its economy, which can be explained as a result of the
decoupling of real wage and productivity due to the strategy of restraining
wage costs and promoting corporate savings. This strategy, however, appears
to have created a vicious cycle of declining wage and product prices on one
hand and lacking gross demand on the other hand.2)
The Japanese experience is worrying for Korea, because the latter tends to
follow the former with a time lag. In particular, the rapid aging of population,
2) This is an example of what post-Keynesian economics calls the paradox of cost: While
restraining wage is good for producers (employers) in terms of low cost, it results in low
income, thereby creating a demand recession.
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declining of fertility rate and slowing down of economic growth after a
sustained period high growth, which are among the characteristic of the path
of the Japanese economy, are all among the major problems of the Korean
economy. Japan has also experienced a long period of stagnation since the
1990s, with repetitive periods of deflation. Proponents of the income-led
growth consider that deflation is an indicator that the main cause of the
sustained stagnation is lack of demand, not lack of supply.
Against this backdrop, the income-led growth in Korea aims at boosting
household income, by making wages to better correspond to productivity in
particular, thereby boosting aggregate demand, to prevent a sustained period
of recession. This is also expected to boost investment due to the increased
expectation of demand, which can result in a virtuous cycle. Given the
Japanese experience whose path Korea has been following, proponents of the
income-led growth considers it to be a growth strategy, particularly in the
economic environment that Korea is facing.

2. About this Report
This report laregely reviews what the Moon Jae-in administration’s
income-led growth has achieved and has not, as of the end of 2019 (due to the
data availability). The reader is advised to keep in mind that the
administration’s had been in two and a half years into the 5-year term by the
end of 2019, and that the policies for growth may have a longer time horizon.
By doing an interim review, this report shares the rare case of the income-led
growth policies with the policy research circles abroad. Similar concepts to
income-led growth, such as inclusive growth, are getting more attention
among the academic and policy circles internationally these days. The Korean
government’s income-led growth, which aims at supporting household
disposable income and expanding social safety nets, can contribute to this
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trend. It can also offer implications for countries that seek to change the
direction of their economies from an export-oriented one, with large income
inequality and low share of labor income, towards a more balanced and
inclusive one.
The remainder of this report proceeds as following. Chapter 2 applies the
single equation approach of Hein and Vogel (2008) to Korea and provides the
evidence that the Korean economy is wage-led. Chapter 3 outlines the
composition of the income-led growth policies of the Moon Jae-in
administration. Chapter 4 provides the overall performance evaluations and
discusses related issues including economic growth, investment, labor market,
functional income distribution, inequality and fiscal policy. Chapter 5
evaluates and reviews the minimum wage raise, the most heatedly discussed
component of the income-led growth policies in Korea. Chapter 6 reviews the
welfare reforms and policies, including the “Moon Jae-in care”. Finally,
Chapter 7 reviews the literature on the institutional characteristics of the
Korean labor market and investigates future directions for the collective
bargaining system.
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1. Introduction
Even though inequality has increased in most countries in recent years, our
knowledge on its magnitude and consequences is still limited. An integrated
understanding on the determinants of inequality requires an examination of
the distribution of income between labor and capital, that is, the functional income distribution, as well as the personal income distribution. In particular,
the labor income share, defined as the ratio of total labor compensation to national income, shows how much of the national value added accrues to labor.
Total income is divided between labor and capital, the two factors of
productions. Labor income is used for consumption, while capital income is
used for investment. Thus an increase in labor income share raises the share of
consumption and reduces the share of investment. At the same time, an exogenous increase in labor income share when labor productivity is fixed implies an
increase in unit labor cost, which reduces net export. This simple line of reasoning shows that the total effect of the functional income distribution on aggregate demand is unclear a priori and needs to be tested empirically.
Following the literature inspired by Bhaduri and Marglin (1990), we say that
an economy is in a wage-led (profit-led, respectively) growth regime if the aggregate demand increases (decreases, respectively) with labor income share.
As we show below, existing empirical evidences clearly point that the Korean
economy is in a wage-led growth regime, at least since the currency crisis in late
1990s.
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2. Measuring Labor Income Share
The usual definition of labor income share (LS, hereinafter) is the ratio of
employee compensation to national income in the national account statistics.
This, however, does not account for the labor income of the self-employed
which accounts for a non-negligible fraction of the labor force in Korea, as
well as in many developing economies. To get an unbiased share of labor income, we need to adjust for the earnings of the self-employed.
Following Jeon and Joo (2015, 2018), we consider the Operating Surplus of
Private Unincorporated Enterprises (OSPUE) from the national account as
the income of the self-employed. Using the OSPUE, we use the following two
adjustments. For the denominator, we use NI (factor cost income) or GVA
(gross value added), depending on the context (whether to consider fixed capital consumption as capital income or not). The GVA is the sum of the NI and
the consumption of fixed capital.
The first adjustment, LS1, makes the polar assumption that the income of
the self-employed consists only of labor income and simply adds the whole
OSPUE to the compensation of employees:

LS 

Compensation of Employees  O SP UE
G V A or NI

Obviously, LS1 is likely to overestimate the labor income share, because the
income of the self-employed is likely to include the income from other factors
than labor (i.e., capital). We take LS1 as a baseline.
To better reflect the likely possibility that the income of the self-employed
consists also of other factors than labor, the second adjustment, LS2, simply
assumes that the OSPUE consists of the same mix of labor income and capital
income as the rest of the economy:
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Compensation of Employees  O SP UE correction
G V A or NI
Compensation of Employees

G V A or NI  O SP UE

LS 

Contrary to LS1, LS2 may appear to underestimate the labor income share,
because the capital equipments of the self-employed are likely to be
significantly lower than those of private enterprises, and thus the labor share
of the self-employed is likely to be significantly higher than the rest of the
economy. However, the economy consists also of the public sector, in which
capital share is close to zero. We consider LS2 as a reasonable approximation
of the reality.3)
Figure 2-1 and Table 2-1 show the evolution of the LS1 and LS2 from 1982
to 2018. Both measures show the same trend: They are stable until the
mid-1990s; then they show a clear downward trend after the 1997-1998
currency crisis until 2010, after which a slight upward trend is shown.
Naturally, labor income share fell sharply after the crisis due to the large-scale
layoffs, wage cuts and bankruptcy (due to corporate restructuring). Labor
income share also fell after the global financial crisis, though at a small
magnitude than after the currency crisis. During this short period, employee
compensation rose by a mere 6.7%, while operating surplus rose by 17.7%.
The overall decline of labor income share shows that the real wage growth has
been significantly limited after the mid-1990s.

3) Another possible adjustment is to utilize the imputed wages of the self-employed. For
instance, we can assume that the average labor income of the self-employed is the same as
the average wage in the rest of the economy. This adjustment may be relevant for advanced
economies in which the share of the self-employed is small. Because of the high share and
low income of the self-employed in Korea, we consider this not suitable.
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Figure 2-1. Labor Income Share of Korea in 1982-2018 Measured by
the LS1 and LS2
(Unit: %)

(a) NI as the Denominator

(b) GVA as the Denomiator

Source: Bank of Korea, “National Accounts (2015 base year).”
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Table 2-1. Average of Labor Income Share of Korea in 1982-2018 by
Sub-Period Measured by the LS1 and LS2
(Unit: %)

(a) NI as the Denominator
1982~1990

1991~2000

2001~2010

2011~2018

1982~2018

LS1

81.7

81.6

75.0

71.5

77.7

LS2

74.5

76.4

70.6

68.4

72.7

(b) GVA as the Denominator
1982~1990

1991~2000

2001~2010

2011~2018

1982~2018

LS1

71.3

68.0

60.4

56.8

64.3

LS2

61.9

60.8

55.0

53.2

57.8

Source: Bank of Korea, “National Accounts (2015 base year).”

Several existing studies investigate the economic impact of these changes in
labor income share (e.g., Joo 2013, Hong 2014a; Jeon and Joo 2016). One
technical issue in such investigation is the lack of observation due to the annual
nature of the data. In the following, we follow the approaches of Joo (2013)
and Jeon and Joo (2016) to interpolate quarterly data. In particular, using the
quarterly data on the total number of employees and average wages from the
Survey of Labor Force by the Bureau of Statistics and the Ministry of
Employment and Labor, we interpolate the quarterly labor income and NI as
follows.
Define, for the given year and    ,
  total employment in quarter  × average wage in quarter 


 
    

 



Labor income share in quarter  of the given year is interpolated as
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Compensation of Employees  O SP UE correction ×  .

Also, the quarterly factor cost national income (  ) is interpolated
assuming that it moves at the same rate as the quarterly gross national income
(  ).
Figure 2-2. Quarterly Labor Income Share and Aggregate Demand
Components of Korea in 1982-2018
(Unit: %)

Note: From 1982Q1 to 2018Q4. CY, IY, XY and MY are in real term and seasonally adjusted.
Source: Bank of Korea, “National Accounts (2015 base year)”; and Statistics Korea, “Survey on
the Economic Activity” and “Business Labor Force Survey.”

Figure 2-2 shows the evolution of the (interpolated) quarterly labor income
share, along with the shares in GDP of private consumption (CY), investment
(IY), export (XY) and import (MY) during 1982-2018. Naturally, the dynamics
of the quarterly labor income share is similar to that of the annual labor income
share in Figure 1. The share of private consumption in GDP shows a
decreasing trend throughout the period, but the share of investment does not
have such trend. Particularly after the currency crisis, it largely fluctuates. The
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shares of exports and imports show a clear increasing trend, with exports
surpassing imports since the late 2000s.
We have so far observed the dynamics of the labor income share and the
components of the aggregate demand during 1982-2018.4) We now investigate
their relationship in the remainder of this chapter; in particular, we estimate the
impact of labor income share on the components of the aggregate demand, to
see if, and how much, the decline of the former has suppressed the concurrent
aggregate demand. Also, we aim to empirically check if that effect, if any, is
different before (1982Q1-1997Q2) and after (1999Q1-2018Q4) the currency
crisis.5)
Table 2-2. Variables Used in the Empirical Analysis
Variable

Abbreviation

Definition

Source

Labor Income
Share



(Employee compensation+OSPUE correction)/NI

BOK,
KOSIS

Capital Income
Share



1-LS

BOK,
KOSIS

Labor Income



ln(Employee compensation+OSPUE correction)

BOK,
KOSIS

Capital Income



ln(Capital income+OSPUE correction)

BOK,
KOSIS

Consumption



ln(Private Consumption)

BOK

Investment



ln(Private Investment)

BOK

Net Export



(Export - Import) / GDP

BOK

Domestic Income



ln(GDP)

BOK

ln(Foreign GDP)

OECD

Foreign Income





Note: Foreign Income is the sum of the real GDP (seasonally adjusted) of 26 OECD countries.
Source: Bank of Korea (BOK), Korean Statistical Information Service (KOSIS) and OECD.

4) We choose 1982 as the beginning point of the time horizon of our investigation, because of
the political and economic turmoil from late 1970s to early 1980s.
5) We exclude the crisis period (1997Q3-1998Q4) of the empirical investigation due to the
(natural) extreme volatility.
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Table 2-2 shows the variables used in the empirical analysis and their
sources. Since all variables are quarterly, we adjusted them by X12-ARIMA
method to remove seasonality. Nominal variables are converted into real
terms using the consumer price index (2015=100). Because all variables except
for the labor income share appear to have a unit root (see Table 2-3), the
first-differences are used for them. The first-differenced variables appear to be
stationary.
Table 2-3. ADF (Augmented Dickey-Fuller) Unit Root Test

Variable

1982Q1-2018Q4
Level

1982Q1-1997Q2

Difference


Level

1999Q1-2018Q4

Difference




Level

Difference

 



 

 

 



   



       



   

 

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 



 



   

 

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 



 



 

Note: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

3. Effects of Labor Income Share on
Aggregate Demand
Let us consider the following decomposition of the aggregate demand:
                                    .

(2.1)
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Aggregate demand (  ) is the sum of consumption (  ), investment (  ),
government expenditure (  ) and net exports (  ). Among them,
consumption, investment and net exports are expressed as functions of
aggregate demand, labor income share (  ) and other control variables (  ).
Taking the derivative with respect to the labor income share, we get







,

 
 
 


(2.2)

where we naturally assume


    




and


 .



(2.3)

Assuming that the marginal propensity to consume is higher for labor
income than capital income, labor income share is assumed to have a positive
effect on consumption. To understand the other two assumptions in Equation
2.3, let us consider the following. The labor income share is equal to the unit
labor cost (ULC ) on the production side, which is the labor cost that is used
in the production of one unit. This is in turn equal to the cost per unit of labor
input divided by the labor productivity:
Labor costLabor input
Labor cost
ULC    
P roduction
P roductionLabor input
Cost per unit of labor input
 .
Labor productivity

Unit labor cost naturally reduces investment, ceteris paribus. Similarly, it
reduces the price competitiveness in the world market, which reduces net
exports (Hein and Vogel 2008, and Onaran and Galanis 2012).
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Equations 2.2 and 2.3 show that the effect of labor income share on
aggregate demand depends on the magnitudes of its impact on each
component. An improvement in the factor income distribution can raise
aggregate demand if the positive effect on consumption outweighs the
negative effects on investment and net exports, which case is called the
wage-led regime, and the opposite case is called the profit-led regime (Bhaduri
and Marglin 1990, Hein and Vogel 2008, and Onaran and Galanis 2012). In the
following, we use the single equation approach of Hein and Vogel (2008)
which estimates the effect on each component separately.

4. Labor Income Share and Consumption
Consider the following consumption function:
       ,

(2.4)

from which we get
d
 d 
 d
    


 
 
  d 
  d
      
  
  
⇒ d ln     d ln    d ln

(2.5)

where   and   are the elasticities of consumption to labor and capital income,
respectively, i.e.,       and       .
Table 2-4 reports our estimation of Equation 2.5. The results show uniformly
that consumption is more sensitive to labor income than to capital income.
They also suggest that the gap between the two elasticities widened after the
currency crisis.
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Table 2-4. Estimation Results of Equation 2.5
Sample period
1982Q1-2018Q4

1982Q1-1997Q2

1999Q1-2018Q4

Labor Income (   )














Capital Income (   )










Constant











Adjuested 







Note: The Newey-West adjusted t-statistics (for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation) in parentheses.
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

Also, Table 2-5 reports the estimation results of the relation
  


      ,





(2.6)

where    and    in the table are the averages during each period.
Notice that the average propensity of consumption is increasing in the labor
income share. For instance, the estimates suggest that a 1%p increase in the
labor income share induced the average propensity of consumption by about
0.50%p, 0.14%p and 0.46%p, respectively, during the whole period, before the

Table 2-5. Estimation Results of Equation 2.6.
1982Q1-2018Q4

1982Q1-1997Q2

1999Q1-2018Q4

















mean of   







mean of   
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currency crisis and after the crisis. This suggests that the impact of the labor
income share on consumption has become more pronounced after the
currency crisis.

5. Labor Income Share and Investment
To analyze the impact of the labor income share on investment, we use the
following empirical specification, as in Hein and Vogel (2008) and Jeon and
Joo (2016):


  

      ln                    , (2.7)







where (the log of) real GDP (Y) is a proxy for the capacity utilization rate. As
in the previous studies (e.g., Joo 2013, Kim 2013; Hein and Vogel 2008;
Table 2-6. Estimation Results of Equation 2.7
1982Q1~2018Q4









 


       

1982Q1~1997Q2
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1999Q1~2018Q4




-
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Constant




















Adjusted 













Note: The Newey-West adjusted t-statistics (for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation) in parentheses.
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Onaran and Galanis 2012), we do not include the real interest rate due to the
lack of statistical significance. The particular form of equation (2.5) is to
alleviate the potential autocorrelation and endogeneity. Table 2-6 reports the
estimation results.
As Table 2-6 shows, the labor income share does not appear to affect
investment (relative to GDP). This is similar to the results of Joo (2013) who
uses the rate of change of investment instead of the investment to GDP ratios.
But real GDP, which is used as a proxy for the capacity utilization rate, is
estimated to increase the investment to GDP ratio. The lagged value of the
investment to GDP ratio itself is also estimated to increase investment relative
to GDP.

6. Labor Income Share and Net Exports
So far, we have shown that the labor income share increases consumption,
while having no significant impact on investment. This suggests that an
increase in labor income share results in an increase in domestic demand. But
as discussed above, the labor income share can also deteriorate the country’s
cost competitiveness in the international market, thereby reducing its net
export. If this negative effect on net export is largely enough, it can offset the
positive effect on domestic demand we saw above.
To estimate the impact of the labor income share on net export, we first
follow Hein and Vogel (2008) and use the following specification:
 

    ln      ln       




   

         ,



(2.8)
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where   denotes the foriegn income.
As Table 2-7 shows that the labor income share is statistically significant
when put alone with 1 time lag, but not when put both in contemporaneously
and with 1 time lag. Domestic income has a negative impact, which is natural
(due to its positive impact on import), in the whole period and post-crisis
period, but its magnitudes are not substantial. Foreign income is statistically
significant only in the post-crisis period, but its direction is counter-intuitive,
with a non-substantial magnitude.
Table 2-7. Estimation Results of Equation 2.8
1982Q1~2018Q4

1982Q1~1997Q2
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1999Q1~2018Q4



  
  
     

   

 


 








 


 


constant







 


 









Adjusted 













Note: The Newey-West adjusted t-statistics (for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation) in parentheses.
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

Given the lack of statistical significance of the contemporaneous value of
the labor share, we modify equation (2.8):
 

   

    ln      ln             .







(2.9)
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In the steady state, in which         ∀    , we can rewrite equation
(2.9) as





 


  

   ln     ln 






     ,

(2.10)

from which it follows that

  
 .


  

(2.11)

As Table 2-8 shows, the ratio of net exports to GDP in equation (2.11) is
estimated to decrease by 0.008-0.094%p depending on the period when the
labor income share increases by 1%p. This suggests that while there is a
negative relationship between the labor income share and net exports, the
relationship is substantially weaker after the currency crisis.
Table 2-8. Estimation Results of Equation 2.11
1982Q1-2018Q4 1982Q1-1997Q2 1999Q1-2018Q4

       =        

 

 

 

7. Labor Income Share and Aggregate Demand
We have thus far estimated the impact of labor income share on the shares
of the individual components of the aggregate demand, namely consumption,
investment and net export, to GDP. To have an idea on the total impact of
labor income share on aggregate demand, Table 2-9 sums up these estimates,
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excluding the ones that are not statistically significant. While more rigorous
analyses are required to derive a concrete conclusion, this simple exercise
suggests that the Korean economy is in a wage-led regime, contrary to the
presumption that it would be a profit-led economy because of the high
dependence on trade. Similar analyses in the related literature also derive the
same conclusion, particularly for the period after the currency crisis; see, for
instance, Joo (2013), Hong (2014a, 2014b), Jeon and Joo (2016), Onaran and
Stockhammer (2005), and Onaran and Galanis (2012). Our exercise also
suggests that the magnitude of the impact of labor income share on aggregate
demand is larger after the currency crisis, which is also in line with the previous
studies. In all periods, the most sensitive component of the aggregate demand
to labor income share turns out to be consumption.
Table 2-9. Summary of the Estimation Results
1982Q1-2018Q4

1982Q1-1997Q2

1999Q1-2018Q4
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-

-

-

-

-
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8. Concluding Remarks
To have an idea whether the Korean economy is in a wage-led regime or a
profit-led regime, this section performs a simple estimation exercise of the
impact of labor income share on the components in the aggregate demand
since the 1980s, based on the single equation approach of Hein and Vogel
(2008). We used adjusted measures of labor income share to account for the
large share of self-employment in Korea. The results show a downward trend
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after the currency crisis and a slight rebound after 2010. We applied the
interpolation method used in Jeon and Joo (2016) to convert the yearly data to
quarterly data. To see the structural change after the currency crisis, we
separately estimated the impact for the whole period (1982Q1-2018Q4),
pre-crisis period (1982Q1-1997Q2) and the post-crisis period (1999Q12018Q4).
The results suggest that the Korean economy is in a wage-led regime in all
three periods and that the impact of the labor income share is stronger after the
crisis. This is largely because of consumption, which is more sensitive than
investment or net export to labor income share, and this sensitivity is stronger
after the currency crisis. This suggests that the main cause of the post-crisis
consumption slowdown is the concurrent decline in labor income share. This
observation supports the relevance of the Moon Jae-in administration’s
income-led growth strategy, which can be interpreted as aiming at improving
factor income distribution.
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This chapter outlines the directions and contents of the income-led growth
policies of the Moon Jae-In administration. Rather than investigating all the
details of the government policies, we focus on their overall composition and
arrangements.

1. Basic Scheme
1-1. To Create a Virtuous Circle of Distribution and Growth
During his visit to New York in September 2017, President Moon told the
financial and business experts that his government would change the country’s
economic paradigm into a “people-oriented economy” and, to achieve this
goal, would promote an income-led growth. The idea of income-led growth,
as depicted in Figure 3-1, is “expanding household income by increasing
decent jobs, driving economic growth by enhancing consumption in
accordance with increased household income, and creating a virtuous cycle in
which economic growth in turn leads to jobs again.”
Figure 3-1. Virtuous Circle of Income-led Growth
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Building on this idea, the Presidential Committee on Income-led Growth
(2018) offers a more detailed scheme of the income-led growth of the Moon
Jae-In administration (see Figure 3-2) which is defined as “the economic
growth that increases jobs, expands growth potential, and improves income
distribution based on increasing household income, reducing household
expenses, and broadening social safety nets.”
Figure 3-2. Detailed Scheme of Income-led Growth

Source: Presidential Committee on Income-led Growth (2018), p. 9.

This scheme is incompletely based on the recent advances in postKeynesian economics. Take, for instance, the mechanism denoted by A in
Figure 3-2. Unlike mainstream economics and the original idea of Keynes in
the General Theory, post-Keynesian economists largely agree that capacitycreating investment is mostly triggered by other autonomously growing
components of effective demand in the mid-to-long-term (e.g., Lavoie 2016,
and Nah and Lavoie 2019).
The reason why we call it incomplete is because it lacks rigorous foundation
in some other channels. For instance, as we show in Chapter 2, the foundation
of the idea of income-led growth is that an improvement in the functional
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income distribution (i.e., an increase of the labor income share) increases
growth when the economy is in a wage-led growth regime. Therefore, it is
more natural to include the “improved distribution” box also in the column on
the left. This will also close the circle. Similarly, since human capital investment
is also a policy tool, it is more natural to include the “human capital
investment” box also in the column on the left. Even when the economy is
wage-led (that is, the labor income share increases growth), employment can
be profit-led (that is, the labor income share decreases employment). In the
logic of wage-led growth, job creation is not a natural result of growth. This is
because the employment regime can potentially be profit-led.
Another shortcoming of this scheme is the lack of consideration on
sustainability of the circle; that is, whether the government intervention at the
beginning of the first cycle will result in a change at the beginning of the
subsequent cycles that are strong enough to sustain the cycle. It would be less
likely so if the economy is only weakly wage-led. One way to complete the
scheme would be to include more active employment policies.

1-2. Income-led Growth, Innovation Growth, and Fair
Economy
The income-led growth is part of the Moon administration’s three economic
policy directions, together with innovative growth and fair economy (see Figure 3-3).
The fair economy serves as a foundation for the other elements and is based on
the idea that the Korean economy has grown disproportionately, favoring
large conglomerates in particular, resulting in wide gaps between large
companies and the SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises). Large
companies with much bigger bargaining power have been criticized for unfair
trade practices in subcontracting relations. The gap in corporate size and
vertical hierarchies in subcontracting relations also led to labor market
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segmentations. The SMEs and the self-employed serve as the industrial
reserve army and are hotbeds of low-wage long-hour work. The fair economy
aims at correcting this distortion and ensuring that the growth outcome is
distributed “fairly” between the large firms and the SMEs.
Figure 3-3. Relationship between Income-led Growth, Innovative Growth
and Fair Economy

The case of the minimum wage increase demonstrates the importance of the
fair economy for the income-led growth. The minimum wage increase is often
perceived as the representative example of the income-led growth policy.
While its aim was to support the most vulnerable group of the economic
population, the drastic increase of the minimum wage hurted the small
business owners, another vulnerable group, which rendered it the most
controversial economic policy of the administration. Since a majority of
employees in Korea are employed by large companies or the public sector,
directly or indirectly, through subcontracts, labor unions argued, unsuccessfully,
that the large companies who are the ultimate employers pay for the increase.
And despite its role as the basis of the income-led growth, the fair economy
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policies did not provide sufficient policies to support this argument.
Innovative growth aims at building an industrial ecosystem to foster new
industries and new technologies. The income-led growth is expected to
expand domestic demand and increase human capital investment, which are in
turn expected to encourage the innovative growth. At the same time,
innovative growth is expected to create jobs and improve productivity, which
are in turn expected to support the income-led growth. This way, the
income-led growth and the innovative growth are expected to be
complementary.
One problem of this relation is that some innovations can impede, rather
than complement, the income-led growth. An example is the precarious
platform employments, which are rapidly increasing globally and seen as a
result of innovation. For the income-led growth, safety nets need to be
provided to those employments. However, putting the burden on the
employers can impede growth in that sector. How the government is planning
to handle this kind of problem is not clear in the government’s scheme (see
Figure 3-3).

2. Policy Composition and the Three Pillars
The income-led growth is composed of three pillars: boosting household
income, reducing households’ spending burden and expanding welfare and
safety nets. Among the 43 specific policies pursued for the income-led growth,
the three pillars of increasing household income, reducing spending burden
and expanding welfare and safety nets each contain, respectively, 17, 16 and 10
policies. This section introduces these categories of policies. Table 3-1
summarizes the composition of the three pillars.
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Table 3-1. Composition of the Three Pillars of the Income-led Growth
1. Increasing household income
1-1. Increasing the income of low-wage workers to expand household income base
1-1-1. Minimum wage raise
1-1-2. Expanding earned income tax credit (EITC)
1-2. Expanding the income base of the self-employed
1-2-1. Job stabilization fund
1-2-2. For the self-employed, supporting social insurance fee, reducing fees for
credit card, and limiting the increase of rental payments
1-2-3. Resolving unfair trade practices in franchise business and agency business
2. Reducing household expenses
2-1. Mooncare
2-1-1. Enlarging coverage of healthcare insurance and mitigating the burden of
hospital expenses of the economical weak
2-1-2. National Dementia Responsibility System
2-2. Reducing child rearing expenses and strengthening social care services
2-3. Lowering housing expenses
3. Expanding welfare and safety net
3-1. Strengthening employment safety net
3-1-1. Expanding the coverage and increasing the level of unemployment
benefits
3-1-2. Introducing Korea-type unemployment assistance
3-1-3. Active labor market policies
3-2. Expanding welfare
3-2-1. Starting to pay CB
3-2-2. Increasing basic pension
3-2-3. Complementing the National Basic Living Security System by gradual
easing of the criteria of obligatory providers

2-1. Pillar 1: Increasing Household Income
The policies for increasing household income are categorized into two
subsets based on their target groups: (1-1) for low-wage workers and (1-2) for
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the self-employed. And the first subset is further categorized into two subsets:
(1-1-1) minimum wage raise and (1-1-2) expansion of the Earned Income Tax
Credit (EITC). The policies for the self-employed are also further categorized
into three subsets: (1-2-1) the Job Stabilization Fund, (1-2-2) reducing
necessary expenditures (e.g., social insurance fees, credit card fees and rents)
and (1-2-3) adjusting the business practices in agencies and franchises.
The minimum wage increase is the best-known policy for the income-led
growth. It was considered particularly relevant for Korea; in 2016, for instance,
23.5% of workers in Korea earned less than 2/3 of the median wage, and this
share was the second largest among the OECD member countries, only after
the U.S.6) For the EITC, the in-work benefits popularly pursued in many
countries, the 2018 tax reform loosened the eligibility conditions and vastly
expanded the credit amounts.7) As a result, the number of beneficiaries
increased by 3.68 million persons, or 1.68 million households, totalling 7.76
million persons, or 3.34 million households, in 2019. The total credits received
more than tripled, reaching 3.8 trillion Korean Won (KRW).
As discussed in previous chapters, the choice of the title “income-led
growth”, rather than “wage-led growth”, which is more widely used in the
academic and policy circles, was due to the particular economic situation in
Korea which has a very high share of the self-employed. As Table 3-1 shows,
the share of the self-employed in Korea is, while decreasing over time, not only
much higher than major economies such as the U.S. and Germany, and but
also around 10%p higher than the OECD average.

6) OECD Data, “Wage levels.” See later chapters of this report for the details around the
minimum wage increase during 2018-2019.
7) For example, the reform lowered the upper limit of the income eligibility from 13 million
won (annual) to 20 million won for single households, and from 25 million won to 36 million
won for dual-income households. It also raised maximum allowance by 0.65 million won for
single households and by 0.5 million won for dual-income households.
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Table 3-2. Share of the Self-Employed in Korea
(Unit: % of employment)

Country

2014

2015

2016

2017

Korea

26.8

25.9

25.5

25.4

2018
25.1

OECD Average

16.4

16.1

15.8

15.5

15.3

U.S.

6.5

6.5

6.4

6.3

6.3

Germany

11.0

10.8

10.4

10.2

9.9

Source: OECD Statistics, “Self-employment rate.”

Given the high share of the self-employed, including the owners of small
businesses, the effect of minimum wage raise as a means to achieve the goal of
the income-led growth is limited. Moreover, it hurts those self-employed who
are also economically vulnerable. Thus the administration implemented
policies targeted for the self employed, including the Job Stabilization Fund
which offers wage subsidies for small businesses to lessen their burden from
the minimum wage increase. Moreover, up to 90% of pension and
employment insurance fees are reduced for the owners of small businesses
(less than 10 employees). The government budget for this last measure
increased to 1.3 trillion KRW in 2019, from 0.5 trillion KRW in 2017. The cap
on rent increase has been lowered, from 9% to 5% (per year), and the tenant’s
rights in commercial properties has been enhanced, by such means as
extending the contract duration from five years to ten years (from 2018). The
credit card fees are also reduced for the self-employed with sales up to 3 billion
KRW (from 2019).
While the share of agencies and franchises is increasing among the small
businesses in Korea, the franchisees are known to have weak bargaining
power. To support them in the franchise relationship, and protect them from
the side effects of the minimum wage increase, the government has revised the
standard franchise agreements in the areas of food service, wholesale and
retail, education services and convenience stores. The government is also
trying to include in the industry standard agency contract the right of agencies
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to ask for a longer (more than three years) renewal of the agency contracts.

2-2. Pillar 2: Reducing Households’ Spending Burden
Another way to increase a household’s capacity to consume is to reduce its
necessary expenditures (i.e., living costs). The Moon administration pursues 16
policies for this goal, which are categorized into three subsets: (2-1) the
“Mooncare”, (2-2) reducing childcare burden and (2-3) reducing housing costs.
The Mooncare can be decomposed into two parts. The first part, which we
denote as (2-1-1), is enlarging the coverage of healthcare insurance and
mitigating hospital expenses of poorer households.8) For instance, the
doctor-designation system, which allowed patients to choose particular
doctors at additional fees, is abolished; the coverage of the medical insurance
in ultrasonography is expanded; the ceiling of self-funding for the households
with income less than the median is lowered to 10% of their annual income;
and the disaster relief benefits up to 20 million KRW to cover unexpected
medical expenses are provided to the households with income less than the
average. The second part, (2-1-2), is the creation of the national dementia
responsibility system. The number of dementia patients in Korea is known to be
rapidly rising due to aging. The system is intended to relieve the burden of
dementia patients and their families, by creating the dementia relief centers and
expanding the health insurance coverage in dementia diagnosis, for instance.
The self-funding of medical costs for serious Alzheimer’s disease is reduced by
more than half from late 2016. The annual expenses of such patients are
known to have halved already.
The second direction, (2-2) reducing childcare burden, is to increase public
supports to parents, particularly women, to combine child-rearing and work.
The government is, for instance, expanding public daycare centers and
8) See later chpaters of this report for more details of the Mooncare.
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kindergartens; expanding public assistances on educational expenses; and
expanding the after-school programs in elementary schools to provide an
all-day care system.
The administration’s policy direction on (2-3) reducing housing costs is
based on the Residential Welfare Roadmap announced in November 2017.
On the demand side, the administration expanded the beneficiaries of the
housing benefits, for instance. On the supply side, it is expanding the supply
of public housing, for instance, which is planned to reach 1 million new units
by 2022, targeted particularly for young people, newlyweds, the elderly and
low-income households. Among the 1 million new units, 0.85 million are to be
rented, and the rest are to be sold.

2-3. Pillar 3: Expanding Welfare and Safety Net
The third pillar is to expand safety nets and strengthen the welfare system.
It consists of ten policies, which are categorized into two subsets: (3-1)
strengthening employment safety net and (3-2) expanding welfare system.9)
To strengthen the employment safety net, the government is (3-1-1)
expanding the coverage and increasing the amount of the unemployment
benefits. From July 2019, the benefit amount is increased from 50% to 60% of
the average wage, and the benefit duration is extended from 8 months to 9
months. Also, to expand the coverage, the government is abolishing the
eligibility criteria on age. In addition, the government plans to apply
employment insurance step by step to workers in special employments by
amending the employment insurance law.
Even with the expanded unemployment insurance, there can still be blind
spots. For instance, low-income workers who frequently move between
employment and unemployment, young job-seekers and self-employed
9) See later chapters of this report for social insurance and public aids.
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workers who have temporarily stopped operations are usually not eligible for
unemployment insurance. The administration plans to provide such types of
people with employment services and some kind of unemployment benefits.
The latter idea is often called a (3-1-2) Korean unemployment assistance, which is
expected to be implemented in 2020.
In addition, the government is also trying to (3-1-3) systematize and
strengthen active labor market policies. This aims to support smooth job
change and start-ups by strengthening vocational training tailored to various
job seekers, including the young unemployed, the retired and the selfemployed. To this end, the government is promoting detailed measures such
as increasing training courses in new technologies and new industries that
reflect industry demand to public training institutions such as Polytech.
To expand the welfare system, the government plans to increase public
transfers to strengthen inclusive welfare in supporting children, the elderly and
the disabled, etc. To this end, the government began to (3-2-1) pay child
benefits (CB) of KRW 100,000 per month to children under the age of 6 from
September 2018. Since 2019, the coverage of CB expanded to children under 7
and the recognized income criteria has been abolished. Now CB are provided
as a universal benefit (except for the top 10% in the income distribution).
Also, (3-2-2) the basic pension that has been paid to seniors over 65 has also
increased. Starting from September 2018, the general beneficiary receives
KRW 250,000 per month and the low-income beneficiary receives KRW
300,000 per month. The low-income beneficiary corresponds to the bottom
40% of the distribution of recognized income, while the general beneficiary
corresponds to the range from 40% to 70% of it.
In addition, the government is (3-2-3) supplementing the National Basic
Living Security System with detailed measures such as gradually easing the
criteria of obligatory providers for the livelihood benefits. For instance,
recipients of the elderly pension or the disability pension are eligible, as well as
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single parents younger than 30. Through this, the welfare blind spots of
Korean society are expected to decrease steadily though this may take a while.

3. Additional Discussions
The Moon administration’s employment policy in the public sector focuses
on converting non-regular positions to regular ones, and increasing hiring of
public servants. The quality of social and public services is expected to
improve with the increase of workers in the areas such as education, police,
fire-fighting, welfare and safety. However, when it comes to the conversions
in the public sector of non-regular positions to regular ones, the policies have
been getting mixed reviews. The government has established guidelines that
include fixed-term workers and dispatched workers as targets of this
conversion. But there were many cases where former non-regular workers
were hired by new subsidiaries established for the purpose of these
conversions. These cases elicited strong oppositions from workers, because
they corresponded to changes in status from once non-regular positions to
now indirectly employed ones whose direct employers were subcontractors.
The dual structure of the labor market, one of the problems of the Korean
economy, was left unchecked even in the public sector.
The basic direction of government policies for private sector employment
centered on employment-friendly tax reform. The government amended the
tax law in 2017 to extend the deadline of employment-related tax support, and
expanded tax support for youth employment and start-ups in May 2018. It also
strengthened the employment impact assessment for fiscal projects. The
government is also expanding jobs for the elderly, to respond to the rapid
population aging. According to the government’s plan, the number of elderly
jobs is expected to increase to 0.8 million in five years. The jobs for the elderly
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are mainly in public services. Some elderly jobs come also from social services
that provide care services in the facilities for the vulnerable such as regional
children centers.
The bottom line is that, as discussed above, employment may not be
wage-led even though both demand and productivity are wage-led. This is why
creating a virtuous circle is important. If the fundamental policy measures in
the income-led growth scheme in Figure 3-2 are in redistribution and human
capital investments, complementary policy measures for a virtuous cycle
should focus on maintaining and expanding employment.
Starting from this idea, we may need to reconsider the policy arrangement
of the income-led growth. The three pillars of the government, however, do
not really seem to have been organized through any systematic approach. They
are seen as rather technical categorization of various tasks enumerated. This is
perhaps why there is no nationwide employment policy complementing the
current arrangement in that it can help achieving a virtuous circle. This also
explains why in the long list of the 43 detailed tasks there are so many measures
that have no clear and direct reasons to be under the umbrella of the
income-led growth, such as real estate market stabilization policies, urban
regeneration projects or online gift certificates. These 43 policies are designed
and implemented by various government branches and agencies in a
decentralized manner.
If the policies are to be rearranged, it will be better to consider nationwide
employment policy as a core supplementary policy. Against the backdrop of
the proliferation of digitization and platformization, the precarious workforce
is increasing. Designing a national employment policy is becoming increasingly
important to foster a “people-oriented economy” and an inclusive state.10)

10) Some authors, such as Onaran (2014), go much further to argue that full-employment
should restore its status as the top priority in macroeconomic policy objectives for
wage-led growth.
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Chapter 4

Economic Performances of
the Income-led Growth

1. GDP and Its Main Components
2. Employment
3. Income Distribution
4. Fiscal Expansion
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This chapter aims to offer a brief interim economic assessment of the
income-led growth, focusing on the changes in growth rate and income
inequality between 2017 and 2019. The reader is advised to keep in mind that
many of the income-led growth policies implemented in Korea will take much
longer time for their full effects to materialize. We will provide evidences that
private consumption stayed solid while construction and equipment
investments fell, and income distribution (wage inequality and wage share in
particular) improved. Growth rates, however, were disappointing, due partly
to the global rise in protectionism, and fiscal policy was too conservative to
properly support income-led growth, leaving more revenue in 2018 than
expected.

1. GDP and Its Main Components
The Korean economy grew solidly by 3.1% in 2017 thanks to, among other
factors, the boom in the global semiconductor market. In 2018, however, the
growth rate fell to 2.7%, and further to 2% in 2019, the lowest since the global
financial crisis, when the US-China trade tension depressed the global
economy. The growth performance appears to be disappointing, given
Korea’s potential GDP growth rate of 2.7-2.8% (The Bank of Korea 2019).
Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1 show that facilities investment growth rate was as
high as 16.5% in 2017 but fell to -2.4% in 2018, reflecting the huge investment
swings in the semiconductor sector, affected by its exports. It fell to -7.7% in
2019 because the US-China trade war and international trade protectionism
largely reduced export growth. Construction investment also collapsed
recently, with the growth rate of -4.3% in 2018 and -3.1% in 2019, much lower
than in 2017, as the Moon administration decided to stop boosting the real
estate sector and the construction industry. All these developments led to a
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serious slow-down of investment growth in 2018 and 2019. Export (measured
in domestic currency) helped the economic growth in 2018 but fell
significantly to 1.5% in 2019.
Table 4-1. Real Growth Rates of GDP Components
(Unit: Growth rates in % change from the previous year; ratio in %)

Gross fixed
Exports of
Private
Facilities
Year GDP
Construction
capital
goods and
consumption
investment
formation
services

Net
exports/
GDP

2010

6.8

4.4

5.8

-3.7

23.2

13.0

2011

3.7

2.9

1.3

-2.8

5.5

15.4

2.8
1.1

2012

2.4

1.7

-0.1

-3.5

1.0

5.8

2.7

2013

3.2

1.7

2.8

6.3

-3.9

3.8

4.6

2014

3.2

2.0

3.1

1.4

5.1

2.1

5.0

2015

2.8

2.2

5.4

6.9

5.1

0.2

6.9

2016

2.9

2.6

6.6

10.0

2.6

2.4

6.6

2017

3.2

2.8

9.8

7.3

16.5

2.5

4.7

2018

2.7

2.8

-2.4

-4.3

-2.4

3.5

4.6

2019

2.0

1.9

-3.3

-3.1

-7.7

1.7

-

Note: Growth rates are in real term, and the ratio is in nominal.
Source: ECOS (accessed March 4, 2020).

Figure 4-1. Real Growth Rates of GDP Components
(Unit: % change from the previous year)

Source: ECOS (accessed March 4, 2020).
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Contrary to investment, the growth rate of private consumption increased
from 2.6% in 2017 to 2.8% in 2018, exceeding the GDP growth rate for the
first time since 2005. This can be seen as evidence that the income-led growth
started having effect. Private consumption was also the biggest contributor
(1.3%p) to GDP growth, followed by net exports (1.1%p). The growth rate of
private consumption fell to 1.9% in 2019 when the economy experienced a
serious slump, but its contribution to GDP growth was still much higher than
that of investment.
Figure 4-2. Contribution to GDP Growth
(Unit: %p)

Source: ECOS (accessed March 4, 2020).

As Figure 4-1 shows, the construction investment grew much faster during
2015-2017 than usual, at 10.0% in 2016 and 7.3% in 2017, for instance.
Underlying this boom in construction investment was the Park administration’s
real estate and construction stimulation through deregulation, such as the
lifting of the upper limit of the LTV (Loan To Value) and the DTI (Debt To
Income) regulations in July 2014, and the liberalization of the rebuiliding
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conditions in September 2014. While creating a boom in the construction
sector, it also resulted in a rapid increase of household debt, which grew at
10.9% in 2015 and 11.6% in 2016 (see Figure 4-3). This trend started to slow
down coming in the Moon administration.
Figure 4-3. Growth Rates of Household Debts
(Unit: % change from the previous year)

Source: ECOS (accessed March 4, 2020).

Considering the stimulation through construction boom and high levels of
household debts unsustainable, the Moon administration started to strengthen
regulation on the real estate sector and household debts. As a result, the real
estate sector cooled down, and construction investment fell. Because
construction investment accounts for a large share of the gross fixed capital
formation in Korea (e.g., 49.3% in 2018),11) this led to a decline in fixed capital
investment.

11) The amount of construction investment was about 241 trillion won while that of facilities
investment about 157 trillion won and that of intellectual property products was about 90
trillion won in 2018, calculated by the 2015 real prices.
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Figure 4-4. Gross Fixed Capital Formation
(Unit: in billion KRW)

Note: In 2015 prices.
Source: ECOS (accessed March 4, 2020).

To have a glimpse on a counter-factual without such declines in
construction investment, Figures 4-5 below depicts the GDP growth rates
with and without construction investment. It clearly shows that the GDP
growth rate is higher without construction investment except during
2015-2017. That is, construction investment was a major driver of growth
during and only during 2015-2017. This implies that the economic
performance of the income-led growth, for instance, is significantly deflated
by the declines in construction investment, and one needs to be cautious when
assessing it based on the aggregate indicators such as the GDP growth rate.
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Figure 4-5. GDP Growth Rate with and without Construction Investment

(a) Annual
(Unit: % change from the previous year)

(b) Quarterly
(Unit: % change from the same quarter in the previous year)

Source: ECOS (accessed March 4, 2020).
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2. Employment
The number of new jobs created declined to about 87 thousand in 2018,
from 231 thousand in 2016 and 316 thousand in 2017, then bounced back to
301 thousand in 2019. The employment rate was rather stable, at 60.8% in
2017, 60.7% in 2018 and 60.9% in 2019, and similarly for the unemployment
rate, at 3.7% in 2017, and 3.8% both in 2018 and 2019.
While the economic slowdown examined in the previous section must have
made a significant contribution to the decline of job creation in 2018, critics
argued that the rapid increase of minimum wage was the main reason behind
the drop. The empirical analyses reported so far, however, have mixed results
regarding this argument. For instance, Kim and Lee (2019) and Kang (2019)
report significant negative effect of the minimum wage increase of the Moon
administration on employment, while Hwang (2019a) and Oh (2019) fail to
find significant effect. What most studies seem to agree though is that the
minimum wage raise reduced the working hours of those who receive
minimum wage.12)
One also needs to take into consideration other exogenous concurrent
factors than the economic slowdown examined in the previous section when
assessing the impact of the minimum wage in 2018 on job creation. For
instance, job creation already started to fall in mid-2016 in the accommodation
and food industry, which employs a large number of low-wage workers. The
Korea-China relationship soured because of a security issue then, and the
number of Chinese tourists, which takes the largest share in Korea, sharply
dropped. The number of jobs in this industry increased fast in 2019 even with
the minimum wage raise. Another example is the wholesale and retail industry,
which has a high share of minimum-wage workers. The number of jobs in this
industry continued to fall for several years before 2018 due largely to the fast
12) See Chapter 5 for more on minimum wage.
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growth of e-commerce. In addition, the continuous weakening of manufacturing
and the decline of the working-age population (see Figure 4-6) are also likely
to have had major impacts. When taking this population change into
consideration, the year 2019 saw a clear improvement in job creation. Overall,
the labor market performance, at least in terms of the aggregate employment
rate and unemployment rate, does not appear to be particularly worse than in
the previous regimes (see Figure 4-7).
Figure 4-6. Changes in Employment and Population by Age Groups
(Unit: in thousand)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

But the labor market performance shows disparities according to age
groups, particularly between those in their 40s and the elderly. The
employment rate of the former group shows a steady decline from 79.4% in
2017 to 79% in 2018 and 78.4% in 2019. On the contrary, the job creation for
the elderly rose rapidly mainly because of the government-supported job
programs. The increase in the number of jobs among those aged 65 or older
increased from 98 thousand in 2017 to 145 in 2018 and 227 thousand in 2019.13)
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Figure 4-7. Employment Rate and Unemployment Rate
(Unit: %)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

Such large increase were also related to the fast increase in jobs with short
working hours (less than 36 hours per week). The increases in government
spending also boosted jobs in the health and social welfare industry. The
decline of employment for the former group (i.e., in their 40s), and particularly
for males, is related to the decline of manufacturing jobs (see Figure 4-8).
In sum, the employment performance under the income-led growth policy
was not very satisfactory in 2018, but significantly improved in 2019, even
though one may have a concern about the quality of jobs. As discussed below,
employment performance, as well as economic growth, could have been better
had fiscal policy been more expansionary.

13) The change in the number of jobs for people aged 15-64 years was -48 and 74 thousand in
2018 and 2019 respectively, much smaller than 218 thousand in 2017. But one should not
forget that the change in population aged 15-64 was -63 thousand and -5 thousand in 2018
and 2019.
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Figure 4-8. Changes in Jobs in the Manufacturing and the Health and
Social Welfare Sectors
(Unit: in thousand)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

3. Income Distribution
3-1. Household Income
Because the main purpose of income-led growth was to boost aggregate
demand by reducing inequality, many have paid attention to changes in income
distribution in 2018. There are two main government statistics reporting on
the income distribution at the household level. The first is the Survey of
Household Finances and Living Conditions (SHFLC), which is the official
statistics on income distribution reported to the OECD. The result of this
survey for 2018 was published as late as in December of 2019, but it is
reportedly superior to another household survey with respect to consistency in
samples and methodology between the results in 2017 and 2018. According to
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this, household income distribution improved with the Gini coefficient of
disposable income falling from 0.355 in 2017 to 0.349 in 2018 (Statistics Korea
2019). The ratio of the top 20% income over the bottom 20% income also fell
from 6.96 to 6.54 over the same period. Figure 4-9 demonstrates that income
inequality measured by the Gini coefficient of both disposable and market
income significantly fell in 2018. The income of the bottom 20% of
households rose by 4.4% in 2018, while that of the top 20% of households rose
by 1.7% in 2018, leading to the decline in the income gap.
Figure 4-9. Gini Coefficients of Household Income

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

Some critiques argue that the labor income of the bottom 20% fell by 8%
due to the rapid minimum wage raise. However, that can be alternatively
explained by the change in the composition of the bottom 20%: those
households with working household members moved to higher income
groups because of the increase in wage income; and thus the share of
non-working households increased in the new bottom 20% group.14) It is
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important to note that the bottom income group mainly consists of older
households with smaller labor income. The transfer income from the
government to the bottom 20% rose by 11.4% in 2018 owing to the increase
in social welfare under income-led growth, which was crucial to the poor and
old non-workers’ households. The relative poverty rate measured by the share
of households earning less than 50% of median income also fell significantly
in 2018 down to 16.7% in disposable income from 17.3% in 2017, the lowest
after 2011, as shown in Figure 4-10.
Figure 4-10. Relative Poverty Rates
(Unit: %)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

Another government statistic about household income distribution is the
Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES), which reports quite
different results. According to this quarterly and more frequent household
14) In fact, the presidential committee for income-led growth reports this is the reason for the
ongoing fall in labor income of the bottom 20% after 2018 in the household survey results
(Presidential committee for income-led growth 2020).
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survey, the income of poor households such as bottom 10% or 20% shrank
severely in 2018, while that of top deciles rose significantly. Figure 4-11
demonstrates that the income gap became larger between rich and poor
households because of this. The ratio of disposable income of the top 20% to
the bottom 20% of households rose from 4.61 in the fourth quarter of 2017 to
5.47 in the fourth quarter of 2018, falling slightly to 5.26 in the fourth quarter
of 2019. Inequality measured by this fell after 2010 because of the expansion
of pension for the elderly and the economic recovery after the global financial
crisis, then started to rise continuously since 2016. The result of this survey
came out on a quarterly basis in the same year, so the critiques widely used it
as evidence that income-led growth policies have worsened income inequality
at the household level.
Figure 4-11. Household Income Distribution by Income Deciles
(Total Households)
(Unit: %)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).
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These opposing results, specifically for 2018, are likely to be associated with
different samples and methodologies. In particular, the HIES had significant
changes in the sample, the population group and the survey method, which
may have affected its results on income distribution in 2018.15) In this regard,
inter-temporal comparison is more reliable with the SHFLC.
Having said that, if we look into the result of the HIES, labor income and
business income for the bottom first and second decile households declined
significantly. This is partly associated with the change in the composition of
the group, and the aging problem as well in Korea where people retire rather
early and they have the highest poverty rate for the elderly in the OECD due
to insufficient pension income. The government statistics report that the
bottom 20% of households became older recently, with the average age of
about 63, much older than that of the top 20% households, 50, and that of all
households, 53 in the third quarter of 2018. But it could be also likely that
vulnerable and poor people were hit in 2018, partly because they went out of
the job market or more importantly their working time decreased. The
stagnant job creation in 2018 as discussed above, especially for the poor
workers, may have been a factor in the rise in inequality in terms of household
income in the HIES.
The HIES reports the income statistics separately for the working
households and the non-workers’ households. Rising inequality in household
income in the HIES is largely due to the significant fall of income of poor
non-workers’ households. The total share of non-workers’ households in the
household survey in the third quarter of 2018 was about 40% of all

15) The Korean government once decided to stop the HIES and replace it completely with the
SHFLC and thus reduced its sample in 2017 from 8700 to 5500. Later, it changed the
decision, possibly because income distribution improved in this survey in the fourth
quarter of 2017, increasing the sample from 5500 in 2017 to 8000 in 2018. There was also
a change in the survey methodology from 2017. The population group of the HIES also
changed in 2018, which is not the case for the SHFLC.
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households, while the share of non-workers’ households was about 68% in the
bottom 20% income group. They are mainly older and poorer; for instance,
the average age of the head of the bottom 20% of non-workers’ households
was as old as 68. This implies that tacking their poverty problem requires more
targeted social welfare spending, as well as providing working opportunities.
The limited social welfare spending in Korea is an obstacle to this. For
example, the elderly pension, considered as the most effective way to alleviate
poverty and to improve inequality for the old, is still not large enough, despite
recent efforts by the Moon administration to raise it.

3-2. Wage Inequality and Wage Share
There are signs indicating that workers have benefited from the income-led
growth, for instance through minimum wage. The share of low wage workers
receiving 2/3 of the median wage fell from 21.4% in 2017 to 15.7% in 2018 on
an hourly wage basis, and from 20.5% to 17.9% over the same period on a
monthly wage basis (see Table 2). Also, the P90/P10 of wages (denoted by
P9010 in the table), the ratio of the upper bound value of the ninth decile to
that of the first decile, also fell from 4.13 to 3.75 in terms of the hourly wage

Table 4-2. Changes in Wage Inequality since 2017

Measures

Hourly wage
2017

2018

Monthly wage
2019

2017

2018

2019

P9010

4.13

3.75

3.59

5.63

5.04

5.39

P5010

1.92

1.67

1.69

2.5

2.33

2.58

P9050

2.15

2.25

2.13

2.25

2.16

2.09

Gini

0.3160

0.3098

0.2988

0.3293

0.3289

0.3250

Share of low wage (%)

21.4

15.7

15.8

20.5

17.9

21.6

Note: The share of low age workers is the share of workers with less than 2/3 of median wage.
Source: Kim (2020).
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and from 5.63 to 5.04 in terms of the monthly wage. The Gini coefficients of
wages also fell in 2018 and 2019. The other administrative statistics about jobs
and wages covering about 19 million jobs also report that the share of jobs
receiving less than the 50% of median wage fell from 20.8% to 20.4% and that
of jobs receiving the 50-150% of median wage rose from 47.8% to 49% from
2017 to 2018 (Statistics Korea 2020).
However, the share of low wage workers and the P90/P10 ratio rose in 2019
on a monthly wage basis, different from an hourly wage basis. This is mainly
because the working time of poor workers fell relatively more. The working
time of the first decile in wage fell by 2.8% in 2019 and that of the second decile
in wage fell by 3.1%, while that of all workers fell 0.6%. One possible reason
for this might be that employers responded to the rapid increase in the
minimum wage by reducing working hours for part-time workers.16) In fact,
the overall number of jobs with extremely short working hours less than 17
hours per week increased significantly recently. The increase in jobs with short
working time in the government program for the elderly may also have
contributed to this change.
The result of the HIES for 2018 also indicates that the growth rate of
income of workers’ households rose highly in 2018, to 7.7% in the second
quarter of 2018, compared with -0.4% in 2017, and that of bottom 20% of
workers’ households also grew by 6.0%. Figure 4-12 shows that the growth of
household income for workers’ households staying inside the job market is
quite different from all households in the HIES. We cannot see the negative
growth in income for the bottom income households among workers’
households seen in the data for all households in 2018.

16) Employers are free from several requirements for employing workers such as legallymandated paid weekly holidays and employment insurance etc. Thus, they somehow
responded to the minimum wage increase by dividing working hours (Kim 2020).
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Figure 4-12. Household Income Distribution by Income Deciles
(Working Households)
(Unit: %)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

Finally, one needs to examine how the wage share changed in the Moon
government, because the wage share or functional income distribution is
essential to the original wage-led growth argument. As discussed in Chpater 1
of this report, the rationale for the income-led growth in Korea was a serious
concern about the negative effects of the falling wage share after the 1997
financial crisis on consumption and aggregate demand. Although some argue
that the wage growth was in tandem with the productivity growth in the 2000s
(e.g., Park J. S. 2019), it is true that wages of all workers fell in comparison with
the labor productivity in the aggregate economy, hence the wage share falling,
which depressed economic growth (see Lee 2019, for instance). As shown
above, the wage share started to recover slowly since 2010 after falling
significantly during the period of the global financial crisis, but it fell again
starting from 2015.
The adjusted wage share, after adjusting the mixed income of the self-
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employed, rose in 2018 to a large extent. The Bank of Korea recently reported
new national accounts statistics for functional income distribution with the
2015 base year for the period from 2010 to 2018 (Bank of Korea 2019).
According to it, the adjusted wage share jumped from 68.1% in 2017 to 69.6%
in 2018, after falling in the previous two years. The growth rate of the real wage
was about 3.7% in 2018, 2.4%p higher than that in 2017, and also higher than
the labor productivity growth in 2018. The income-led growth, particularly the
rapid raise of the minimum wage, is likely to be a major factor yielding the high
wage growth in 2018. It brought about relatively solid growth in private
consumption in that year as examined above. We may well expect that the
continuous increase in the wage share will lead to growth in private
consumption, thereby promoting economic growth in the long run.
Figure 4-13. Adjusted Wage Share

Note: Calculated as “employee compensation/(net income-operating surplus of unincorporated
enterprises)”, assuming that the ratio of capital and labor income for the self-employed is
same to that of the corporate sector.
Source: ECOS (accessed March 4, 2020).
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However, the future is uncertain. The Korean government already slowed
down the speed of the increase in the minimum wage, raising it by 2.9% for
2020, and the economy started to slow down fast after late 2018. There are also
limitations in the government’s efforts to strengthen the bargaining power of
workers, as examined in later chapters of this report.
In sum, there are evidence suggesting that household income inequality fell
and the workers’ share in national income rose in 2018. This suggests that the
government’s attempt to improve income distribution pursuing income-led
growth bore fruit to some extent. The wage-led or income-led part in the
income-led growth can be considered successful in this regard, apart from the
growth part of the income-led growth. However, another household survey
reports that the income gap widened in 2018 (although there are reasons to
consider the reliability of this survey dubious). This demonstrates that the
poor and old non-workers’ households outside the labor market suffered from
falling income, leading to higher inequality, while there was no such change
among workers’ households. While more thorough analysis is required on the
cause of this latter observation, it implies that the government must not miss
the vulnerable groups in its efforts to reduce income inequality.

4. Fiscal Expansion
4-1. De Facto Fiscal Austerity in 2018
While the income-led growth strategy of the Moon government was
motivated by the Keynesian macroeconomics, fiscal policy was not much
Keynesian, especially in 2018. It was rather a de facto austerity, judging by the
large increase in tax revenue than originally estimated in the budget. The
insufficient fiscal expansion resulted in slower economic growth and job
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creation and less improvement in income distribution in 2018 than expected.
The government budget for 2017 was determined in 2016 in the previous
government, and the original budget of total government spending for 2017
was 400.5 trillion won. The Moon government drew up a supplementary
budget plan of about 11 trillion won in June 2017, shortly after it took the
office in May of 2017. The supplementary budget as much as 410.1 trillion won
for 2017 was 6.1% larger than the original budget for 2016, but just 2.9% larger
than the supplementary budget for 2016. The government spending in the
original budget for 2018, the first budget by the Moon government, was 428.8
trillion won, 7.1% more than the original budget for 2017. The 2018 budget
appears to be expansionary with the growth higher than that of nominal GDP
in 2018, about 3.1%. The growth of spending in the budget was 4.6%
compared with the supplementary budget for 2017. The government
introduced a small additional supplementary budget of 3.8 trillion won in early
2018, making its growth by 5.5% compared with that for 2017.
The problem of the fiscal policy in 2018 was the excess tax revenue which
exceeded the original government estimation. The tax revenue exceeded the
budget for 2018 by 25.4 trillion won, about 1.4% of GDP, implying a de facto
austerity. As a result, consolidated fiscal balance in Korea recorded a large
surplus of 30.1 trillion won, 2.1% of GDP, in 2018. It is surprising that the
fiscal surplus increased in the Keynesian Moon government more than in the
preceding conservative governments. It is true that large excess tax revenue
more than the budget emerged from 2016 in three years in a row owing to its
underestimation. The government responded to this by implementing a large
supplementary budget as much as about 11 trillion won in 2016 and 2017 by
utilizing the expected excess tax revenue in the current years. Even then, the
amount of the excess tax revenue was 9.9 trillion won in 2016 and 14.5 trillion
won in 2017. However, the supplementary budget in 2018 was relatively small,
about 3.8 trillion won, without utilizing the expected excess tax revenue in that
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year. This made the de facto fiscal austerity more stringent in 2018, producing
even larger excess tax revenue than in previous years.
Figure 4-14. GDP Shares of Fiscal Balance in Budget and Settlement
(Unit: %)

Source: Authors’ calculation, using data from KOSIS.

Finally, in the settlement, the consolidated fiscal balance in 2018 was a
surplus of 31.2 trillion won, some 1.7% of GDP, which was the largest since
2007. The operational fiscal balance excluding the balance of the social
welfare-related funds was a deficit of 10.6 trillion won, some 0.6% of GDP, the
lowest after 2007.17) The fiscal surplus in the settlement increased by about 1%
of GDP in 2018 in comparison with the government budget for 2018, as
Figure 4-14 demonstrates. This suggests that there was a de facto fiscal
austerity in the year. Existing analyses using the fiscal impulse function or the
primary fiscal balance out of potential GDP also verify that the fiscal policy of

17) Operational fiscal balance is calculated by subtracting the balance of the social welfarerelated funds such as national pension from the consolidated fiscal balance. In Korea, the
history of national pension is short and thus its balance is still in large surplus.
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the Moon government was not expansionary but austerity (e.g., Bank of Korea
2018).18) This improved fiscal soundness in 2018. The public debt-to-GDP
ratio fell from 36.01% in 2016 to 35.94% in 2018. The deficit-related
government debt ratio because of fiscal deficit fell by 0.65%p even more than
the total government debt ratio.
Figure 4-15. Government Debt to GDP
(Unit: %)

Note: The public debt ratio includes the debt of the central and local governments, but excluding
the debt of non-profit public institutions, thus slightly smaller than the debt of the general
government.
Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

As discussed above, the economy was faced with serious downward
pressure from late 2018, but the fiscal policy in 2018 did not play a necessary
role in macroeconomic management.19) On the contrary, the government cut
18) See the international comparison in Fiscal Monitor by the IMF for primary balance out of
potential GDP.
19) The growth rate in 2018 could have been higher than 3% if the total excess tax revenue had
been fully spent in that year. (The fiscal multiplier in Korea is estimated to be about 0.5 if
conservatively estimated.) The de factor austerity in 2018 will have lasting effect in 2019
also, because the effect of fiscal policy lingers longer than one year.
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the budget for public SOC (social overhead capital) investment by 14% in
2018, for instance, and the contribution of public investment to GDP growth
was a mere 0.1%p even though private investment fell significantly in 2018. A
more active fiscal expansion seems to have been more appropriate not only for
economic stimulation, but also for the success of the income-led growth by
absorbing the shock of the rapid minimum wage increase in 2018.20)
According to the Bank of Korea, the contribution of the government sector to
GDP growth in 2018 was 0.9%p, while that of the private sector was 1.8%p.
The government contribution did not increase enough to compensate for the
fall of the contribution of the private sector to the GDP growth. The de facto
or ex-post fiscal austerity as a result of the large excess tax revenue in 2018 did
not match the direction of the income-led growth motivated by the Keynesian
macroeconomics.

4-2. Future Directions
The important question arises about why the Korean government was not
expansionary enough in its fiscal policy in 2018. The government’s estimation
was not correct ex post from 2012 to 2014, when tax revenue in the settlement
was smaller than the original budget. This may have made the Ministry of
Finance more conservative in estimating tax revenue. Also, several episodes
demonstrated that the Minister and the chief policy officer in the Presidential
Office had different views about the economy. The Ministry of Finance is
known to be conservative in fiscal policy stance, strongly attached to fiscal
soundness, and may have resisted the plan to expand fiscal spending from the
Presidential Office. The political will and capacity of the Presidential Office to
carry out an expansionary fiscal policy may also have been not strong enough.
20) The former economic adviser for the President later admitted that he felt regret about the
fiscal policy of the Moon government in 2018. See Hankyoreh 21(2019).
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The idea that fiscal soundness is quintessential in Korea also played a role.
Most politicians and economists emphasize its importance, and thus public
opinion about fiscal policy is generally conservative. Most Koreans are
concerned about rapid aging and the rising social welfare spending it will bring
about in the near future. It is commonly argued that the government should
not run a large fiscal deficit and should rein in the public debt ratio, because it
will automatically rise along with the population change.
However, the general government gross debt ratio out of GDP (D2) in
Korea stood at about 43% in 2017, while the OECD average was about 112%.
The Korean government has always run a fiscal surplus in terms of
consolidated fiscal balance, although operational fiscal balance is generally in
deficit. The actual fiscal condition of the Korean government is stronger than
it appears, because about 43% of the public debt is financial debt which has
corresponding financial assets such as foreign reserves. Furthermore, the
Korean government owns large public assets more than in other advanced
countries, so that the net public debt is even lower (IMF 2018). According to
an IMF study, fiscal space in Korea is the second-largest among developed
countries next only to Norway, which suggests that the current fiscal situation
in Korea is very sound (Ostry, Ghosh, and Espinoza 2015). Also, the argument
that the government debt ratio will automatically stabilize when the interest
rate is lower than the growth rate (Blanchard 2019) supports active fiscal
expansion in Korea.
The budget for 2019 was certainly more expansionary, 469.6 trillion won,
9.5% larger than the original budget for 2018. However, the fast slowdown of
the economy, due to such factors as the US-China trade tension and the lasting
effect of the de facto fiscal austerity in 2018, may call for a larger expansion. In
early 2019, the government proposed a supplementary budget of about 6.9
trillion won to respond to the economic stagnation. While it was smaller than
the amount advised by the IMF, about 0.5% of GDP (IMF 2019), the
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conservative opposition party opposed the government plan for several
months, and the supplementary budget of 5.8 trillion won, just 0.3% of GDP,
was finally introduced. Still, the government made a larger contribution to
GDP growth in 2019 than in 2018. The contribution of the government sector
to GDP growth is as high as 1.5%p, compared with the 0.5%p of the private
sector, because of the increase in fiscal spending in 2019.
Recently, there are more calls for the Korean government to push for fiscal
expansion, reflecting the increasing voice for the more active fiscal policy and
changes in thinking on macroeconomic policy to support fiscal expansion in
foreign countries. The Korean president also emphasized the importance of
fiscal expansion to avoid the incoming economic slump associated with the
US-China trade tension. It is reported that he questioned the common
argument supporting the 40% limitation of the government debt ratio out of
GDP. The budget for 2020 was determined as much as 512.3 trillion won,
increased by 9.1% from the original budget for 2019. The government
presented a prospect that it would run a large deficit as much as 3.6% of GDP
in the operational fiscal balance in 2020. The government also proposed a
medium-term fiscal plan to increase the budget by 6.5% annually from 2019 to
2023. According to the plan, the fiscal deficit in the operational balance after
2020 is planned to continue at 3.6% of GDP, and the government debt out of
GDP would increase from 37.1% in 2019 to 46.4% in 2023. While
international observers welcomed this move,21) it faced domestic criticism and
resistance by those who adhere to fiscal soundness. The direction of the future
of Korea’s fiscal policy depends on whether the government can overcome
this and the related public concern.

21) Financial Times(2019).
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1. Introduction
The statutory minimum wage started being enforced in Korea in 1988.22)
Article 32 (1) of the Constitution of the Republic of Korea stipulates that the
state “shall enforce a minimum wage system under the conditions as
prescribed by Act.” In addition, Article 1 of the Minimum Wage Act clarifies
the purpose of the system stating that its aim “is to stabilize employees’ life and
to improve the quality of the labor force by guaranteeing a certain minimum
level of wages to employees, thereby contributing to the sound development
of the national economy.” Initially, the minimum wage was applied only to
workplaces with 10 or more full-time workers and only in the manufacturing
industry; then it began to be applied to all industries in 1990. It was expanded
to workplaces with five or more workers in 1999, and the Korean
Confederation of Trade Unions (KCTU) started participating in the minimum
wage committee in 2000. Since September 2001, the system has been
expanded to workplaces with more than one worker in all industries.
The minimum wages for 2018 and 2019 were raised by 16.4% and 10.9%,
respectively, compared to the previous year. As a result, the hourly minimum
wage has risen by 29% from KRW 6,470 in 2017 to KRW 8,350 in 2019 in two
years. Minimum wage policy was recognized among Korean citizens as the
representative of the income-led growth policy. One possible reason that
minimum wage increase became the symbol of the income-led growth of the
Moon administration is because the minimum wage for 2018 was decided
around the time when the then-newly inaugurated Moon administration
announced its economic policy direction (July 2017). Also, the government
did not present a well-completed policy package of the income-led growth
until recently. As a result, citizens gradually became accustomed to accepting
minimum wage policies and income-led growth as synonyms.
22) As a result of the “Great Struggle of Workers” between July and September of 1987.
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Table 5-1. Statutory Minimum Hourly Wage in Korea
Year

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Wage rate (KRW)

4,860

5,210

5,580

6,030

6,470

Growth rate

6.1%

7.2%

7.1%

8.1%

7.3%

2018

2019

2020

7,530

8,350

8,590

16.4%

10.9%

2.9%

As can be seen from Table 5-1, the minimum wages in Korea in 2018 and
2019 have increased rapidly. However, this was 5.9 euros in 2018 and 6.4 euros
in 2019, according to Kim (2019b), which did not exceed the OECD average
during the same period. The OECD average was 6.2 euros in 2018 and 6.4
euros in 2019, and Korea ranked 12th or 13th among 25 OECD member
countries with minimum wages.23) As of 2017, prior to the launch of the
incumbent government, the minimum wage was about 41% of the average
wage in Korea, which is known to coincide with the OECD average for the
same year. Statutory minimum wage has been introduced in more countries
these days. For example, Germany introduced a federal statutory minimum
wage in 2015. In addition to Korea, there were several other OECD countries
where minimum wages were raised in double-digits in 2018 and 2019,
including Spain’s 22.3% increase in 2019 and Canada’s 12.6% increase in the
same year. The ratio of minimum wage compared to average wage or median
wage also rose in Korea and other countries.24)
In this chapter, the socio-economic impact of the minimum wage raise
promoted as part of the income-led growth policy by the Moon administration
will be evaluated comprehensively. In addition, the process in which the policy
23) However, it is worth noting that Korea has relatively low per capita income among OECD
member countries.
24) As of 2018, the minimum wage for full-time workers in OECD countries is 42% of their
average wage and 53.7% of their median wage. For the same year in Korea, it is known that
the minimum wage is 41.9% of the average wage and 52.8% of the median wage. This
calculation is based on applying the full-time flat-rate salary standard for firms with one or
more workers in the “Survey on labor conditions by employment type” published by the
Ministry of Labor.
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directions gradually changed will be reviewed, because the minimum wage was
the most important issue in that process.

2. Initial Criticisms and Some Evidences
Against Them
The income-led growth has been the target of intensive criticisms, particularly
by the conservatives, from the early stages of the Moon administration. Some
economists opposed the income-led growth as they considered it an attempt
to test non-mainstream theories in Korea. The minimum wage raise ignited
such conflicts. Critiques argued, in particular, that the minimum wage hike was
proceeding too fast.
Ironically, all major candidates to the 2017 presidential election promised to
raise the minimum wage to KRW 10,000 by 2020 at the earliest, or by 2022 at
latest. To reach KRW 10,000 in 2020, it was necessary to raise the minimum
wage by 15.6% per year on average from 2018. The actual growth rate of
16.4% in 2018 was about that level. Even for the weaker target of 2022, the
average annual growth rate of 9.1% is necessary from 2018; and the actual
growth rate of 10.9% in 2019 is not substantially different from that weaker
target.
At least during the initial period of power, other than the minimum wage
raise, other income-led growth policies that citizens could experience have not
begun. Other policies such as Mooncare, the basic pension and child benefits
were recognized among citizens as separate policies not related to income-led
growth. In a number of controversies, the minimum wage raise in 2018 and
2019 seemed to have carried the heavy burden of deciding success or failure of
income-led growth.
The Korean economy is characterized by many self-employed businesses of
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small size. As of 2018, the share of self-employment among all jobs in Korea
stands at 21%. This is about 5-10%p higher than in other developed countries.
This was the background of adopting a new name for income-led growth, as
explained above, when wage-led growth theory was imported into Korea. The
problem was that the minimum wage raise could have a direct impact mainly
on the sectors where the minimum wage workers are employed, mostly small
businesses. As such, concerns about the collapse of self-employment
following the minimum wage raise were difficult issues that the theory of
wage-led growth encountered from the beginning in Korea.
However, there were other factors than the rapid increase of the minimum
wage which made the self-employment vulnerable. It was later confirmed that
in 2018, when the minimum wage was raised significantly, self-employment
closures decreased and new entry into self-employment increased. This fact
was evident by the National Tax Statistics Data released by the National Tax
Service in July 2019.25) According to this data, the number of new
self-employed business owners (individual business) increased in 2017 by
about 60,000 compared to the previous year, and in 2018 by more than 80,000
compared to the previous year. On the other hand, the number of business
closures decreased by about 2,000 in 2017 compared to the previous year, and
by about 7,000 in 2018.
Using the same survey data, if we calculate the closure rate as the ratio of the
number of business closures during the year to the sum of the number of
business closures during the year and the number of business owners at the
end of the year, the closure rate for self-employment sector was 12.2% in 2016,
11.7% in 2017 and 11.0% in 2018, that is, the closure rate fell in 2018 despite
the minimum wage raise. We can also calculate the closure-entrance ratio as
the ratio of the number of closures to the number of new entrants. The
25) Korean National Tax Office (2019), “2019 National Tax Statistics the 1st early release.”
(July)
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calculated closure-entrance ratio was 76.3% in 2016, 72.2% in 2017 and 66.9%
in 2018. This also was in downward trend, and again fell in 2018. These
evidences suggest that self-employment closures decreased and new entries
increased in the Moon administration.
In the Economically Active Population Survey of the National Statistics
Office, if a householder is self-employed, the household is classified as a
non-worker household. It is known that dual-earner households out of the
non-worker households correspond to the self-employment household by
and large. Assuming this dual-earner non-worker household equals selfemployment household and investigating their monthly income and expenditures,
self-employment household’s income increased by 2.4%, 1.9%, 5.4%, 3.2%
each year during 2016-2019. That is, household income for the self-employed
increased in 2018 and 2019 at a rate exceeding the nominal economic growth
rate despite the rapid increase of minimum wage. These evidences suggest the
opposite of the aforementioned concerns that the minimum wage raise will
lead to disruptions in self-employment sector and the collapse of the
self-employed’s income.

3. Employment Effects of the Minimum Wage
Raises in 2018 and 2019
Theoretically, there are conflicting views on the employment effect of
minimum wage raise. When the labor market (and the related goods or services
markets) is perfectly competitive, the introduction and increase of minimum
wage is predicted to reduce employment. If the labor market is not perfectly
competitive, however, a moderate level of minimum wage can increase
employment, such as in monopsony.26) In a monopsony labor market, a firm
chooses the level of employment that equates marginal revenue product and
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the marginal factor cost. The marginal revenue product is a benefit from
employing additional unit of labor when a firm that behaves as a monopoly
buyer of labor, while the marginal factor cost is a resulting additional
opportunity cost. Imposing the minimum wage refracts the curve for the
marginal factor cost by creating a horizontal section on it. As a result, the level
of employment that equates marginal revenue product and marginal factor
cost rises with the minimum wage.27) The minimum wage raise also has the
effect of raising the participation rate. Non-economically active population are
induced to enter labor market in search of jobs. If they manage to succeed in
finding new jobs, employment increases.
Labor markets in reality are imperfectly competitive market where both
workers and employers have bargaining powers in setting wage. In
determining the relative bargaining powers of labor and capital, the
characteristics of labor market institutions as well as the nature of commodity
market competitions are important. The labor market institutions including
the degrees of labor protection and inclusive collective bargaining support the
bargaining position of the labor.28) The minimum wage is an important
element of the labor market institution. This is related to the fact that the
minimum wage raise has a spill-over effect that increases the average of wage
distribution together with a compression effect that reduces the variance of
wage distribution.
From this perspective, the effect of minimum wage raise on employment is
not clear a priori and calls for an empirical investigation. Reducing wage
26) The term monopsony is said to originate from the book written by the post-Keynesian
economist (Robinson 1969). Labor market is seen as an example where the theory of
monopsony can be applied. The results of research on the monopsony theory of labor
market are summarized in Boal and Ransom (1997), for instance.
27) However, even in this case, the declines in marginal revenue product dominate any other
effect when the minimum wage is too high, thereby reducing employment.
28) For a definition of the inclusiveness of labor market institutions, see later chapters of this
report.
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inequality and raising average wage will both increase the effective demand,
which can lead to increased employment. This can offset, at least in part, the
short-term employment declines occurred in vulnerable unorganized sectors,
which are the institutional blind spot of labor protection. Even considering a
medium-term or longer time horizon, the employment effect can be neutral.
This is because a potential decrease in employment due to an increase in labor
productivity may limit the increase in employment due to an expansion of
effective demand.29)
To summarize the results of the empirical analysis conducted so far on the
employment effect of minimum wage, the overall conclusion is that the
estimate for employment elasticity is not statistically significant from zero or
quite small regardless of its sign. According to several empirical studies in the
1990s since Card and Krueger (1994), it seems that there is, in a sense,
consensus among researchers that minimum wage does not have a markedly
negative effect on the employment of low-wage workers: see, for instance,
Doucouliagos and Stanley (2009), Schmitt (2013) and Wolfson and Belman
(2014). In the following, we will briefly look at the recent trends in
employment and then introduce some econometric discussions around the
employment effect of the minimum wage raises in 2018 and 2019 in the
Korean economy.

29) The minimum wage raise has the effect of encouraging employers to improve labor
productivity. The increase in wages stimulates labor productivity also due to the efficiency
wage effect or the economies of scale based on an expansion of effective demand. In this
way, the minimum wage raise can overcome the “bad equilibrium” of low wage with low
productivity. As such, the effect of the minimum wage raise is not limited to short-term
and can be persistent. For a theoretical discussion on this, refer to Nah (2018, pp. 260-273,
314-324).
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3-1. Recent Trends in Employment
As of December 2019, the employment rate in Korea was 60.1%, which is
relatively high in the long run.30) Figure 5-1 shows that monthly employment
rates have been relatively stable in recent years, but employment has been
sluggish in 2018 compared to 2017 or 2019.
Figure 5-1. Monthly Employment Rate
(Unit: %)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

Figure 5-2 depicts the year-on-year changes in the employment rate. After
the biggest monthly increase compared to the previous year happened in
March 2017, the increases in the rate exhibited a downward trend. It seems
unlikely that there has been any significant change in the trends of employment
rate in advance before or at the time when the raised minimum wage was
applied in January 2018. It does not seem to be impossible to interpret the
overall annual employment slump in 2018 as being in line with the economic
30) In this chapter, the employment rate is defined as the ratio of the employed to population
aged 15 and over.
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downturn that began in 2017. The degree of decreases in the rate compared to
the previous year became more severe until July 2018, after which the rate
started a sluggish recovery. It is also found that the rate increased compared to
the previous year again in 2019. In January 2019, even with the two-digit raise
in minimum wage, the rate has not plummeted.
Figure 5-2. Changes in Monthly Employment Rate from the Same Month of
the Previous Year
(Unit: YoY %p)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

Figure 5-3 shows the decomposition of the YoY changes in the
employment, denoted by d_employ in the figure, into two factors. Since the
number of the employed (  ) is the product of the population of age 15 or
older (  ) and the employment rate (  ), changes in employment can be
expressed as follows.
∆  ≈ ∆    ∆

The changes in employment can be partly attributable to changes in
working-age population while the employment rate is constant. The first term
on the right hand side captures this effect, which we call the population factor,
Pop_factor in the figure. The rate of employment also changes with the rate of
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employment even though working-age population does not change. This is
captured in the second term on the right hand side, which we call the
employment rate factor, ERate_ factor in the figure. The figure shows that
demographic changes in Korea, such as a slowdown in the growth of
working-age population, have had a relatively limited impact on employment
decline in 2018. On the contrary, the drop in the employment rate mattered.
Figure 5-3. Decomposition of Employment Changes
(Unit: thousand)

Source: Authors own calculations, based on data from KOSIS.
Figure 5-4. Decomposition of Employment Rate Factor (ERate_factor)
(Unit: thousand)

Source: Authors own calculations, based on data from KOSIS.
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Then, how did the employment rate decrease? Since the employment rate is
the participation rate (  ) multiplied by 1-unemployment rate (  ), the
following approximate expression can be established.
∆ ≈    ∆  ∆

Therefore, the employment rate factor (ERate_factor),  ∆ , is further
decomposed into the contributions due to the participation rate factor
(Participation_ factor),     ∆ , that reflects the contributions due to the
effect of changes in participation rate on the employment rate, and the
unemployment rate factor (LD_ factor),   ∆ , that reflects the effect of
changes in the unemployment rate. It can be considered that the participation
rate factor is mainly related to changes in labor supply, and the unemployment
rate factor is mainly related to changes in labor demand. Figure 5-4 shows the
result of decomposing the employment rate factor in this way into the
participation rate factor and the unemployment rate factor. Looking at the
figure, it can be inferred that the contraction of employment in July and August

Figure 5-5. YoY Changes in Monthly Employment of Wage Workers by Type
(Unit: thousand)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).
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2018 was mainly due to the decreases in labor demand, and the recovery in
employment in 2019 was mainly due to the increases in labor supply.
Meanwhile, the minimum wage raise may have changed the nature of jobs
according to the status of employment. Figure 5-5 depicts YoY changes in
monthly employment classifying wage workers into full-time workers
(Full-time regular) and temporary or daily workers (Temporary and daily). Looking
at the figure, it seems that temporary or daily jobs in 2018, where the minimum
wage has raised, have decreased more than in the previous year. For a long
time, changes in the composition of wage workers have continued, with fewer
temporary or daily workers and more full-time workers. It seems possible that
the 2018 minimum wage raise has accelerated this trend. However, in 2019,
despite the another round of the minimum wage raise, this accelerating trend
was not at all clear.
In the Korean economy, changes in the trend of employment in the
self-employment sector need to be paid attention to over a longer time
horizon. This is because, in the long term trend, the self-employment

Figure 5-6. Number of Employees in the Self-employment Sector
(Unit: million)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).
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businesses has already been decreasing since September 2002. In this regard,
there seems to be no clear evidence proving that the number of jobs in the
self-employment sector has declined sharply since 2018 until recently. Figure
5-6 shows the trend in the number of employees in the self-employment
sector.
Figure 5-7. Changes in Self-employment
(Unit: thousand)

Source: KOSIS (accessed March 4, 2020).

Figure 5-7 exhibits YoY changes in monthly employment. Here, the
self-employed is divided into two group of the self-employed with employees
(self_w_employee) and without (self_wo_employee). Although total number of the
self-employed has remained in a relatively modest downward trend that has
continued since several years ago, there has been a change in 2018 and 2019 in
the composition of the self-employed into the two sub-groups, with or
without employees. The number of the self-employed with employees
increased until September 2018, and then declined, whereas the number of the
self-employed without employee decreased throughout 2018 and increased
since March 2019. However, this change after 2019 may be related to other
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factors, such as the rapid spread of unmanned stores or smart-phone
applications for delivery services than the minimum wage.

3-2. Econometric Discussion
In Korea, many of the econometric studies on the causal effect of minimum
wage raises in 2018 and 2019 on employment have shown that, just as in many
international studies known since the 1990s, the effect was rather neutral.
Hong (2018, 2019) and Jang and Hong (2019) considered the fact that the
minimum wage influence rates differed by industry in order to identify the
groups affected distinctly by the minimum wage raise. This is consistent with
the prediction that, if the minimum wage raise had an effect on employment,
changes in employment would have been greater in industries with high
influence rate. In addition, in these studies, the authors explicitly considered
the fact that employment trends differed by industry, as opposed to the
assumption of a common trend when applying the difference-in-difference
method. Assuming a common trend across groups was close to the
conventional practice in the related empirical studies on minimum wage, such
as Card (1992) and Stewart (2004). However, in the Korean sample after 2018,
it is possible that applying the assumption of a common trend will bring bias
into analysis. One of the key issues when the controversy surrounding the
employment effect of minimum wage has heightened was the decline in the
number of jobs in the self-employment sector, particularly in the food and
lodging industries. However, the number of jobs in the food and lodging
industries has already been clearly declining since summer 2016. It is a question
to see whether the significant raise in minimum wage has decreased the
number of jobs in the respective sector entailing deviations from the trend or
not.
Hong (2018, 2019) and Jang and Hong (2019) compared the employment
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trends in industries with high minimum wage influence (treatment group) and
those in industries with low minimum wage influence (control group) utilizing
the data from the Economically Active Population Survey of the National
Statistics Office. They concluded that it was difficult to argue that additional
increases in minimum wages in 2018 and 2019, which exceeded the average
rate of growth,31) had any statistically significant negative impact on
employment. Hong (2018) estimated that an additional 1% point increase in
minimum wage from January to March 2018 increased the number of wage
workers by 0.01 to 0.05% every month, even though this result was not
statistically significant either. Hong (2019) confirmed that such features
continued until May 2018. Jang and Hong (2019) reported that the minimum
wage raise in 2019 also had a similar effect until October 2019.
However, so far as working hours were concerned, it seemed clear that the
minimum wage raise had a negative effect on them since November 2017
(Hong 2018). In particular, it was evident that in January 2018, immediately
after the minimum wage was significantly raised, employers reduced working
hours to a relatively large extent, and then gradually adjusted them further.
After the minimum wage raise in 2019, employers reduced working hours
from April to October 2019 (Jang and Hong 2019). These studies indicate that
after 2018 in Korea, employers have responded to rising minimum wages
mostly by taking fine-tuning measures, such as reducing working hours. In the
course of the adjustments, the possibility of decreases in daily or temporary
workers and relative increases in full-time workers was also noted. Perhaps,
the minimum wage raise reduced some of the relative merits of hiring
temporary or daily workers, increasing the relative price of hiring them. This
change is in the same context as the recent phenomenon observed in Germany

31) From 2014 to 2017, the average growth rate of minimum wage was 7.4%. This means that
the additional above-average increases in minimum wage in 2018 and 2019 were 9% points
and 3.5% points, respectively.
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due to the introduction of minimum wage system in 2015, where mini-jobs
declined and more decent jobs are substituted for them (Nah 2019).
Kim, T. H. (2019) analyzed the Local Area Labor Force Survey data since
2008 and estimated the effect of the minimum wage raise in 2018 on
employment and wages. Whereas in Hong (2018, 2019) the distinction of
treatment groups from control groups was based on industrial classification,
this study identified the causal effect of minimum wage utilizing the fact that
the proportion of workers directly influenced by the minimum wage raise
varies by year and region. This identification strategy was based on the
expectation that, if the raised minimum wage indeed decreased employment,
then there would be a larger decrease in employment in the year and the region
where there were more workers who had earned less than minimum wage and
hence would have been affected by the minimum wage raise. The result was
that the minimum wage raise did not have any meaningful effect on the overall
employment rate for all workers including full-time ones. However, the story
was not the same for daily workers. The employment contract terms for daily
workers lasted usually less than a month and thus it was easy for employers to
adjust employments for them. It was evident that the minimum wage raise
significantly reduced the employment rate of daily workers. Here again, it turns
out that the minimum wage raise can eventually lead to an increase in full-time
jobs, and a decrease in temporary or daily jobs. In addition, the study also
pointed out that the increased minimum wage led to a decrease in working
hours especially for both full-time workers and the self-employed without
employees, and also an increase both in hourly wages and monthly wages of
wage workers on average. The degree with which wages were raised up was
greater among temporary or daily workers rather than among full-time
workers. The effect of the minimum wage raise on the relative proportion of
the self-employed, specifically of the wholesale and retail jobs, was not
statistically significant in this study, either.
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There have also been some studies arguing that the minimum wage raise
reduced employment. For instance, Choi (2018) predicted that as the
minimum wage increased drastically, the number of jobs could decrease by up
to 84,000 (about 0.4% of total wage jobs) in 2018. However, according to the
author’s emphasis, it was indeed the case that his result was rather supportive
of the assertion that the negative employment effect was not very significant.
Kang (2019) analyzed the data of the “Survey report on labor conditions by
employment type 2008-2017” and argued that if real minimum wage rose 10%,
employment decreased by 0.65-0.79%. This was interpreted as a conclusion
that the minimum wage raise in 2018 reduced the number of wage workers by
200,000. The statistical methodology that was applied in the study was the
bunching estimation method of Cengiz et al. (2019). However, this result of the
study was different from that by Cengiz et al. (2019). In the former, the
minimum wage raise appeared to cause employment fluctuations not only in
the interval around the minimum wage, but also in an interval significantly
exceeding the minimum wage, while the latter argued that the employment
effect of minimum wage raise was not clear. According to Kang (2019), the
increase in minimum wage generally reduced employment, but strangely it
increased employment in the wage interval that was much higher than the
minimum wage. However, it does not seem to be clear at all what causal
mechanism could have such an effect. In addition, the study analyzed the
employment rate for each wage interval by dividing employment in the
respective wage interval by total employment, unlike in Cengiz et al. (2019),
where employment in each wage interval was divided by total population. A
criticism was raised about this point that the effect of minimum wage in each
wage interval cannot be properly identified as long as a change in total
employment is accompanied by a change in employment rate for each wage
interval (Jang and Hong 2019).
Kim and Lee (2019) analyzed the changes in employment before and after
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the minimum wage raise in 2018, by applying the difference-in-difference
method to 82 population groups classified by birth year and gender. Their
research strategy started from the expectation that the minimum wage raise is
more likely to reduce employment in a population with a higher proportion of
low-wage workers. Their results showed that the minimum wage raise in 2018
significantly decreased the rate of employment growth especially in the
manufacturing industry. They argued that, when the proportion of workers
that received minimum wages rose by 1%, this brought about a decrease of
0.15% points in the rate of overall employment growth. This led to the
inference that 27% of the drop in the rate of employment growth in 2018 could
be attributed to the effect of the minimum wage raise. This argument was
interpreted as a claim that about 170,000 people had lost their jobs. Most mass
media in Korea endorsed and promoted this claim very strongly. However,
there were some caveats in their results. In their analysis, the dependent
variable for regressions was the so-called full-time equivalent employment,
which was calculated from multiplying the number of the employed by
working hours per worker and then dividing it by 44, weekly labor hours. This
had a problem that the effect on the number of workers and the effect on
working hours were not separated and indistinguishable. Hence, this can lead
to misinterpretation of a reduction in working hours of individual workers as
a decrease in jobs. Furthermore, Hwang (2019a) pointed out that despite a
sufficient number of observations for youth workers under 24, to whom the
impact of minimum wage raise might have been concentrated, the authors
excluded them from their analysis without any clear rationale. In addition, it
can be pointed out that the authors calculated the proportion of workers that
received minimum wage based on the “Survey report on labor conditions by
employment type”, while they basically worked on the data from the
“Economically Active Population Survey”. This can be problematic in that the
definition, and thus the range of workers in these two surveys is very different.
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Also, Hwang (2019a) brought up several issues concerning the estimation
strategy employed in Kim and Lee (2019) and challenged the robustness of
their estimation results. To this end, he followed Kim and Lee’s approach
except that he included youth workers of age 20-24 into the sample and also
he applied age instead of birth year when classifying the sub-group of
population. He showed that the results varied greatly if these two changes were
introduced. Hwang (2019a) argued that the employment effect of the
minimum wage raise in 2018 was not statistically significant, and that Kim and
Lee’s results were misleading because they mistook the business cycle effect
concentrated among low-wage precarious workers for the minimum wage
effect.
Seong (2019) argued that the estimates for the effect of the minimum wage
raise on employment varied depending on the time period. According to him,
the effect was positive in 2014 or 2017 and negative in 2016, but neither
negative nor positive in case of the year 2018. He claimed that employment
was reduced in the wage interval lower than minimum wage while employment
increased in the wage interval higher than minimum wage. Oh (2019) also
reported that the increased minimum wage in 2018 did not exert a negative
employment effect, but reduced working hours significantly. However, in a
sense, the debates in Korea over the employment effect of minimum wage
seems to have been largely futile. The topic of the debate was off the point. A
more proper question is whether the minimum wage could be raised only to
the extent that it does not negatively affect employment or not. There was a
lack of concern about this question, in any of the discussions surrounding the
issues of minimum wage. The argument that minimum wage should not be
raised if it hurts employment should not become the premise for the
discussion. This is because the minimum wage system was not introduced to
increase employment.
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4. Impact of the Minimum Wage Raises in
2018 and 2019 on Wages and Income
Considering how and why the minimum wage has been introduced in
Korean history, its effect on wage structure and income distribution may be
more important than its effect on employment when discussing the overall
economic impact of minimum wage. Here we look at the effects on wages and
income of the minimum wage raise in 2018 and 2019.

4-1. Descriptive Statistics
In January 2020, the National Statistical Office released the 2018 Wage
Worker Jobs Income Results which were based on the 2018 Wage and Salary
Employment Position Statistics. The average monthly income for wage
workers in 2018 was KRW 2.97 million, and the median monthly income was
KRW 2.2 million. These are KRW 2.87 million and 2.1 million more than those
in 2017, respectively. These income statistics are about the income distribution
of wage workers, and do not include the self-employed.
Other important changes can also be identified from the same statistics. In
the income distribution of wage workers, the proportion of low-income
group, which earns less than 50% of the median income, fell slightly from
20.8% to 20.4% compared to 2017. For the high-income group above 150%
of the median income, its proportion also decreased from 31.4% in 2017 to
30.6% in 2018. On the other hand, the middle class increased from 47.8% in
2017 to 49% in 2018. It is also confirmed that SMEs’ wages (3.7%) rose faster
than those of large and mid-sized companies (2.6%) did. In the same survey,
it was found that the income of females by gender, the income of workers in
their 20s and over 60s by age, and the income of the food and lodging sector
by industry grew relatively faster than that of other groups. Overall, it seems
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possible to judge that inequality has eased among wage workers in 2018. There
was a diagnosis that this was a positive effect of the minimum wage raise.
The results of the Survey of Household Finances and Living Conditions
released in December 2019 also showed that the Gini coefficient of 0.345 for
the equivalized disposable income in 2018 was lower than 0.354 of the
previous year, and the decile 5-to-decile 1 ratio of gross earnings capturing
income gap between top 20% and bottom 20%, was 6.54 times in 2018 being
less than 6.96 of the previous year. As such, the overall distribution of income
seems to have improved. However, there might be other causes of
improvement than the minimum wage raise. The government ascribed the
improvement in income distribution to expanding public transfers to
low-income households.
However, in both the Household Income and Expenditure Survey and the
“Survey of Household Finances and Living Conditions”, criticism continued
that the minimum wage raise caused the income of low-wage workers to fall,
over the observation of a decrease in earned income in the bottom 20%
income group. However, this critique seems to be erroneous because it does
not properly consider how the composition of the bottom 20% income group
has changed. It is known that the analysis of the raw data of the “Household
Income and Expenditure Survey” confirms that the number of households of
the self-employed or the unemployed increased within the bottom 20% group,
as wage workers who used to have belonged to the bottom 20% moved to
higher income groups. Households of the self-employed or the unemployed
have a relatively smaller share of earned income than wage workers. If this is
the case, then the decrease in earned income in the bottom 20% may be a
natural result of rising wages.
In the following, we review what Kim, Y. S. (2019c, 2020) reported about
the raw data of the Supplementary Survey by Employment Type for the 2018
and 2019 Economically Active Population Survey released as of every August
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by the National Statistical Office. After that, we review the studies of Jang and
Hong (2019) and Hwang (2019b) about the impact of the minimum wage raise
in 2018.

4-2. Analysis of the Supplementary Survey data of the
Economically Active Population Survey
The effect of the minimum wage raise in 2018 and 2019 on the overall wage
distribution can be investigated based on the data of the Supplementary
Survey for the Economically Active Population Survey. First of all, if we look
at the inequality of hourly wages in Figure 5-8, the hourly wage of the top 10%
cutoff was 4.2 times of the one of the top 90% cutoff in 2017, but then the
figure steadily declined to 3.6 times in 2019. This means that the gap in hourly
wage has narrowed. This is also confirmed in Figure 5-9, where the growth rate
of hourly wage was the largest in the first and second deciles of hourly wages,
and larger in the 1st to 4th deciles rather than in the 5th to 10th since 2017.
Figure 5-8. Multiples in Hourly Wage Cutoff by Group

Note: P9010 refers to the ratio of the lowest hourly wage of top decile to the highest one of the
1st decile. P5010 is the ratio of the highest of the 5th decile to the highest of the 1st decile.
P9050 is the ratio of the lowest of top decile to the highest of the 5th decile.
Source: Author’s own calculations, based on from KOSIS.
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Figure 5-9. Growth Rate of Hourly Wage by Decile from 2017 to 2019
(Unit: %)

Source: Author’s own calculations, based on from KOSIS.

Figure 5-10. Multiples in Monthly Wage Cutoff by Group

Source: Author’s own calculations, based on from KOSIS.

However, unlike hourly wage, the trend mitigating wage inequality on a
monthly income bases has tended to vary every year. According to Figure 5-10,
the monthly wage for the top 10% cutoff was 5.6 times in 2017, 5 times in 2018,
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Figure 5-11. Growth Rate of Monthly Wage by Decile from 2017 to 2019

Source: Author’s own calculations, based on from KOSIS.

and 5.4 times in 2019 of the top 90% cutoff. This translates into a narrowing
in 2018 and then an expanding in 2019 in terms of monthly wage gap. This can
also be observed by comparing the growth rates of monthly wages by decile in
the following Figure 5-11. Compared to 2017, the growth rate of monthly
wages was highest in the 2nd to 4th deciles, and amounted to more than 6%
even in the first decile. However, compared to 2018, monthly wages decreased
in the first and second deciles in 2019.
One of the reasons for the behavioral differences between hourly wage and
monthly wage is that there have been different changes in working hours for
each decile since 2017. It is evident that the proportion of short-hour workers
working less than 15 hours per week has increased significantly in the first
decile of monthly wage income in 2019. The ratio was 31.4% in 2017, 33.7%
in 2018, and 41.9% in 2019. In the second decile, the ratio was 1.6%, 1.5%, and
2.1%, respectively, and there were little changes in the other deciles. Kim
(2020) explained that this may have reflected the fact that employers
responded to the 2019 minimum wage raise intentionally by cutting working
hours. As he pointed out, in Korea, for workers with less than 15 labor-hour
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per week, employers do not have to provide paid annual leaves, paid weekly
holiday hours, severance pay, pension contributions, employment insurance
contributions, and healthcare insurance contributions. It seems possible to
infer that employers reacted to higher wages by shortening labor-hour to
exploit loopholes in the current legal system. However, the decrease in
monthly wage income in the first decile seems, at least in part, to be attributable
to changes in the composition of the first decile, in addition to the effect of
shortening of working hours. As the wage income of workers in the first decile
increased, some of them moved to the upper deciles. New workers who
entered the labor market in response to the minimum wage raise could get
mostly short-hour jobs, and they became new members in the first decile. It
seems that the increase in short-hour jobs of public services, which were paid
minimum wages by the government, have also affected it.
Figure 5-12. Proportion of Low-Wage Workers
(Unit: %)

Source: Author’s own calculations, based on from KOSIS.
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Increases in the minimum wage also changed the proportion of low-wage
workers. As is clear in Figure 5-12, on the basis of hourly wage rate, the share
of low-wage workers who earn less than two-thirds of the median wage has
declined since 2017 until recently and now stands at about 16%. But on the
basis of monthly wage income, it decreased to 18% in 2018 and then increased
back to 22%. Based on hourly wage, we may argue that the minimum wage
raises in 2018 and 2019 have reduced the proportion of low-wage workers, but
based on monthly wage, seemingly we may not. This is again due to the fact
that employers shifted towards low-paid and ultra-short-hour jobs, and the
composition of workers in the 1st decile have changed alongside.
Meanwhile, as the minimum wage rose, so did the rate of its noncompliance. According to the Supplementary Survey for the Economically
Active Population Survey, the minimum wage non-compliance rate hovered
within the range of 11.5 to 13.5% during the years of 2013 to 2017, but went
up to an average of 16% in 2018 and 2019. One out of six wage workers are
paid less than even minimum wage. This fact strongly suggests that it is
Figure 5-13. Growth Rate and Non-compliance Rate of Minimum Wage
(Unit: %)

Source: Author’s own calculations, based on from KOSIS.
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necessary to escalate the level of enforcement in view of the purpose of the
minimum wage system, which is to provide a minimum living security for poor
workers. Figure 5-13 shows the growth rate of minimum wage and the rate of
its non-compliance since 2015. However, as of 2019, the non-compliance rate
in the public sector amounted to 19.4%, exceeding the average value of 16%.
It is ironic that even the government promoting the income-led growth is not
abiding by the minimum wage (Kim, Y. S. 2019c).
The influence rate of minimum wage is the percentage of target workers
expected to be directly affected by the new minimum wage to be applied. In
Figure 5-14, the influence rate 1 is calculated from the Supplementary Survey
for the Economically Active Population Survey, and the influence rate 2 is
calculated from the Survey on Labor Conditions by Employment Type.
Clearly, the minimum wage influence rate of 20% is higher than those of other
countries. In recent years, as the speed of the minimum wage raise has been
accelerated, its influence rate has also increased. But there seems an obvious
fact that the high influence rate proves, which is that there are still so many

Figure 5-14. Influence Rates of Minimum Wage
(Unit: %)

Source: Author’s own calculations, based on from KOSIS.
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low-wage workers in Korea receiving minimum wage, whose income can
increase only when it is raised.

4-3. Econometric discussion
Jang and Hong (2019) analyzed the effects on wage distribution as well as
employment of the 2018 minimum wage raise. The result from the data of the
Economically Active Population Survey was that monthly wage income of the
bottom 20% of wage workers increased by about 9% and that of the bottom
40% increased by about 8% in 2018. The authors interpreted this finding as
implying the minimum wage raise in 2018 accounted for a considerable
portion of the monthly wage increase for the bottom 40% of wage workers. It
was also confirmed that the minimum wage raise increased average wage
received by the representative workers in the distribution of wages. However,
the effect of wage increases was on the whole greater among workers with
wages lower-than-average. As a result, there seems to have been an effect
alleviating wage inequality at work.
In the same study, the effect of the 2018 minimum wage raise on personal
income distribution was also analyzed. The aim was to measure the impact on
overall income inequality in comprehensive consideration of wage inequality,
the income changes of the self-employed as well as employment fluctuations.
To this end, the authors have utilized a labor panel data since 2014. The Labor
Panel Survey in Korea contains information on how much income an
individual earns in a particular year from his/her job taken in the previous year.
This includes cases where an individual loses his/her job earning nothing from
it. The result was to support the claim that the minimum wage raise alleviated
income inequality. After comparing an individual’s personal income in a
particular year with the one in the previous year and calculating its changes for
each income group, the authors concluded that, while the growth rate of
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personal income was higher in the high-income group than others in 2016 and
2017 before the above-trend increase in minimum wage, the growth rate was
higher in the low-income group with income below its median in the case of
2018. The minimum wage raise reduced the proportion of low-wage workers,
increased the proportion of middle-wage workers, and affected the income of
the self-employed in a similar fashion. According to the authors’ estimation,
the 2018 minimum wage raise reduced the proportions of the self-employed
with both lower income and higher income, and increased the proportion of
middle income.
Meanwhile, Hwang (2019b) analyzed the effect of the minimum wage raise
in 2018 on the distribution of household income by using the labor panel data
from 2017 to 2018 and applying the nonlinear difference-in-difference
estimation method. The results revealed that the minimum wage raise lowered
the relative poverty rate, which is the proportion of population with less than
50-60% of the median income, increased average household income, and
increased the share of the middle income class. According to the author, the
minimum wage raise decreased the ratio of top 20% income to bottom 20%
income, and mitigated the inequality assessed by the Gini coefficient.

5. Change of Direction
5-1. Conflicts around the Minimum Wage Decision
Mechanism
In February 2019, the Ministry of Employment and Labor announced a plan
to reform the minimum wage determination system. The plan consisted of
breaking down the minimum wage committee into two parts ‒ an intervalestablishing committee and an decision committee ‒ and adding considerations
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about economic conditions and the impact on employment to the criteria for
determining minimum wage.
This plan had problems both in procedures and in contents. At that time,
tensions between the government and labor unions heightened since the
government were supporting employers to the detriment of workers around
some labor policy issues such as the so-called flexible working-hour system.
Hence, the government’s attempt to reorganize the minimum wage decision
system intensified social conflict.
So far, minimum wage has been decided by the minimum wage committee,
consisting of a total of nine members, with three recommendations from
unions, three from employers and another three from the government. In
contrast, the reorganization plan of the government had some experts in
relevant fields establish a minimum wage interval at first. For this
interval-establishing committee, the tripartite first recommend a total of 15
experts, 5 each, among which 6 are ruled out sequentially by unions and by
employers, 3 each, and then finally a total of remaining 9 formed the
committee. This way of forming the committee may favor the candidates
recommended by the government. In the determination of minimum wage,
there would be more room for the government to influence the decision at
their will rather than any agreement between unions and employers.
Another more important problem was that the original aim of the minimum
wage system became attenuated as the new criteria for determining minimum
wages reflect certain considerations of employment and economic conditions.
The aim of the minimum wage system is for the state to force the minimum
level of wages for citizens’ lives by directly intervening in the poverty issue of
low-wage workers that cannot be resolved by market-based wage decisions. In
this regard, the level of minimum wage needs to be based on the cost of living
for low-wage workers. Slowing down the speed of raise of minimum risks
leaving the problem of low wages and poverty less solved.
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There were also procedural problems. The plan was announced by the
government without proper discussion at the minimum wage committee.
Even though the committee was the official organization for agreements in
which unions and employers participate, the government unilaterally released
a plan to revamp it for legislation. Shortly after the announcement, unions
expressed a clear opposition, but the government did not attempt to engage in
social dialogues with workers’ representatives.
In the background of the government’s urge for reorganization was the
perception that the speed of minimum wage raise in 2018 and 2019 was too
fast. The Finance Minister expressed the need to regulate the speed of the
minimum wage raise and argued that the current system of the minimum wage
determination needs to be reorganized. For unions, the government’s attempt
to change the minimum wage determination system was only to slow down the
minimum wage raise.
The reorganization plan failed at the end, because it did not earn support
from the conservative opposition, who demanded that employers’ ability to
pay be included in the minimum wage decision criteria and argued that the
minimum wage should be applied differently depending on the type of
industry, region and company size.

5-2. Components of Minimum Wage
In May 2018, the amended Minimum Wage Act, which was passed by the
National Assembly, broadened the scope of wages defining the minimum
wage to include a part of regular bonus and welfare benefits in addition to base
pay. In retrospect, this amendment can be seen as a signal that the
government’s direction on minimum wage changed.
This broadening of the scope for minimum wage means that the amended
Minimum Wage Act recognizes bonuses and benefits as a part of minimum
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wage. Before the amendment, those bonuses and benefits were not counted
when determining compliance with the minimum wage. For example, in 2018,
a worker received a meal benefit of KRW 50,000 per month as a separate
allowance in addition to the base pay of KRW 1.57 million, which was the
monthly minimum wage in 2018. But starting from 2019, if the employer
changes employment rules and reclassifies bonuses and benefits into the base
pay, the monthly minimum wage becomes KRW 1.74 million with no meal
benefits any more. If there had been no amendment in the Minimum Wage
Act, the monthly minimum wage in 2019 would have been KRW 1.74 million
with an additional meal benefit of KRW 0.05 million. As the scope for
minimum wage broadened, the actual increase in monthly minimum wage in
2019 became KRW 0.12 million instead of KRW 0.17 million.
A non-profit public interest organization “Workplace Power-tripping 119”,
established with the purpose of rectifying in-house unfair practices, collected
information among workers and disclosed the actualities of the broadened
scope of minimum wage in February 2019. For instance, the several cases of
nursing assistants in private clinics were reported, where their after-tax income
decreased, because the meal benefits which had been previously exempted
from taxation were reclassified into the base pay and became taxable.
According to a self-inquiry in May 2019 by the Korean Confederation of Trade
Unions (KCTU), the cases in which employers cut bonuses and benefits or
reclassified them as a part of base pay accounted for 42% of damage cases
related to minimum wage. 16% was related to cutting working hours. For
instance, at the “Gathering for the disclosure of minimum wage deformation”
hosted by KCTU Gyeongnam in May 2019, a non-regular worker of a school
disclosed that non-regular workers whose length of services ranged from 3 to
6 years working at schools experienced salary cuts as a part of welfare benefits
were included in the scope of minimum wage.
Article 94 of the Labor Standards Act stipulates that employers must obtain
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the consent of a majority of workers in order to change employment rules in
an unfavorable direction towards workers. However, with the amendment of
the Minimum Wage Act in 2018, such regulations prohibiting unilateral
changes in employment rules no longer apply to the minimum wage-related
decisions of employers, as a special exception. Minimum-wage workers
became subject to the unilateral decisions by their employers.
In the amended Minimum Wage Act, bonuses amounting to 75% of base
pay and benefits amounting to 93% of base pay were included newly in the
minimum wage calculation as of 2019. These ratios would then rose
step-by-step to 100% by 2024. At the Minimum Wage Debate held by the
Federation of Korean Trade Union (FKTU) in June 2019, there were some
discussions around how Article 2 of Addenda for the Minimum Wage Act
could affect the actual wages received by workers. For this, Park, Y. C. (2019)
conducted simulations based on the representative wage structure in Korea.
He claimed that the growth rate of actual wage received is likely to turn
negative from 2022 on at the latest, due to the broadened scope for minimum
wage. It is necessary to recall that even this pessimistic warning is still based on
the optimistic assumption that the minimum wage of KRW 10,000 will
eventually be achieved by 2022. We can predict that the actual wage received
by workers will decrease at a faster rate in the current situation, where the
promise of minimum wage KRW 10,000 is unlikely to be kept.

5-3. Minimum Wage for 2020
Following the amendment of the Minimum Wage Act in 2018 that
broadened the scope for minimum wage and the attempt to reorganize the
minimum wage determination system in February 2019, the government
decided the growth rate of minimum wage for 2020 at 2.87% as advised by the
representatives of employers. The growth rate of 2.87% is close to 2.7% in
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1999 immediately after the Asian financial crisis and 2.75% in 2010
immediately after the global financial crisis. At the time when the 2020
minimum wage was decided, Korea’s GDP growth rate in 2019 was projected
to be 2.5% and the inflation rate to be 1.1%. If that’s the case, the minimum
wage needs to grow at least by 3.6% to keep the real minimum wage in line with
the GDP growth.32)
Considering the original purpose of introducing minimum wage, its primary
anchor needs to be the cost of living of low-wage workers. According to the
Report on the actual cost of living of an individual unmarried worker,
announced in June 2019 by the minimum wage committee, the actual monthly
cost of living for an individual unmarried worker in 2019 was on average KRW
2.015 million. Based on the cost of living for an individual unmarried worker
in 2020, reflecting the rate of consumer inflation, labor unions proposed the
minimum monthly wage for 2020 of KRW 2.037 million by applying 1.1%
inflation. This implies the minimum hourly wage of KRW 9,750 for 2020,
since one month equals to 209 hours in accordance with the notification
standard by the Ministry of Employment and Labor in Korea. This requires an
increase of 16.7% compared to KRW 8,350 in 2019. If we assume zero
inflation in 2020, the hourly rate is KRW 9,640, an increase of 15.5%.
Based on the survey results about the actual cost of living released by the
government, the minimum wage in 2020 is less than the average cost of living
for an individual unmarried worker. This implies that on average, a typical
household of single person cannot make a living on minimum wage. Even
worse if the minimum-wage worker is a household head, or a main source of
income for a household, as is known to be not uncommon in Korea. The
KCTU criticized that the figure of 2.87% is a declaration of the government to

32) However, some criticisms that the real minimum wage decreased seem excessive. This is
because the real wage per se decreases when the growth rate of nominal wage is lower than
the inflation rate.
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abrogate and give up the income-led growth. To make matters worse, in
December 2019, the government revised its administrative interpretation that
benefits for overtime and night works were no more subject to the minimum
wage regulation from then on. The excuse put forth by the Ministry of
Employment and Labor was that the Minimum Wage Act did not have any
explicit statement that it regulated the level of basic wages and additional
benefits for overtime and night works.
This series of measures are likely to significantly reduce the impact of
minimum wage raise for low-wage workers. Despite the Moon administration’s
emphasis that minimum wage raise is a valid policy for income-led growth, it
was not continuously pursued, and the government now seems to be trying to
change its policy direction.

6. Conclusion
The political battles surrounding the 2018 and 2019 minimum wage raises
eventually moved to the Constitutional Court, the culmination of the Korean
judiciary. In December 2017, an association of small business runners filed a
constitutional petition, claiming that the Ministry of Employment and Labor
Notice No. 2017-42, which proclaimed the minimum wage of 2018, was
unconstitutional. In 2018, the association again filed another constitutional
appeal, claiming that the Ministry of Employment and Labor Notice No.
2018-63, which proclaimed the minimum wage of 2019, was unconstitutional.
The claimant’s argument was that the minimum wages in 2018 and 2019
infringed on the claimants’ private property rights, freedom of business and
freedom of contract.
A public hearing was held in June 2019 on these constitutional appeals. In
the hearing, the claimant argued that free markets drive economic growth and
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the minimum wage should be eliminated, citing some scholars’ opinions that
excessive increases in minimum wage could damage the self-employed, but
without concrete evidence.33) In the pleadings, judges questioned the
effectiveness of the job stabilization funds for the small and medium-sized
businesses in maintaining employment and compliance with minimum wage.34)
The claimant replied that the government’s support was limited, as workers
must be insured for the four major insurance policies in order for the employer
to get benefits from the job security fund, which would be again burdensome.
However, not offering the four major insurance policies is illegal in Korea,
which, unfortunately, is considered not rare.
On December 29, 2019, the Constitutional Court finally dismissed the
petitioner’s appeal, declaring that the 2018 and 2019 minimum wage notices
conformed to the Constitution. The court decreed that the public interests to
be achieved by raising minimum wage were to provide stability, at least in part,
to the wages of low-wage workers, and that the public interests to ensure such
a humane life cannot be viewed as less important than the private interests of
employers possibly limited by the respective measure.
The minimum wage policy of the Moon administration initiated a jackrabbit
start in 2017 with the decision of the minimum wage committee. The
minimum wage raise was established as a symbolic policy of the income-led
growth, and, despite the controversies, it achieved such results as a reduction
in wage gap and an improvement in income distribution in 2018. There is no
concrete evidence that the much-feared collapse of self-employment or an
“employment disaster” has occurred. However, due to the increasing

33) Some of the claimant’s assertions turned out to be false.
34) In order to ease the burden on small businesses due to the minimum wage raise, the
government has implemented an employment subsidy, or job security fund, of KRW
2.5163 trillion in 2018 and 2.8602 trillion in 2019. The number of workers who benefited
from this fund was 2.64 million in 2018 and 3.34 million in 2019. The number of
workplaces supported by this fund reached 0.65 million in 2018 and 0.83 million in 2019.
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oppositions from the conservatives and social disputes surrounding the
minimum wage, the government seems to have changed its policy direction,
evidenced by the decision of the 2020 minimum wage.
If there was no policy shift, the discussions on the amendment of the
Minimum Wage Act in May 2018 and on the reorganizing the minimum wage
decision system in early 2019 may have developed in different ways.
Such side effects of minimum wage increase as an increase in short-hour
workers and decrease in the income of the self-employed were predictable
from the beginning. It is questionable, however, if the government had
prepared sufficient supplementary policies early on to deal with such side
effects. Despite the modifications made to the original concept of wage-led
growth reflecting the economic reality of abundance of the self-employed in
Korea, the government did not prepare adequate supplementary measures
until the small business runners reacted against the minimum wage raise. This
gave way to the conservatives who opposed the minimum wage raise, resulting
in the change of direction of the income-led growth.
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1. Background
The 2019 film Parasite by Joon Ho Bong tells a story of a Korean poor
household living in a semi-basement. Showing their lives, the film proclaims
the problems of inequality and poverty of the 21st century. The film got
international attention. The Moon administration’s welfare policy supporting
income-led growth is also set against inequality and poverty. The policies
discussed in this chapter are mainly outside of the scope of welfare programs
that only apply to a subset of wage workers such as employment insurance or
the EITC (Earned Income Tax Credit). The awareness that the poverty of the
people in the blind spot of income security is reaching a serious level in Korea,
and the inclusive state vision of the present governments that sees poverty not
as an individual matter but as a structural problem that the state is responsible
for, provides a starting point for the policies we discuss here.
In Korea, the social safety net system was introduced in full-scale when the
National Pension (NP hereinafter) was expanded to all citizens except special
occupations and the National Basic Living Security Act was enacted in 1999
under the Kim Dae-jung government. The NP is a social insurance program
guaranteeing income for the elderly, where pension holders and their
employers pay pension premium together with fiscal support from the state.
The holders of the NP can get three kinds of benefits, where the first one is an
old-age pension that compensates for income loss due to becoming old, the
second is a survivor pension that compensates for income loss due to death of
the main income earner, and the third is disability pensions that compensate
for income loss due to disease or accident. On the other hand, the national
system of basic living security (BLS hereinafter) is a public aid system
motivated by the spirit that everyone must be guaranteed a national minimum
in the standard of living regardless of age and regardless of whether disabled
or not. As of the end of 2018, the number of the BLS beneficiaries reached
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about 1.74 million, 3.4% of the total population.
After the BLS System took its place, the basic old-age pension was launched
as a tax-based public aid system assisting income for the elderly under the Roh
Moo-hyun government. During the 2012 presidential election, even the
conservative runner-up promised that this basic old-age pension would be an
universal benefit. However, even until recently, among the elderly aged 65 and
over, only the bottom 70% of recognized income earners were paid in
connection with that NP. For example, the more the NP a beneficiary receives,
the less basic pension that beneficiary receives. The basic old-age pension was
renamed in 2014 to basic pension (BP hereinafter) under the Park Geun-Hye
government.
After taking power in 2017, the Moon administration has promoted
institutional improvements to reduce the blind spots and increase the level of
income security within the existing social safety net, which are basically the
BLS, the BP and the NP. This corresponds to the third pillar of the income-led
growth policies.35) For this, the first comprehensive plans for the BLS and its
improvements were announced in August 2017 and in September 2019,
respectively. They aimed to reduce the number of the non-beneficiary poors
in the blind spot and expand the coverage of welfare system, lowering welfare
threshold. In the “vision and strategy of the inclusive state” announced in
September 2018, reforming the income security system to correct income
inequality was suggested as the first priority out of total nine strategies to
materialize the inclusive state. This announcement promised to strengthen
social insurance such as public pensions and employment insurance, and to
expand tax-based benefits such as the BP and child benefits (CB hereinafter).
Progress was made. In September 2018, the CB was introduced. Since

35) The NP is not considered in any of the 43 detailed tasks of income-led growth policies,
while the BLS and the BP are. But, there is no doubt that the NP is a major component of
comprehensive program for old-age income security.
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September 2019, all children under the age 7 benefit from the CB. In addition,
the BP benefits are gradually increasing. Social dialogues for the reform of the
NP took place. In 2020, the national employment program, which is a
Korea-type unemployment assistance, was also launched. However, even in
the 2020 budget, Korea’s welfare spending remains at the lowest level in the
OECD. On average, the OECD countries spend 21% of GDP on social safety
nets, but the ratio is only 11% in the case of Korea due to the dominance of
fiscal conservatism stemming partly from the history of the Korean War. The
Moon administration’s pursuit of the income-led growth is not free from these
social constraints. It has been pointed out that even the present government
is still passive in welfare spending. In fact, Korea is the 12th largest economy
in the world, but has a poverty rate of 46.5% for the elderly as of 2016. The
average poverty rate for the elderly in OECD countries is 12.5%. Korea ranks
first in suicide rate of the elderly among OECD countries. It is widely
considered that the weak social safety nets are among the causes of the low
fertility in Korea.
This chapter aims to evaluate the Moon administration’s social safety net
policy in the context of the income-led growth as of the end of 2019. First, we
review how social insurance or public aid welfare systems such as the BLS, BP
and CB have been reformed. Then, the policies related to social services and
welfare delivery system are assessed. Lastly, some issues around the
“Mooncare,” which is the overall health care policies of the Moon administration
is discussed.
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2. Reforms of the National Basic Living
Security System36)
The level of the BLS benefits is set according to the standard median income
determined by the central living security committee of the Ministry of Health
and Welfare. The standard median income determines who is eligible for
benefits, and how much of benefits will be provided to each beneficiary. As
standard median income increases, benefits paid to the poorest rise. There are
four types of BLS benefits: livelihood benefits, medical benefits, housing
benefits, and education benefits. Livelihood benefits are the most important
among these and are provided to the families that earn less than 30% of
standard median income. For medical benefits, housing benefits, and
education benefits, the eligibility criteria of 40%, 45%, and 50% are applied,
respectively.
The welfare budget among the central government’s total spending
increased in 2018 and 2019 by more than 11% compared to the previous years.
However, in recent years, the growth rates of standard median income were
1.73% in 2017, 1.16% in 2018, 2.09% in 2019, and 2.94% in 2020,37) which
were comparatively low. In fact, these growth rates from 2017 to 2019 were the
lowest in the history of the BLS System in Korea. Before the standard median
income was introduced in 2015, the government decided the minimum cost of
living, and the average annual growth rate was 3.9%. Even under the previous
administration, the livelihood benefits increased by an average of 3.38% per
year. But under the Moon administration that pursues income-led growth and
the inclusive state, the growth rates of livelihood benefits were below it.
According to Paragraph 7 of Article 2 and Paragraph 1 of Article 4 of the
36) A valuable source in English of the social safety nets in Korea is OECD (2020).
37) The growth rates of nominal GDP in KRW were 5.5% in 2017, 3.1% in 2018, and 1.1% in
2019, while the rate of consumer price inflation were 1.9%, 1.5%, 0.4%, respectively.
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National BLS Act, the minimum cost of living is defined as “the amount
required for people to lead a healthy and decent life” and the benefits “shall be
paid so as to enable recipients to maintain the minimum level of a healthy and
decent life.” However, in fact, the poverty line is unrealistically low, and hence
most of the beneficiaries remain in poor conditions and are exposed to threats
on their livelihood. Currently, the amount of livelihood benefits are so low that
the benefits alone do not address poverty. For example, out of the livelihood
benefits, food expense is much less than 2 euros per meal. One cannot buy
even a single line of gimbap (sushi without sashimi), a simple instant meal in
Korea. Currently, the average amount of livelihood benefits for single-person
households is only KRW 0.38 million, which is close to 290 euros per month.
As a result, recipients tend to minimize food purchases and limit spending on
health or human exchange regarding those as luxuries. The arbitrary standard
of 30% of median income may be the result of fiscal thrift to save the welfare
budget, but it cannot be said it properly reflects the real minimum cost of
living. It is difficult to say that the recent level of the livelihood benefits meets
the goal of an inclusive welfare state. The government promoting income-led
growth and inclusive state is actually increasing supports to the poor at the rate
close to the lowest.
Furthermore, it has been pointed out that the current National BLS System
covers only a part of the entire poorest population, so that the blind spots are
wide. As a result of the 2017 survey, it was found that the non-beneficiaries as
poor as the BLS recipients accounted for 0.93 million persons or 0.63 million
households, of which more than 0.3 million persons were ineligible for the
BLS benefits due to the criteria of obligatory providers. The criteria of
obligatory providers is a device that prevents the eligible people from the BLS
benefits if they have any obligatory provider who have income or wealth more
than a certain amount such as parents, children or divorced spouses. It has
been blamed as one of the causes resulting in blind spots. In most cases, the
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families of the poor are also poor. Often, the poor have family relationships
that are broken up. Poverty became fetters hard to escape from, as the poor
families of the poor become obligatory providers for each other. There are
many obligatory providers so poor that they cannot afford the support
obligations. With the fact that more than 30% of households are single-person
households, the criteria of obligatory providers that assumes the traditional
extended family can be said to be outdated.
It is also urgent to abolish the so-called “deemed support system” related to
the criteria of obligatory providers. As long as the obligatory providers lack any
ability to support their families, then the eligibility for livelihood benefits are
retained. If any one of obligatory providers is able to support, however, then
their eligibility for livelihood benefits is revoked. In some cases, however, the
earning capacity of obligatory providers can be weak instead of completely
absent. In this case, the government assumes that the eligible recipient is
receiving partial support from his/her obligatory providers. Then, the
government subtracts the assumed support from the livelihood benefits and
pays the rest to the recipient. Currently, 62,000 households are experiencing
benefit cuts under the deemed support system. The average monthly cut is
KRW 120,000. Nearly half of households experiencing cuts are single-persons
aged 65 or older. The necessary budget for the complete abolition of the
deemed support system is known to be about KRW 55 billion per year. This
problem will simply disappear when the criteria of obligatory providers per se
is abolished. It is argued that the abolition of these criteria will have a great
effect on improving income inequality compared to the budget input.
Progress has been made so far, although falling short of expectations. The
criterion of obligatory providers for education benefits was already abolished
in 2015 by the previous administration. The current administration abolished
the criterion for housing benefits in October 2018. For the livelihood benefits
and medical benefits, the criteria have been gradually eased, but not
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completely abolished. In November 2017, the criterion was partly removed
for the livelihood benefits and medical benefits for the cases with severely
disabled or elderly in both households of the beneficiary and the obligatory
providers. In January 2019, the criterion was partly removed for the livelihood
benefits and medical benefits for the cases where there is disabled person in
the household of the obligatory providers. Also in the same month, the
criterion was again partly removed for the livelihood benefits for the cases
where the obligatory providers receive the BP. As of January 2020, the
criterion was exempted for the livelihood benefits for the households with a
severely disabled person. However, still there are not poor people who are not
eligible due to this criterion, because there is no severely disabled person in the
house. The government once promised to phase out the criterion for the
livelihood benefits in the second comprehensive plan for the 2020 National
BLS System, which is forecasted to cost more than KRW 4 trillion per year.
The current National BLS System evaluates whether people on benefits
aged 18-64 can work and conditionally grants eligibility. Unless the recipient is
disabled or a student, the eligibility is granted only to those who participate in
the project of supporting rehabilitations. However, the income from working
for these self-supporting work does not reach even the statutory minimum
wage. Such a condition discourages the poor households that meet the income
criterion who are not disabled, students or old enough.38) Thus, the current
National BLS System has blind spots due to the regulations that cut benefits
to prevent moral hazard and double dipping. This is likely to be also related to
the fiscal conservatism.
In September 2019, the Ministry of Health and Welfare announced
measures to deduct up to 30% of earned income other than the livelihood

38) It may be the purpose of a self-supporting project to induce the recipients to get any job as
long as they can be at work. This can a reason why the hourly wage for self-supporting work
does not reach the minimum wage.
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benefits from the recognized income, in addition to easing the criterion of
obligatory providers. Originally, the National BLS System is designed to
supplement a shortage of the recognized income from the minimum cost of
living, even after considerations of all social security supports. This
complementarity principle is the basic principle of public aid. In this regard,
strictly speaking, earned income deductions that do not recognize a portion of
earned income as income violate the complementarity principle. However,
with the relaxation of the complementarity principle, it is expected that
beneficiaries will more actively participate in job opportunities.
In 2019, the government also expanded the range of the “fundamental
property” deemed necessary for guaranteeing a basic livelihood and increased
the limit of the amount to be recognized as necessary for residential properties.
However, it is controversial to maintain the “system of income conversion
from properties,” which assumes that the beneficiary will generate income
through this residential property where the beneficiary currently lives, such as
a charter deposit. In most cases, however, the poor are unlikely to generate
income from their charter deposits.
The criterion of obligatory providers and the system of income conversion
from properties seem to be in conflict with the purpose of the National BLS
System as a foundation for public aid for the poorest, especially in the context
of the income-led growth. Raising the livelihood benefits amount will also help
serving its purpose, particularly in the context of the income-led growth.39)

39) Some argue that raising benefits can aggravate the inequality between the beneficiaries and
non-beneficiaries in the blind spots. While this argument assumes the amount to be
allocated fixed, the spirit of the income-led growth calls for an expansion of the total
amount to be allocated.
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3. Reinforcement of the Basic Pension
In September 2018, the Moon administration raised the benefits of the BP
from KRW 0.2 million to 0.25 million per month. The recipients of the BP are
the elderly of age 65 or older whose is bottom 70% of the income distribution.
In April 2019, the benefit level again increased to KRW 0.3 million for those
whose income is bottom 20%. Starting from 2020, bottom 40% will receive
KRW 0.3 million.
The status of the BP as an income security program for the elderly is
expected to be elevated due to its strong redistribution function, against the
backdrop of rapid aging and high poverty rates among the elderly in Korea. It
has been argued that it is indispensable to develop BP as a universal benefit for
all and to abolish the reduction of benefits by linking it with the BLS or the NP.
However, such a reform seems to be difficult at least in the short run, due
partly to the ambiguity in its goals. For poverty reduction, it overlaps with the
BLS; and for income security for the elderly, it overlaps with the NP.
The recent issue that called attentions was the so-called “BP given and then
taken back.” Currently, senior beneficiaries of the BLS receive KRW 0.3
million of BP on the 25th of each month. But since this benefit is part of the
recognized income, the same amount of KRW 0.3 million is reduced from the
livelihood benefits on the 20th of the following month. This is because the
BLS is based on the complementarity principle, which considers paying the BP
in addition to the livelihood benefits a violation of the principles. This causes
an income gap as much as the amount of BP among the senior beneficiary and
the other non-beneficiary elderly. While the BP raise was meant to lessen
income inequality, the poorest elderly who receive the livelihood benefits are
excluded from the benefits of the BP raise, widening the gap between the
poorest and the other income group by the exact amount of the increased BP.
Some argue that one of the reasons why the household income of the lowest
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20% has not been improved much in spite of the government’s income-led
growth policies is because this regressive income gap is left unchecked.
Similarly, even if the aforementioned criterion of obligatory providers is
abolished, the newly eligible seniors for the BLS may no longer be able to
receive the BP that they have received until then, in which case the abolition
of the criterion will not have much significance.
Responding to this issue, there was a proposal among civil society that asks
for an amendment of the “Scope of Income” in Article 5 of the Enforcement
Decree of the National BLS Act to exclude the BP from the definition of the
recognized income. Because this amendment of the Enforcement Decree
does not require the resolution of the National Assembly, it is up to the
executive’s decision. There is another, milder, proposal to apply a constant
deduction rate of about 50% to the amount of the BP benefits when
calculating the recognized income. This proposal could be justified based on
the fact that the way of applying deduction rate is already being utilized even
within the framework of the current system. For instance, 30% of the earned
income is deducted from the recognized income in case of the recipients of
livelihood benefits. Along with this proposal, there is yet another one that
argues that at least some part of the BP needs to be paid to the BLS recipients
in the form of additional benefits, if the deduction method is inapplicable.
The biggest obstacle for these proposals is the complementarity principle.
Despite the strong demands made by the civil society, the 2020 budget does
not allocate any resources to alleviate the problem of “the BP given and then
taken back” described above. The complementarity principle is commonly
applied to a large portion of social security benefits. In the case of the BLS, for
instance, the benefits are reduced also by the amount of the NP benefits. One
ultimate solution, thus, at least from the perspective of guaranteeing the
minimum standard of living, could be to raise the livelihood benefits to a level
that realistically guarantees the minimum standard of living and to develop the
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BP to a universal benefit. The latter point is also related to the NP, because the
incentives to join the NP are likely to drop when the BP benefit level is higher
than KRW 0.3 million per month, which is about the average NP benefits. This
is because private insurance may provide a more favorable condition to receive
the BP benefits rather than the NP, which is linked to the BP.

4. Child Benefits, Youth Welfare,
Unemployment Assistance and Housing
Welfare
4-1. Child Benefits
CB is a representative customized social security policy of the Moon
administration, which has contributed to solidifying the framework of an
inclusive welfare state. It started as a selective benefit of KRW 0.1 million per
month for the households with children aged 5 and lower, whose income is
bottom 90%. The means test was abolished in January 2019, making the CB a
universal benefit. The age criterion was raised to 7 years old or lower in
September 2019, expanding the beneficiaries. Further expansions are
discussed, to increase the monthly benefits from KRW 0.1 million to KRW
0.15 million and to increase the age limit to 14, for instance, which, according
to the government estimates, will cost about KRW 10 trillion a year.
Other forms of supports for the same purpose also exist, such as the free
infant care and the child home-care allowances. One possible reform in this
area could be to unite similar benefits and concentrate their fiscal resources in
the CB.
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4-2. Youth Welfare
According to the Korea Youth Report published by OECD in 2019, the
youth unemployment rate continues to rise only in Korea since the 2008 global
financial crisis. This is in contrast to the decline in youth unemployment in
other countries. In Korea, the proportion of young NEET (not in education,
employment or training) with no social affiliation out of youth is 18.4%, while
the OECD average is at 13.4%. The proportion of NEET out of the
highly-educated youth is 42.5%, ranking first in the OECD (21.7% in Japan
and 7.7% in Germany). The relative portion of non-regular workers is the
highest among the youth. The decline in employment insurance subscription
rates is also most pronounced among the youth.
The Moon administration’s youth welfare policy was designed as a part of
employment policy. Typical youth policies include the “youth job search
support fund” and “youth tomorrow filling deduction”. The former is a
system that helps young job seekers by providing KRW 0.5 million per month
for households under 120% of standard median income for up to six months.
The latter is a system that supports the accumulation of properties by young
people and induces them to get employed by SMEs. For this, both the
government and the SME employers subsidize savings by young workers as
long as they deposit the prescribed amount at financial institutions during the
contract period.
The youth job search support fund began in March 2019, and is considered
to be a sort of youth benefit. It seems that introducing this fund had positive
effects on increasing job search activities and on helping the youth in
concentrating on those activities. As to the youth tomorrow filling deduction,
it is known that subscribers are increasing rapidly. This program also seems to
contribute to the original purpose of alleviating mismatches in the labor
market by encouraging employment in SMEs and extending their longevity.
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Both of these systems are in the spotlight of the youth. The expansion of the
system needs to be considered.
Besides the employment policies, the youth welfare system is operated
mainly by some relatively affluent local governments. The youth benefits in
Seoul and the basic youth income in Gyeonggi province are two representative
examples. Here, again, the problem of the complementarity principle exists,
which prevents the BLS recipients from getting support from the youth
benefits.

4-3. Unemployment Assistance
The Moon administration plans to introduce the national employment
support system as a Korean-style unemployment assistance. This is to support
youth job seekers, self-employed workers and platform workers in the blind
spot of employment insurance. Specifically, the national employment support
system plans to provide employment promotion allowance of KRW 0.5
million per month for 6 months for job searchers with income of less than 60%
of standard median income (120% for young people), along with employment
support services. The youth job search support fund will be integrated into this
national employment support system.
One problem of this scheme is that age and working experience are being
considered as eligibility criteria. This will result in practically excluding the
elderly and women who have taken a career break. Also, under the
complementarity principle, the recipients of the employment promotion
allowance will have their livelihood benefits for the following month cut by the
same amount.
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4-4. Housing Welfare
The government conducts a housing survey every year. In the survey, the
concept of the “minimum housing standard,” which is a sort of poverty line on
housing, is used. A residential facility that meets this minimum housing
standard is one in which the area and the number of rooms exceed the lower
limit determined by the number of household members with toilets and
kitchens. For example, the lower area limit for a single-person household is 14
square-meters. In 2018, the total number of households that did not meet this
minimum was 1.11 million, about 6% of the total household. The survey also
identifies the number of households living in non-dwellings. Households in
non-dwellings are the ones that reside in such facilities as Gosiwon, slice room,
rooftop room, basement, semi-basement, public bath and plastic greenhouse.
In 2018, the total number of non-dwelling households was 0.37 million.
The government subsidizes rental payments for renter households who are
the housing benefits recipients of the National BLS System. The standard
rental rate, which is the upper limit of support, is set based on the location and
the number of household members. About 80% of rents are supported by the
housing benefits.
The Moon administration’s first comprehensive plan for the BLS in 2017
included plans to gradually raise the standard rental rate up to 2022. However,
even the standard rental rate in 2020 was reflecting only half of the necessary
increase. Resolving the blind spot of housing welfare is regarded both as an
immediate challenge and one of the weakest part so far in the inclusive welfare
policy of the government.
In addition to the BLS housing benefits, the housing welfare policies are
implemented by supplying public rental housing or publicly supported private
rental housing. In Korea, however, the ratio of the public rental housing is as
low as 7%. One major obstacle to expanding public rental housing is the
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NIMBY phenomenon among other inhabitants. On the other hand, in the
case of private rental housing supported by the public, rental rate is not very
different from the market price, so the effectiveness as a housing welfare
policy does not seem to be great. Increasing the supply of rental housing is
often considered as a means for stabilizing house prices rather than stabilizing
living condition for the vulnerable, which results in the shortage of supply.
Another important policy aspect related to improving housing for the poor
is reforming the tenant’s residential rights in the Housing Lease Protection
Act. Possible reforms discussed include securing the right to stay, which is the
right to apply for contract renewal over a multi-year period, introducing the
lease reporting system and placing a cap on the level of rent and the its growth
rate.
Blind spots of residential welfare are considered particularly prominent
among the youth. The proportion of households in sub-minimum housing,
households in non-dwellings and also households whose rents exceed 30% of
income is called the housing poverty rate. In Seoul, the housing poverty rate is
known to be falling for all households. However, it is reported that this trend
has stopped in case of the youth households since the early 2000s.
The youth housing problem is also related to the current BLS System. The
BLS benefits are supported on a household basis by law. For this reason,
eligibility for housing benefits is not granted to unmarried young people who
start living independent from their parents. However, if an unmarried youth
lives in a different area from parents, it seems more natural for the BLS System
to include such a case in housing benefits. Recently, the government is
planning on reorganization of the current BLS System and looking to provide
housing benefits to unmarried young people in their 20s from 2021.
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5. Social Services and Welfare Delivery
System
Because social services are still in their infancy in Korea, they are recognized
as providing labor for social care for vulnerable people. Strictly speaking, social
care services for children, the elderly and the disabled are a subset of social
services. During the industrialization period, the Korean economy concentrated
its resources on industrialization. Accordingly, welfare systems including
social services developed relatively slowly.
Even after the late 1990s, the reliance on private resources remained by and
large. The government in a sense entrusted the leading roles to private
businesses in the process of social services expansion through institutionalization.
The government limited its responsibilities to regulatory oversight, evaluation
and subsidy provision to the private sector. The system in which social services
were delivered was constructed almost entirely by the private sector. The
government was able to minimize fiscal inputs to social services by taking
advantage of the overcompetition between private businesses and hence by
keeping the charges and fees low.
The responsibilities regarding social insurance, such as the NP, health
insurance and public aid, such as the BLS, generally fall on the central
government because all citizens are universally affected and those systems
require interventions at the national level. On the other hand, in the case of
social services which are essentially providing the care labor, the issues are in
nature centered around specific regions. In addition, social services typically
ought to provide various services in their contents and methods tailored to the
individual needs of beneficiaries within a unified delivery system. This is in
contrast to other welfare systems where the state pays monetary benefits in a
standardized way.
In this respect, the delivery system is critical in the welfare policy. The
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delivery system is the mechanism through which welfare policies are
implemented and social services are provided. The system cannot be efficient
if there are too many programs operated redundantly. For this reason, many
advanced countries place larger roles in providing social services on local
governments.
The Moon administration advocates the prospect of an inclusive welfare
state and proposes the income-led growth as a paradigm of economic policies.
In this vein, the basic direction of the government’s welfare policy was set to
strengthen the government’s role in providing social services. The
administration considers the role of the public sector as a direct provider has
been insufficient, comparatively to the quantitative increase in social services.
Starting form this awareness, the government is running projects to reorganize
the current welfare delivery system. The representative projects include the
community care and the Social Services Office.

5-1. Community Care
According to Townsend (1964), it is better for welfare recipients not to be
isolated from their original home and community and to receive support from
domiciliary care service, unless it is so seriously difficult for them to live and
move that they need to rely on hospital or public nursing home for 24-hour
care. This is called the AIP (Aging In Place) model. The integrated community
care project of the Moon administration is a policy proposed with this
orientation.
In a traditional Confucian society, welfare is based on the absolute sacrifice
of women within an extended family system. But the ultra-low fertility and
rapid aging led to the collapse of the traditional family-provided welfare. The
recognition that the responsibility for nurture and care cannot be passed on to
family gradually gained support. In Korea, community care appeared in the
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2000s under the name of free infant care, “activity assistant services system for
persons with disabilities” and eldercare. Full-fledged elderly care has been
established since July 2008 with the long-term care insurance system.
Korean society has passed the period of preparing a solution for sustainable
elderly care. An aging society is where the proportion of the elderly among
total population is more than 7%, and Korea became an aging society in 2000.
Since then, the speed of aging has become steeper due to low birth rate and
longevity. Korea became an aged society in 2017 with the percentage of the
elderly surpassing 14%, and by 2025, and this proportion is expected to exceed
20%, with Korea becoming a super-aged society. In particular, the low birth
rate, which has been a cause of aging, has brought serious awareness. In 1985,
the total birth rate fell below 1.7, making Korea a low-birth country on an
OECD basis. Since 2002, the rate fell even further down to the OECD
reference line of 1.3 for ultra-low birth. The total birth rate in Korea was 0.98
in 2018. Christine Lagarde, the managing director of IMF, visited Korea in
September 2017 and mentioned the term “collective suicide” society.
As the aging process rapidly progresses, the demand for care increased
significantly and the social demand for high-quality long-term care services
erupted. The recognition gained strength that the safety and health of the
elderly is a matter for which the state should take responsibilities. The
long-term care insurance for the elderly, which is a representative elderly care
system, appeared as a presidential election pledge in 2002. In April 2007, the
Long-Term Care Insurance Act passed the congress, laying the grounds for
implementing the system. This system is a kind of social insurance, based on
premiums collected which are linked to health insurance.
The long-term care insurance system for the elderly is seen as the beginning
of community care. A beneficiary is provided with the institutional care benefit
and home care benefit. These benefits were services for the long-term care
beneficiary, who runs a daily life staying at home. Home care benefit is to
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provide up to 4 hours of visit care services (e.g., visit bath, visit nursing and
etc.) per day. Institutional care benefit is to admit beneficiaries to a long-term
care institution supplying meals, lodging, education and welfare equipments.
The long-term care insurance benefit is provided to about 0.67 million
beneficiaries as of 2017. This is about 8% of all the elderly. The OECD average
ratio for similar services exceeds 10%. Germany is 13.4% and Japan is 18.6%.
However, the government has been overly concerned with the financial
burden associated with this long-term care insurance. That is why the system
was launched on a small scale and designed as an outsourcing project for
private businesses. As the government expanded social services, private
operators entered the newly opened social services market. Competition
among small private companies was high, and the government maintained the
charges and fees at low levels. This raised concerns about the quality of social
services.
The Moon administration plans to expand community care to materialize
the prospect of an inclusive state. For this, the government is planning for a
stratified support system consisting of local community, local governments
and central government to enable the elderly, the disabled, children and their
families to live together in the community where they used to live. The primary
objective of the government is to increase the ratio of services of the long-term
care insurance up to the OECD average.
In order for the community care for the elderly to become sustainable, the
burden on family needs to be reduced, and the long-term care insurance
system needs to be strengthened. One important aspect in this regard is the
infrastructure of the long-term care institutions. As of 2017, there were more
than 5,000 institutions and 16,000 home care service providers, but the
number of public ones are only 200, about 1%. While expanding public
infrastructure for social services is among the 100 national agendas of the
Moon administration, there is no specific plan for implementation as yet.
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Private providers sell care services and are paid by the government
according to the stipulated charges and fees. The government sets eligibility
for benefits and assigns ratings to recipients. Recipients choose which
providers’ care services are to be purchased. One major problem is that most
private facilities do not meet the standards about facility or manpower in
reality. A local survey by the Ministry of Health and Welfare revealed that
about 70% of private providers violated the standards about facility and
manpower set by law. Providers continue to work with government support
even after being caught on violation.
Since there are signs that the market for private providers are already
saturated, the government needs to consider taking over private facilities
rather than building new public institutions. Considering the fiscal burden, the
government can set the target ratio step by step and reorganize the care
services market gradually into the direction of strengthening publicness. In
addition, for private facilities not taken over by the public sector, the
evaluation and compensation scheme need to be modified so that their quality
of services can be improved. These may include guaranteeing adequate prices
for the services. In relation to the income-led growth, the government is trying
to increase employments in social services. Better pay and better working
conditions are likely to improve the quality of the care services.
In addition to elderly care, child care is another important component of
community care. At present, the system for child care is of three layers. The
first layer is the school care. The second is the “regional centers for children”
based on the Child Welfare Act that provide care services to children from
low-income families according to government guidelines. The third layer is the
“care together” project initiated by the Moon administration. This new project
provides care services to any child of elementary school student age regardless
of income standards. Within civil society, there was a criticism that the divide
between the regional center for children and the care together project may
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bring about discrimination against children using the former service
stigmatizing them as poor.
Today, the regional centers for children are recognized as representative
low-cost care services. Some local governments such as Seoul once introduced
a single wage system and “paid sick leave” to workers in social welfare facilities.
Those were the examples of successful cases where the conditions of poor care
workers have been improved. However, the workers in the regional centers for
children were excluded from those benefits of a single wage system and still
receive only statutory minimum wage. Although the minimum wage was
raised by 11% in 2019, the regional center’s operating budget increased by only
about 3%. As a result, the budget for care projects that children in the center
should benefit from has been reduced. This is because the minimum wage
anyhow had to be honored.
Community care also includes care services for the handicapped. The most
representative welfare policies for persons with disabilities in Korea is the
“activity assistant service” system, a tax-based public aid, providing social
services to people with disabilities who need assistance from others in their
daily lives. However, this system has an age limit of 65. When a handicapped
person who has been supported by the activity assistance system turns 65, that
person is subject to a screening procedure in accordance with the Long-Term
Care Insurance Act for the eligibility of long-term care insurance benefits; and
if judged eligible for long-term care insurance benefits, then that person is
switched to the beneficiary of the long-term care insurance, and the activity
assistance benefits are no longer available. About one-third of all the disabled
at 65 are known to be forced to switch to the long-term care insurance. The
problem is that the activity assistance and long-term care insurance differ both
in the scope of services and in the service hours, and the disabled may prefer
the former. Also, the latter service for the elderly is considered not appropriate
for people with severe disabilities.
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A solution to this problem can be to allow the beneficiary aged 65 or older
with disabilities to get additional benefits from the long-term care insurance on
top of the existing benefits from the activity assistance service. Or, if budget
burden is too high, then another solution is to allow the beneficiary aged 65 or
older with disabilities to voluntarily choose between the two.

5-2. Social Services Office
The establishment and operation of the Social Services Office (SSO
hereinafter) is one of the representative policies of the Moon administration to
strengthen the welfare delivery system. This plan shows the government’s will
to take more responsibility for providing social services so far entrusted to the
private sector. At the current stage, a pilot project is run in four areas of Seoul,
Gyeonggi, Daegu and Gyeongnam.
The SSO is expected to run public facilities and institutions entrusted by
local governments, to directly provide community care services, and to
improve the quality of social services by supporting private providers. Also, it
will manage the overall social services on behalf of local governments. In
short, SSO is envisioned as a consignment operation agency of the local
government, which is an organization that fulfills the role of providing and
managing social services within a given budget and the scope of work
commissioned by the local government.
However, the SSO policy had some concerns right from the start. First,
there was controversy over the role of the SSO, which is the direct supply of
social services. When the SSO provides services by directly hiring welfare
workers as planned, competition with private providers is inevitable. There
were oppositions from private providers. The original plan of the SSO
virtually lost power as it faced a criticism from most of economists that the
crowding-out by the SSO is not desirable. There was also concern over the
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crowding-out effect due to an expansion of the public sector into private
market.
Henceforth, the view gained power that the SSO should not attempt to
provide social services directly in the area where private companies have been
doing their businesses. That is to say, it was argued that the SSO had to find a
work area where there is no competition with private providers. However,
there is no way of figuring out how to expand the public supply of welfare
services with leaving the current social services market unchecked, namely,
without replacing it. The original policy goal of integrating service provisions
to the SSO in order to strengthen the welfare delivery system has been
repeatedly retreated, even from the pilot project stage.
Another criticism was that the scope of the responsibilities of the SSO was
not clear. In the process of providing social services, various organizations
such as the central government, local governments, the national health
insurance corporations, the national pension corporation, and private
providers have participated. The original idea for the SSO was to consolidate
all these works which were distributed among these organizations into a single
organization called the SSO. However, in essence, public responsibility
ultimately belongs to the central and local governments that determine the
budget and manpower utilization, not to their agency which is the SSO.
There was also another problem. The government was planning to run the
SSO on a co-paymenting basis after the establishment. This was a decision
conscious of the backlash of private providers. However, if the SSO is run on
a co-paymenting basis, then there will be no difference from the existing way
social services are provided. The future function of the SSO is also unlikely to
be different from that of current private providers. It is simply because there
is no additional resource to expand services. Then, we cannot expect any real
change in the welfare delivery system.
It is pointed out that the current levels of charges and fees for welfare
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services are so low that it is not feasible to pay more than minimum wages to
social service workers. If local governments avoid responsibilities by allocating
insufficient budget and then transferring the entire welfare duties to the SSO
as expected, then the role of the SSO as a public service provider cannot but
be hampered. Eventually, the legislation for establishing the SSO did not go
through.

5-3. The Quality of Job of Care Work
So far, we have examined the community care project and the SSO project
that have been promoted as policies to expand social services by the Moon
administration. If the need to increase the public supply of welfare is clear, the
direction per se of these policies is not inappropriate. However, in the process
of envisioning and institutionalizing the public welfare delivery system, a
number of problems have surfaced.
One particularly difficult problem in the welfare delivery system is that the
degree with which services are expanded has always exceeded the degree with
which capabilities of suppliers are expanded. In the Korean economy, the
employment contributions of social service industry amount to over 1 million.
As the family structure changes and aging progresses, the demand for
good-quality social services is expected to increase significantly in the near
future. It is not clear if the current level of employment in the social services
sector is enough, especially when compared to some European developed
countries. Only when new projects are added will the workforce be augmented
even in the public sector. In Korea, welfare can be considered to have been
subordinated, partly due to the fiscal conservatism.
In this situation, the social services market has been deformed into a
structure supported by low-wage work, which is, unfortunately, a characteristic
shared by many industrialized countries. As of 2017, the average monthly wage
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for workers in all industries was KRW 3.45 million, while it was only KRW 1.75
million in the social service industry. As to the employment type, most of
workers are usually paid by the hour. Many of them are on-call workers.
Among them, wages and working conditions of the caregivers are usually the
worst. In the past, they worked as nanny caring the elderly. They used to be
hourly workers and, even today, are paid according to the hours they actually
spent together with the beneficiary, the hours they kept direct contact. If the
beneficiary ceases to use the service, the caregiver will immediately lose the job
and income. Childminders, like caregivers, also have low wages and poor
working conditions.
Discrimination against non-regular workers in the social services industry is
known to be a serious issue. The government has concentrated on expanding
social services in order to expand jobs, which resulted in an expansion of
low-quality jobs. Many of them are known to be non-regular positions and
paid near the statutory minimum wage. As of 2018, for instance, the social
services industry was the industry with the largest increase in non-regular jobs
compared to the previous year.
In order to increase the supply of welfare services and strengthen the
welfare delivery system, it would be necessary to increase the employment of
welfare workers and the quality of their jobs.40)

6. The Mooncare
Korea’s health insurance system began in 1972 with the introduction of
medical insurance for some workplace-based insured persons. Later, in July
1989, it became a system for all citizens and in 2000, workplace-based medical
40) Recently, the ILO proposed a strategy to create a decent care jobs against the global care
crisis.
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insurance and community-based medical insurance were combined into a
unified health insurance. To this day, it as been established as a social safety net
protecting health of Korean citizens for more than 30 years.
On August 9, 2017, the Moon administration announced a plan to
strengthen health insurance coverage, so-called “Mooncare.” The aim was set
to expand the items covered by health insurance and to adjust the way of
co-payment. The key policy was to increase the coverage rate of national
health insurance, which was 62-63% in 2017, to 70% by 2022, and to reduce
the burden of medical expenses for vulnerable populations and low-income
families. The goal of expanding health insurance coverage per se was not new.
Previous governments also wanted to increase the coverage. Mooncare can be
seen as one step forward, but an important one.
One weakness of the Korean health insurance was low coverage, lower
than, for instance, the OECD average coverage rate of 80%, leaving many
Koreans to subscribe to private insurances in addition. The health insurance
coverage rate is the ratio of medical expenses paid by national health insurance
to the total medical expenses incurred when people use medical services at
medical institutions. Health insurance is a social insurance, where half of the
premium is paid by the subscriber and the other half is paid by the employer.
Also, Korean law stipulates that the state will support insurance finances. In
Korea, health insurance is a structure in which subscribers share responsibility
with employers and the government, pay insurance premiums as much as they
earn, and receive insurance benefits as much as they need. It is a system with
strong social solidarity.

6-1. Expanding Coverage
In order to expand the coverage of health insurance, Mooncare has
promised that it will achieve full coverage on medical “non-benefit items” step
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by step. Achieving full coverage of medical non-benefit items means that in
the future the reformed health insurance will provide full coverage for all the
medical services, that patients paid for the entire medical expenses, because
the existing insurance did not cover. The only condition is that the medical
service that will be covered should be essential for treatment from a medical
point of view and should not be cosmetic surgery or medical checkups. In
other words, all the essential non-benefit items related to treatment will be
included in the health insurance benefit items gradually. This would be a
process in which existing non-benefit items are converted into benefit items
and incorporated into a public management system. In addition, the
government has launched “preliminary benefit items” to speed up the process
of expanding coverage. The medical services that are effective in treatment but
are considered to be rather expensive when compared to the treatment effect
were classified into the category of preliminary benefit items. The reformed
health insurance would provide partial coverage for these items.
The measures to expand health insurance coverage are often considered to
be the most important achievements among the income-led growth policy
package. It was from October 2017 that the transitions of non-benefit items
began to take effect. In the second half of 2018, the measures were started to
be taken in their full scale. Among all the Moon administration’s policies,
Mooncare project almost always tops the policy satisfaction survey.
The government expanded the coverage of health insurance for essential
non-benefit items such as the severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in
February 2018, cognitive behavioral therapy in July 2018, type 1 diabetes in
January 2019, and cerebrovascular disease in August 2019. The coverage also
expanded in stages for all MRI examinations and for ultrasound examinations
required for treatment, starting from 2018 until 2021. There are more than
3,880 non-benefit items for which health insurance has been newly applied or
will be applied in the future. In particular, Mooncare included the three major
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non-benefit items into the coverage, which are the optional treatment (special
check-ups), high-end hospital room (special room) and the nursing expenses
that are burdensome to families. In January 2018, the optional treatment
system was abolished. In July 2018, the coverage was expanded to double-bed
rooms and three-bed rooms in general hospitals. In July 2019, the coverage
was again expanded to double-bed rooms and three-bed rooms in private
clinics. These measures reduced the burden of hospitalization expenses of
patients to about one-third than before. In addition, the burden of nursing care
was also eased by expanding the integrated nursing care service, where
professional nurses take care of inpatients directly without guardians or carers.
Health insurance coverage for children, the elderly, the disabled and
pregnant women has also been expanded. First, for children under 15, in
October 2017, the co-payment rate (the rate at which patients pay out of total
expenses) for inpatient treatment has been reduced from 10-20% to 5%. In
November 2017, the co-payment rate for dentures was lowered from 50% to
30% and the burden of outpatient treatment expenses was also eased. For the
disabled, the coverage has been expanded to various mobile wheelchairs since
July 2018. For pregnant women, the coverage was expanded to acyesis
procedures since October 2017.
It is also noticeable that the coverage for dementia treatment has been
expanded. The Moon administration declared a national responsibility system
for dementia. In October 2017, health insurance was applied to neurocognitive
tests for evaluation and diagnosis of patients with suspected dementia. As a
result, the co-payment rate for both inpatient and outpatient treatment for
patients with severe dementia fell from 20-60% to 10%. In January 2018,
health insurance began to be applied to MRI diagnostic tests for patients with
suspected dementia.
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6-2. Co-payment Ceiling
The government launched a policy to ease the medical cost burden of the
poor and low-income households early 2018. For this, the annual limit on
co-payment for medical expenses to which health insurance are applied has
been lowered. The “co-payment ceiling” is a system in which the national
health insurance corporation refunds the excess amount if the total amount
paid by the patient out of the annual health insurance medical expenses
exceeds the individual upper limit set by income level. In addition to increasing
the benefit items, Mooncare also cut the upper limit of health insurance
medical expenses for people with low-income to 10% of their annual income.
For the household members belonging to the bottom 50% of income
distribution, the annual limit on co-payment was lowered to KRW 1.25
million. This was to prevent the defaults at the poor households. However, this
co-payment ceiling is not related to the costs of non-benefit medical expenses.
This applies only to medical expenses covered by health insurance.
In 2018, the positive effects of the co-payment ceiling increased
significantly. The number of people benefitted from the co-payment ceiling
increased from 0.695 million in 2017 to 1.266 million in 2018. The refund
amount also increased from KRW 1.3 trillion in 2017 to KRW 1.8 trillion in
2018. The effects were particularly prominent among low-income seniors.
78.9% of beneficiaries were from the lower half of income distribution. The
bottom 10% of income distribution received 21% of the total refund. The
average amount for other income quintile was only 8.8%. By age, the seniors
over 65 accounted for 54.6% of the total. The amount of refund for those aged
65 and over reached 66.9%.
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6-3. Support for Catastrophic Health Expenditures
Mooncare also expanded the system of the “support for catastrophic health
expenditure” as an additional device to alleviate the burden of excessive
medical costs for vulnerable groups. The system originally began with the
previous government, which provided a maximum of KRW 20 million once a
lifetime for severe illness. In the Moon administration, as a kind of medical
expense safety net system, the target of support has been expanded to
inpatients of all diseases and outpatients of severe diseases, and the amount of
support has been changed up to KRW 30 million per year for life. In a nutshell,
the system provides a portion of medical expenses for the so-called medical
pour, which suffers economic hardship due to excessive medical expenses
compared to the income level. According to the definitions put forth by the
World Health Organization’s definition, if the share of medical expenditure to
household expenditure is 40% or more, it constitutes a case of catastrophic
health expenditure. Specifically, the “Enforcement Decree of the Act on the
Support for Catastrophic Health Expenditure,” which began to be
implemented in July 2018, states that members of the households that are of
100% or less of standard median income are supported.
However, while 62% of the budget for catastrophic health expenditure was
spent in 2017, this rate fell to 14% in 2018. The reason for the significant
reduction in the support amount for catastrophic health expenditure is
explained by the fact that the eligibility for support has become rather stricter.
While the publicity and guidance about the system has not been very
successful, to make matters worse, it has been run on application basis. So,
basically there were few applications. Anyhow, the bottom line is that the
number of cases of dropout has increased even for the same number of
applications for support. In the current catastrophic health expenditure
support system, the eligibility criteria for a person with 50-80% of standard
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median income states that co-payment should be over KRW 2 million and, at
the same time, it must exceed 15% of his/her annual income. The added
criteria for co-payment acted as an obstacle.
There is another reason. The current system only supports up to 50% of the
total cost of non-benefit items. For low-income people who are prone to
catastrophic health expenditure, it would be advantageous if they could find
other ways of greater support, such as by applying to a welfare agency. This is
an explanation that low-income people will not use this system. If so, it may be
necessary to link the support for non-benefit items to the income level of the
beneficiary.

6-4. Too Small an Improvement?
Even with the overall affirmative appraisal for Mooncare, the figure for
2018 coverage rate officially released was disappointing. The national health
insurance coverage was 63.4% in 2015, 62.6% in 2016, and 62.7% in 2017,
followed by 63.8% in 2018. The figure 63.8% is up only 1.1 percentage point
from the previous year. Criticism that there was no significant improvement
gained strength. This contrasted with the fact that in 2018, health insurance
invested an additional KRW 2.44 trillion for Mooncare. It is known among
experts that the coverage improves by about 1 percentage point for an health
insurance input of approximately KRW 1 trillion in Korea. If this is the case,
it can be said that the coverage rate should have risen to 65.1% instead of
63.4%. There was debate over why the figure failed to climb as such.
One explanation for this is that the speed of expanding coverage to the
non-benefit items was slower than planned. In the original plan of the
government, additional fiscal inputs to health insurance for Mooncare in 2018
was KRW 3.73 trillion, but the actual amount of inputs was only KRW 2.47
trillion, which was 65% of the planned amount. The expansion of coverage was
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delayed. One reason for the delay was due to the opposition from medical
professionals. It was not easy to gain their cooperation and consent. Against the
government’s restriction on non-benefit items, the health care providers
insisted on deregulation. One natural consequence of deregulation would be an
increase in non-benefit items, which would inevidently increase the medical bill.
There is another explanation. In Mooncare, the key target in shifting
non-benefits to benefits was the severe diseases with high expenses.
Therefore, even if only a part of the policy was implemented by 2018, the
coverage rate of high-end general hospitals, where the diagnosis and treatment
of severe and high-cost diseases were concentrated, was expected to improve.
In fact, there was an improvement. In the high-end general hospitals where
Mooncare’s policy measures were devoted, the shifting of non-benefits to
benefits made an important step forward. The coverage rate of national health
insurance for high-end general hospitals rose by 3.6 percentage points from
65.1% in 2017 to 68.7% in 2018. The rate of co-payment for non-benefit items
fell by 2.3 percentage points from 14% to 11.7%. The same effect is confirmed
in case of the insurance coverage for severe and high-cost diseases per person.
For the top 30 diseases, the coverage increased by 1.5 percentage points from
79.7% in 2017 to 81.2% in 2018. This improvement is not limited only to
high-end general hospitals. The similar effects were also found in case of
considering the whole general hospitals. For all the general hospitals, the
average coverage rose from 64.4% in 2017 to 67.1% in 2018, and the
co-payment rate for non-benefit items fell from 14.8% to 12.3%. Considering
that the scope of applications of Mooncare has been expanded since 2019 and
has become more full-scale, there seems to be much room for continued
increase in coverage and drops in co-payment rate for the non-benefits across
the general hospitals and severe high-cost diseases. In short, it is difficult to say
that the priority of Mooncare’s focusing on severe high-cost diseases was
ineffective. Although the figure of 1.1% point improvement in coverage may
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seem shabby, it is not bad in practical terms.
A more important problem is that the expenditures for non-benefit items
increased as new non-benefit items are created by private clinics or small
hospitals. At small or medium-sized hospitals, the coverage rate slightly
increased from 47.1% in 2017 to 48% in 2018, and the co-payment rate for
non-benefits slightly decreased from 34.9% to 34.1%. However, in the case of
private clinics and doctor’s office, the coverage rate fell from 60.3% in 2017 to
57.9% in 2018, and the co-payment rate rose from 19.6% to 22.8%. The
government is expanding coverage by decreasing non-benefit items, but the
private clinics continue to create new non-benefit items. As such, as the
expenditures for non-benefit items increased centering around small private
medical institutions, the overall medical expenses were raised. In Korea, the
medical expenses were 7.2-7.3% of GDP in 2016 and 2017, but exceeded 8%
in 2018.
This suggests that the task of reducing non-benefits is not easy. The lack of
control in managing benefit-items at the clinic level becomes an essential part
in the tasks of Mooncare. If non-benefit treatments increase out of control,
this can threaten the national health care system, not to mention the success of
Mooncare. The difficulty is that there is a sharp conflict of interests among the
insurance system itself, insurance holders and service providers. Although the
loss insurance provided by private insurers is likely to shrink in the future, it is
still a concern because it causes wastes of medical resources such as excessive
treatment.

6-5. Medical Commercialization
To link health and welfare in the community care project, some issues were
raised from the civil society about the need for introducing the family doctor
system. Also the issues around the need to increase the number of doctors and
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hence to increase the entrance quota for medical schools were raised. In
particular, the criticism that the policies strengthening public healthcare were
far from sufficient can be quite painful from the views of the inclusive state
and income-led growth. The government announced a comprehensive plan
for public healthcare development in 2018, including an expansion of the
scope of essential medical cares to include the ones that the private sector does
not invest in due to market failure.
Some argue that the social controversy surrounding medical commercialization
needs a perspective in favor of expanding options to consumers. It is the view
that only such an approach can design a policy that pursues innovation and
efficiency, and a normative approach that prevents innovation while naming
it as commercialization is undesirable. As a typical example, they argue that
non-face-to-face telemedicine can be used to improve accessibility for
residents in remote places.
Fundamentally, however, Mooncare that pursues an inclusive welfare state
does not seem to be compatible with medical commercialization. In Korea,
public hospitals account for less than 6% of domestic hospitals, while the
OECD average is 52.6% as of 2016. This shows a need to strengthen public
healthcare system in Korea and casts doubt on whether it is desirable for the
government to further promote for-profit medical care.

6-6. Sustainability of the Insurance Finance
According to the government, the funding required to carry out the entire
Mooncare project is estimated to be KRW 30.6164 trillion over five years. The
government plans to spend KRW 10 trillion, which is half of the accumulated
surplus of KRW 20 trillion in current health insurance, and to maintain the
growth rate of premium for health insurance at 3.2% which is the average
growth rate in the past 10 years. Also, it announced that the lack in budget
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would be subsidized by the government later.
Expanding the insurance coverage of health insurance may require more
fiscal input unless the premium rate is increased at a rate above trend.
Concerning this issue, some critics accused the government of taking an
ambiguous stance on measures to expand fiscal resources such as increasing
taxes. To make matters worse, it will be the case that, with the rapid aging, the
number of people who will pay for health insurance in the future decreases
while insurance spending continues to increase. This is the issue of fiscal
sustainability of health insurance.
If the financial condition of health insurance continues to weaken, the
patient’s co-payments may eventually increase. In this regard, ultimately,
increasing the premiums that are jointly paid by beneficiaries and employers
and increasing fiscal support from government for health insurance at the
same time will be needed. In accordance with both the National Health
Insurance Act and the National Health Promotion Act, the government has to
fund a total of 20% of the expected premium income every year for health
insurance. The governments of France, the Netherlands and Belgium, to name
a few, run health insurance as social insurance and support their health
insurance.
Since the government can manage fiscal resources flexibly, it is not possible
for the health insurance finance to become unstable due to non-cooperation
on the part of the government. As a mediator of the conflict of interests among
stakeholders, the government needs to better persuade stakeholders. Fulfilling
its support obligations under the relevant laws could facilitate that role by the
government.

6-7. Medical Expenses for Children
In the 2017 presidential election, then-candidate Moon made a pledge for a
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national guarantee of the hospital cost of children. This was understood as a
promise of the state to take responsibility for the rights to health and life of the
child. According to the UN Convention on the Right of the Child,
governments should protect the rights to health of children and adolescents
under 18 with social security system. Despite the ratification of the agreement
in 1991 by the National Assembly in Korea, children’s hospital expenses are
still being paid by their families. It remains in the domain of private insurance.
National security for hospital costs of children was first initiated by a local
government. The City of Seongnam has implemented the project of “KRW 1
million limit to medical cost for children in Seongnam” in July 2019,
considering that Mooncare alone lacks insurance coverage. The project
promised that the city government would support an excess of KRW 1 million
to children under 12 for the non-benefit items.
However, this project has limitations in that it only guarantees non-benefit
items. According to Mooncare, almost all non-benefit items will be covered by
health insurance by 2022. In the case of preliminary benefits, the co-payment
rate is still high. Hence, covering non-benefit items only may not greatly
reduce the burden of medical costs to households. The selective nature of this
project also matters, in that 10% of the co-payment rule is applied in
supporting the families with more than 50% of standard median income.
There was also a claim that the coverage provided by Mooncare should not be
limited to medical expenses incurred at hospitals or clinics. Currently, in
Korea, there is no medical expense support for education or rehabilitation in
social welfare facilities such as language psychology centers and physical
development centers for children with disabilities.
The budget required to implement the KRW 1 million limit to medical cost
nationwide for 8.5 million children under 18 is estimated to be about KRW 420
billion.
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1. Introduction
Which state would be an inclusive state? Based on the consensus formed
through debates in the area, we can think of an inclusive state as one where
labor is protected, social safety nets are comprehensive and public services are
widely available to citizens. In this regard, we need to check the current status
of the labor market institutions and to carry out necessary reforms to support
citizens in the workplace, in order to further progress into an inclusive state.
Korean society used to be characterized by relatively high growth and low
inequality in international comparisons until early 1990s. But since the
mid-1990s it underwent a path, which may be called an “exclusive growth,”
along with neoliberal labor reforms. The pace of job growth slowed, and many
of the newly created jobs were not decent. The informal self-employment
sector maintained the proportion of low-wage long-hours workers, providing
an industrial reserve army to absorb the impact of employment fluctuations.
The living conditions of workers in the segmented labor market have
deteriorated. The Korean labor market is complexly fissured by both the
company size and the form of employment. The social protection for them has
remained within a limited level. The weakening of the labor market institutions
was a symbolic slice of this path. At the global level, the background of this
change was such factors as globalization and political weakening of the labor
force.
Regulations for labor protection have been one of the most controversial
areas of public policy in the world. Naturally, labor protection is a
controversial task for the Moon administration because it pursues an
income-led growth. Early actions such as the declaration of zero non-regular
workers in the public sector and the abolishment of the two guidelines of the
previous government were in favor of labor protection. But the government’s
later decisions against labor unions were disappointing from that viewpoint. In
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particular, labor protection in line with the income-led growth policies does
not seem to be evident from the government’s policy statements.
This chapter considers the policy stature and value of labor protection in the
income-led growth policy of the Moon administration. In addition, we discuss
the policy measures to promote labor protection in the context of the relevant
growth theory and the realities of the Korean labor market. Specifically,
Section 2 reviews the economics literature on the effects of labor market
institutions. Section 3 reviews the literature on trade unions and collective
bargaining. Section 4, building upon Section 3, takes a closer look at the
effective extension system of collective agreements. Section 5 reviews the
literature on the characteristics of the Korean labor market and investigates
improvements of the current collective bargaining system. Finally, Section 6
concludes with the aim of seeking labor policy consistent with income-led
growth.

2. Economic Impacts of Labor Market
Institutions
Labor market regulation refers to a set of legal instruments and collective
bargaining organizations to structure and coordinate the process by which
wages and working conditions are determined and jobs are created. The labor
market operates within the regulatory framework that forms this institutional
framework. The labor market institution includes trade unions, collective
bargaining, minimum wage, various legislation related to employment
protection, and unemployment insurance.
Mainstream economics emphasizes the negative effects of such institutions
on the economy. The underlying view is that persistent unemployment and
economic downturns are caused by excessive labor protection and rigid labor
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market institutions due to regulations. In this view, businesses need to be able
to respond flexibly and efficiently to market pressures and rapid technological
progresses in order to survive. It is argued that labor market regulations
prevent such capacity and raise labor costs. They reduce the cost
competitiveness of domestic companies, thereby reducing business investments
and exports, which in turn leads to a fall in growth and job destruction. This
is often envisaged as a fateful trade-off between the volume and quality of jobs.
The desire for a decent job is to be incapacitated by the market forces.
Regulations for protecting labor result in unemployment or precarious
non-regular employment, building up barriers between insiders and outsiders.
Structural reforms of labor market based on this perception aim at
removing constraints that hinder free market order. They are justified on the
basis of promoting efficiency in allocating scarce resources of human labor.
This view regards human labor as another commodity not different from
others and the labor market as another market no different from others. Some
argue that involuntary unemployment will not exist and full employment will
be achieved if market principles are observed. They argue that, ceteris paribus,
the more flexible the labor market, the higher the level of potential output in
the long run (e.g., Alonso, Echeverria, and Tran 2004). They also argue that
structural reforms in the labor market can also break down the barriers built by
insiders and alleviate inequalities in the market between insiders and outsiders.
In short, labor market flexibility not only increases jobs and income but also
eliminates unemployment and mitigates inequality.
This view, which opposes protective regulations in the labor market and
advocates flexibility, was broadly supported among economists in 1990s.
Lazear (1990)’s empirical study suggests that countries with stronger
employment protection have more severe unemployment problems.
According to Lazear (1990), paying out mandatory retirement allowance
increases unit labor costs with no improvement in productivity, resulting in a
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decrease in employment. Similar views can be found in Scarpetta (1996) and
Nickell, Nunziata, and Ochel (2005), for instance. International organizations
such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) also
supported policies pursuing labor market deregulation. The so-called
“OECD-IMF orthodoxy” (Howell et al. 2007), “transatlantic consensus” and
“Berlin-Washington consensus” have emerged. The OECD’s Jobs Strategy in
1994 attributed the high unemployment in Europe to excessive labor
protections, assuming the U.S. labor market as a true standard of flexible
market (Berg 2015). Structural reform measures to fix the problem included
reducing the inclusiveness of unemployment insurance, making hiring and
dismissal easy, lowering or abolishing minimum wages, removing restrictions
on working hours, restraining unions and avoiding anti-competitive wage
determination system. It was a way to resolve the institutional rigidity of the
labor market. The same report also advocated the use of temporary
employment and decentralized collective bargaining. The World Bank’s
Doing Business Report in 2003 cited the rise in the cost of dismissal as a reason
for the increase in unemployment around the world.
However, as the theoretical research progressed and the results of empirical
research accumulated, many doubts were raised about this conventional
wisdom. Even international organizations went through a certain shift in the
way they looked at the problem. For example, the OECD’s Jobs Strategy in
2006 mentioned that employment and growth performance are good enough
in an economy with a centralized collective bargaining system and softened its
existing opposition to employment protection legislation (Berg 2015). Also,
the World Bank’s 2017 edition of the Doing Business Report said that unlike
the past, labor regulation can contribute to improvement in productivity if
incentives and penalties are properly designed for both employers and
workers.
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The view has emerged that the labor market institutions per se are not the
result of the rent-seeking behaviors of insiders at the expense of outsiders;
rather, they are devices that complement labor market imperfections.
Theoretically, since the risk-averse workers who do not have enough wealth
have to bear the uninsurable risk of unemployment and the subsequent
income losses, labor market institutions can improve efficiency from the
viewpoints of risk-sharing (World Bank 2015, p. vi). Also, labor market
institutions make a positive contribution to reducing transaction costs
associated with negotiations and searching activities. In addition, in terms of
human resources development, the importance of legislation and regulation to
protect workers engaged in high-risk work that could damage human beings
has been stressed (UNDP 2015, p. 161). Empirically, Howell et al. (2007), for
instance, criticize that many studies in 1990s and early 2000s were
methodologically biased. Also, the IMF acknowledged that the empirical
evidence suggesting that deregulation of the labor market has reduced
unemployment, increased employment and helped the economy grow is far
from enough (IMF 2003, p. 129). Blanchard (2006, p. 30) finds that in a
cross-country comparative study, labor market regulation appears to have no
apparent relationship with unemployment. Heckman (2007, p. 4) also
criticizes the conventional views on the impact of regulation on the European
labor market as being only weakly evidenced. Vergeer and Kleinknecht (2012)
find that the result of Nickell et al. (2005) that labor market rigidity causes
unemployment is not robust, since changing estimation method reverses the
result.
Regarding economic growth, Lingens (2003) argues that the effect of union
activity on growth is not clearly negative. Allard and Lindert (2007) report that
when employment protection is at a low level, strengthening employment
protection does not impact on economic growth or technological progress
significantly. According to Adjemian, Langor, and Quintero-Rojas (2010), if
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employment protection is strengthened, the average rate of growth of per
capita national income increases, even though its statistical significance is weak
from the sample of European countries.
The hypothesis of the traditional view that structural reforms for labor
market flexibilization can do good to economies in many ways is no longer a
consensus. International organizations nowadays also admit that the results of
empirical studies do not fully support the past hypothesis. According to World
Bank (2013, p. 261), new studies surrounding the effects of labor market
regulation with new data and new analytical methods show that, in general, the
short-term effects on employment of labor regulation are close to neutral. It is
difficult to advocate the old belief any more that strengthening labor
protection will reduce employment or increase unemployment. The ILO
(2015, p. 110) also reports that the effect of labor regulation on employment
is largely neutral. OECD (2015, p. 18), based on observations that job quality
is improved with employment rate, argues that labor regulations would not
interfere with job creation if properly designed. The empirical findings of
Ostry, Berg, and Tsangarides (2014) suggest that inequality can be detrimental
to long-run economic growth and that in general labor market regulation is not
incompatible with economic growth. IMF (2016, pp. 116-117) points out that
deregulation of labor may lead to unproductive results instead of improving
employment, in the similar vein of the OECD (2016, p. 126). To be brief, the
evidence of the impact of labor protection regulations on economic growth is
largely inconclusive.
From another strand of research, Storm and Naastepad (2012) show that
the impact of labor protection on labor market performance is a matter of the
nature of the demand regime and productivity regime of the economy, and
labor market performance, such as employment, may deteriorate as the labor
market institutions weaken. In a macroeconomic sense, weakening the labor
market institutions may have a negative feedback effect on the aggregate
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demand. This feedback effect can be amplified as the wage-led nature of
demand regime and productivity regime gets more prominent. They further
argue that, given the positive contribution of labor to economic performance,
more regulated and coordinated industrial relation can create conditions for
better growth and employment and technological dynamism. Here, the
regulated and coordinated industrial relation was described as a system in
which strong legal protection was provided for honoring basic labor rights and
ensuring effectively and safely workers have a voice on the labor process and
business management. This industrial relation will be the one that supports
wage-led growth. It has also been suggested that labor protection can
contribute to improving labor productivity. Traditional arguments supporting
this claim include the efficiency wages and the facilitation of firm-specific
human capital investments. Furthermore, when labor is institutionally
protected, cooperation between workers and employers can be stronger, and
there will be more room for improvement in work performance and
technology acquisition process. In particular, when women’s labor is
institutionally protected, it is possible to expect productivity improvement
through more willing participations on the part of women into the labor
market.
Various labor market institutions can influence firms’ decision-making
related to the organization of the production process. In the piece-wage
system, incentives for employers to invest in improving production
organizations and technologies, or in safety and health of workers, become
limited. This is because the risk of losing income falls upon the workers. If the
work efficiency decreases, only the worker’s income decreases. On the other
hand, if government enforces industrial safety and health, minimum wage, etc.
by law, and regulates working conditions by introducing an employment
protection system, the incentives to employers will change. Now, employers
have no other choice but to upgrade production process and try to upgrade
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their technology. Strengthening employment protection has the effect of
forcing employers to invest in new technologies. This happened in low-wage
workplaces in the United States in the early 20th century (Piore 2004).
This idea that corporate investment in technological progress and
vocational training can be affected by labor regulations has empirical supports.
Acharya, Baghai, and Subramanian (2010), for instance, measure the size of
investment in innovation by the patent acquisition activities of companies and
the number of startups in new industries, and analyze the impact of the
employment protection legislation. The result is that labor market institutions
can stimulate innovation investment. Storm and Naastepad (2009) and Storm
and Capaldo (2019) find that labor market regulations support wage-led
growth by promoting aggregate demand and enhancing labor productivity.
Also, the view that easing labor protection regulations alleviates inequality
between insiders and outsiders has been challenged. Richard Freeman, for
instance, argues that more rigid labor regulations can result in better income
distribution. He proposes the so-called “Freeman conjecture”, which states
that deregulation of labor market could have little or no definite effect on
employment or economic growth, but it certainly has a negative effect on
income inequality (Freeman 2008, p. 15; Freeman 2010). This conjecture is
empirically tested by Campos and Nugent (2015). According to this study, the
institutional rigidity of labor market does not affect the total amount of
national income but its distribution among population, and the institutions
protecting labor can contribute to reducing inequality. Betcherman (2014) and
Deakin (2016) also report similar findings.
On the contrary, the view that deregulation policy of the labor market
causes inequality finds more supporting evidence in recent years. Checchi and
García-Penalosa (2008, p. 633), for instance, warn that there is a clear negative
correlation between the intensity of labor protection and the degree of
inequality, and if employment protection is weakened, the consequence will be
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an increase in inequality. A joint report by the ILO, IMF, OECD and World
Bank prepared for the G20 labor Ministers’ Meeting in 2015 indicates that the
weakening of labor market institutions has a side effect of reducing income
share of low- and middle-income workers, by collapsing workers’ bargaining
power (ILO, IMF, OECD, World Bank 2015, p. 21). In the similar vein,
Jaumotte and Osorio-Buitron (2015, p. 21) observe that inequality intensifies
and the share of the highest income class increases as employment protection
weakens.
Meanwhile, as to functional income distribution, Stockhammer, Onaran,
and Ederer (2008), Guerriero and Sen (2012), Stockhammer (2013) and
Dabla-Norris et al. (2015), for instance, analyze the factors affecting wage
share, namely, the share of labor income out of the total national income. Their
empirical results show that wage share increases as labor market institutions
strengthen. Also, Brancaccio, Garbellini, and Giammetti (2018) reports that
the impact of mitigation of employment protection on economic growth is not
statistically significant, but the impact on the decline in the share of labor
income is pronounced. This support the aforementioned Freeman conjecture.

3. Labor Unions and the Collective
Bargaining System
Trade unions can provide countervailing power that controls the
dominance of market order standing against the power concentrated in large
corporations and financial markets. Freeman (2011, p. 270) argues that unions
and labor institutions are important in the formation of countervailing power
against capital and in the determination of financial market rules. Trade unions
can indirectly contribute to spreading the benefits of economic growth
throughout the society through their role of counterbalance that regulates the
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abuse of market dominance.
Trade unions as a countervailing power can influence income distribution in
various ways. First, trade unions can participate in deciding the patterns of
growth and distribution of a national economy by influencing the direction of
economic and social policies by gathering political power. Evidence shows
that political participation by the working class can lead to the expansion of the
welfare state. For instance, Traxler and Brandl (2011) show that the higher the
unionization rate, the greater the amount of public spending for the purpose
of social protection, such as unemployment benefits or active labor market
policies. Unions can also negotiate a “fair” share directly against employers
through collective bargaining in the process of setting wages and working
conditions. Given that both the share of wage out of national income and the
variance of wage distribution can be deemed as intermediate targets for
wage-led growth policies, the government pursuing income-led growth need
to consider the role of institutional and political support for the union activities
in managing these intermediate targets.
In the capitalist economy, collective bargaining is an institutional
mechanism that directly or indirectly regulates wages and working conditions
of the vast majority of workforce. Differences either in the structure in which
collective bargaining is conducted or in the degree to which collective
bargaining regulates working conditions may bring about differences in
economic performance.
In terms of aggregate demand, collective bargaining affects the mean level
of purchasing power of the working class and its distribution among them. The
purchasing power of the working class and its distributional pattern determine
effective demand. On the other hand, in terms of aggregate supply, collective
bargaining determines labor costs, which affect corporate competitiveness.
The presence and activities of labor unions also affect productivity. In the
course of a more cooperative collective bargaining, workers can increase their
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information exchange and collaborative actions both in their relationships
with employers and within the production organization. This can lead to
creating a favorable environment for improvements in decision-making
processes in the workplace and for introduction of technological advances
(Fakhfakh, Pérotin, and Robinson 2011). Also, in the workplaces with union
presence, usually more active investments for building up workers’ skills are
made thanks to the insertion of vocational training clauses in negotiation items
(Heyes and Rainbird 2011).
According to Traxler (1998), collective bargaining has: ① a protective
function concerning working conditions, ② voice function, and ③ the
function of allowing workers to participate in sharing fruits of economic
growth, regardless of whether collective bargaining is in the form of
multi-employer bargaining, where multi-enterprise trade unions negotiate
with employers’ associations, or firm-level single-employer bargaining. On the
other hand, through collective bargaining, employers can take advantage of
achieving industrial peace and justifying managerial control. Traxler (1998)
goes further and considers special features of multi-employer bargaining.
First, for workers, the three basic functions of collective bargaining, which are
protection, voice, and distribution as aforementioned, are generalized across
industries or sectors, increasing the political influence of trade unions. For
employers, the expected effects include restraining wage competition among
employers, controlling the influence of union activities in the workplace, and
preventing unions from taking advantage of competition among employers
while economizing transaction costs incurred for coordination and
coordination in the industrial or national level. Finally, the government can
implement a macroeconomic supply side policy by taking part in
multi-employer bargaining indirectly.
In any bargaining mode, its complementarity with accumulation regime and
mode of regulation can be important. In other words, a specific bargaining
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mode, as a mode of regulation, can become a dominant one, depending on
how well it fits the characteristics of the economy. This is because a specific
mode of collective bargaining, which has a high degree of institutional
complementarity and hence may positively affect economic development, can
easily obtain justifications. From this perspective, it seems that the positive
role of multi-employer bargaining on the part of employers has diminished, as
the Fordist accumulation regime in the past has been confronted with its crisis.
This is because the cartel effect as a sole buyer in the labor market has
decreased due to globalization and the need for overall coordination has also
decreased as the bargaining position of unions has weakened.
Meanwhile, unions can contribute also to alleviating wage inequality
through collective bargaining. However, there is a theoretically conflicting idea
about this point. In mainstream economics, trade unions exert monopoly
power in accordance with insider-outsider framework in order to keep union
members’ wages at a level higher than one in the competitive market. It is said
that this monopoly behavior widens the wage gap between unionized insiders
and non-unionized outsiders, which amounts to the so-called union premium.
Freeman and Medoff (1984) particularly emphasized that trade unions, on the
one hand, seemed to be based on such monopoly power, but on the other
hand, acted to secure workers’ collective voice in corporate decision-making.
In this way, unions mitigate income inequality, increase firm-specific
vocational training, and perform activities that improve workplace practices
and productivity. The process of collective bargaining is nothing but the
process of exercising the voice of workers. In collective bargaining, conflicting
interests as well as common interests in both sides can be identified. In this
regard, collective bargaining can be a system that promotes common
economic interests between workers and employers and makes it possible to
compromise on conflicting interests.
It cannot be said that the policy of trade unions is based on the premise of
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equal pay for equal value work per se. This is because the historical traits of
industrial relations differ from country to country. As much as industrial
relations, there are path-dependent characteristics in each country’s union
wage policy. However, as a democratic association founded on the value of
solidarity, it is true that the union pursues an egalitarian orientation regardless
of whether within the workplace, between enterprises within industry, or
between industries.
Collective bargaining determines wages according to objective rules agreed
by both sides of negotiation, thus significantly reducing discretions in wage
decision according to subjective assessments found in individual negotiation
between an employer and a worker. Consideration of personal characteristics
such as academic background, career, and gender is also reduced. Moreover,
in the collective bargaining process, unions generally reflect the preferences of
low-skilled, low-wage median members. It is important to note that many
workers receive lower than average wages. In this case, the union must
implement a wage equalization policy in order to support the majority of
member workers. Trade unions close the wage gap between members by
raising the lower wage limit, where many members are concentrated in the
vicinity. Due to this, wage inequality within unionized sector can be alleviated
relative to the unorganized sector.
Existing studies on the wage effect of unions focus primarily on the wage
gap between the unionized and unorganized sectors. Freeman (1980) argues
that analyzing U.S. data of 1970s reveals that equalizing effect within
unionized sector offsets unequalizing effect across sectors, and consequently,
the net effect of the union’s wage policy is to close the overall wage gap. This
was contrary to the traditional view of criticizing the union’s pursuit of rent
based on monopoly power. Subsequently, Card, Lemieux, and Riddell (2004)
report that the equalizing effect is overwhelming, especially for male workers,
from data of the U.S., U.K. and Canada. Hayter (2015, p. 102) also suggests
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that wage inequality is relatively small in countries with high coverage of
collective agreements.
However, these union effects may appear differently depending on industrial
relations of the economy. Traxler (1996) indicates that at least two different
modes of collective bargaining can be distinguished and each of them
corresponds to some characteristics of industrial relations in each society. The
two distinct modes of collective bargaining was classified as inclusive or
exclusive. The inclusive mode of collective bargaining is found in countries
with multi-employer bargaining, where either the agreement easily extends to
non-unionized sectors by convention, or bargaining is centralized at the
industry-level with high coverage. Conversely, the exclusive mode of
collective bargaining is single-employer bargaining, which is found in
countries where there is no extension of agreements and the coverage of
collective agreements is low.
Bosch, Mayhew, and Gautié (2010, p. 92) discuss wage gaps in the unionized
and non-unionized sectors and the union’s effect on wages. According to the
authors, the wage bargaining system in which coordinated outcome of
collective bargaining of unionized workers has positive effects on wage
increase for unskilled unorganized workers can be classified as inclusive. In
other words, the inclusiveness of industrial relations relies on how much
collective bargaining of a group of workers with strong bargaining power
affects other group of workers with weak bargaining power. On the other
hand, Storm and Naastepad (2012) find that when industrial relations are
regulated and coordinated, the basic labor rights are honored, and the voice of
workers about labor processes and corporate management is secured. It seems
that there is a certain specific mode of industrial relations that can support
wage-led growth well. Namely, it is not the case that wage-led growth can be
consistent with any mode of industrial relations.
Hayter (2015) extends Traxler (1996)’s definition of inclusive industrial
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relations to the level of regime. The author conceptualizes the inclusiveness of
industrial relations according to some criteria, and distinguishes between
“inclusive” and “exclusive” regimes based on this conceptualization. Firstly,
the exclusive regime refers to the specificities of industrial relations, in which
collective bargaining occurs mostly as single-employer bargaining at the
isolated workplace or single firm level, and collective agreements are not
extended to others. On the other hand, the inclusive regime corresponds to a
centralized industrial relations that involves high degree of coordination,
where collective bargaining occurs mostly as multi-employer bargaining
beyond firm level, and collective agreements are extended to the parties who
are not directly involved in the bargaining, either institutionally or
conventionally. The key idea is that the structure in which collective bargaining
is implemented is critical.
Based on the previous research on the inclusiveness of industrial relations,
the definition of inclusive regime of industrial relations can be composed of
the following three elements: ① full guarantee of the basic labor rights and the
voice of workers; ② centralized and coordinated collective bargaining system
beyond firm-level and high coverage of collective agreements; and ③
institutional efforts to eliminate segregations of labor market and social
protection for precarious workers. Existing studies such as Visser and Checchi
(2009) show that in order to understand the economic impact of trade unions,
it is necessary to comprehensively consider the coverage ratio of collective
agreements, the level at which bargaining takes place and the degree of mutual
coordination and centralization along with the unionization rate. The more
inclusive the industrial relations are in accordance with these criteria, the
stronger the equalizing effect of the union across the economy without
incurring additional costs such as unemployment. According to Wallerstein
(1999), as the coverage of collective agreements increases, that is, as the
number of workers subject to collective agreements increases and as the
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degree with which the bargaining is centralized increases, wage dispersion is
moderated. Kahn (1998) focuses on the historical evolution in Norway of
decentralization from the early 1980s to the mid 1980s and then recentralization of bargaining structure in the late 1980s. The author compares
and analyzes the data from 1987 and 1991. As a result, the reductions in
inequality among low-wage workers below median wage are observed during
the era of re-centralization. Traxler and Brandl (2011), already mentioned
earlier, presents the results of empirical analysis that if collective agreement
coverage rate is high and the bargaining structure is centralized, then we may
expect that correcting income inequality does not take significant impact on
unemployment or inflation. In other words, it is possible to restore economic
equity and industrial democracy without compromising economic efficiency.
This suggests that the decline in the coverage of collective agreements and the
weakening of the bargaining system due to the deregulation of labor market
will intensify inequality and increase social conflicts, but may not improve
economic performance.
Meanwhile, in the centralized bargaining structure, firm-level bargaining
can occur as a supplement. Studies have been done on the wage effect of
supplementary single-employer bargaining in that selective departure from
centrally agreed arrangements could have different ramifications on wage
inequality. The conclusion does not seem to be definitive. Dell’Aringa and
Pagani (2007) report that this supplementary bargaining led to a widening wage
gap in Spain and a narrowing in Belgium, but Plasman, Rusinek, and Rycx
(2007) report contrarily that the wage gap was narrowed in Spain and widened
in Belgium. A crucial fact is that it is important how successfully the
upper-level labor organization and employers’ association can coordinate
bargaining at the lower level. This is because, unions may aim to further reduce
the wage gap between member workers even in their lower-level negotiations.
If there is a need to consider some specific demands of employers and workers
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at a specific workplace, then delegation to lower-level negotiation on the issue
can be desirable as long as binding relations with upper-level negotiations are
maintained. This organized decentralization contains a positive side in that it
can increase the level of mutual coordination and the coverage of bargaining.
Empirical studies have tested the theoretical position of mainstream
economics that collective bargaining system can increase unemployment by
sacrificing outsiders. Howell and Huebler (2005), for instance, fail to find
evidence that narrowing the wage gap due to collective bargaining led to an
increase in unemployment in Europe. Bassanini and Duval (2006) also fail to
find significant relationship between unionization and unemployment from
the sample of 1980s and 1990s. But they report that in a highly coordinated and
centralized bargaining system, unemployment decreased in unionization. If
unemployment did not increase, it is possible that collective bargaining has
sacrificed outsiders and expelled them out to informal self-employment sector
in the economy. In particular, this issue was considered an important one in
developing countries with a relatively large share of the self-employed.
Considering the limited role of collective bargaining in wage determination
due to low unionization and low coverage of collective agreements in addition
to the relatively large informal sector, people believed that the way the union
effect works might differ in developing countries.
We need to be cautious about the possibility that the segmentation between
insiders and outsiders can lead to a vicious circle of deregulation. This is
because if an outsider’s status becomes worse than insiders who are relatively
better protected in spite of labor market deregulation, then deregulation can be
justified again. This wrong justification originates from the mistaken
understanding that deregulation limits the privileges of insiders. In this way,
deregulation makes workers hostile to each other. In fact, insiders’ wages are
sometimes mobilized as capital for outsiders’ income-earning activities who
are members of the same household, and provide outsiders with the resources
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they need to search for jobs (Devey, Skinner, and Valodia 2006). In that sense,
the boundary between insiders and outsiders is not so definite. Historically,
any institution protecting labor in Western Europe began with a small union
composed of only insiders.
Studies have also been conducted to determine whether the union effect
increases the share of self-employment, but the results do not appear to be
definite. Freedom of association, the rights to collective bargaining and
collective actions are part of universal civil rights in the developed world. In
this respect, evidence that expansion of civil rights leads to the expansion of
informal sector in the economy is probably hard to find. In short, there is no
clear evidence that wages determined institutionally by collective bargaining
have any negative impact on employment prospects of the unemployed or
push outsiders out of collective bargaining.
Can we think of the problem of labor market segmentation or the boundary
between insiders and outsiders as the one that will be resolved if we remove
unions? Maloney and Ribeiro (1999) report a case in Mexico that unions
prevented unskilled workers from shifting into self-employment sector and
succeeded in keeping employment. The authors explained that this was due to
the union’s contribution to the efficient allocation of corporate resources.
Trade unions can play a leading role in the alternative approaches to
overcoming the segmentation of labor market.
An increasing number of evidences show that diminishing bargaining
power of labor, which is represented by decreases in unionization and political
influences of unions, and a weakening of the collective bargaining system, was
on of the causes of inequality along with the skill-biased technological progress
and globalization. DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996) point out that in the
U.S. from 1979 to 1988, a reduction in real minimum wages and a decrease in
unionization magnified wage inequality, while the exact opposite occurred
during the period 1973 to 1979. Western and Rosenfeld (2011) present
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empirical analysis that explains that more than 20% of the widening wage gap
between 1973 and 2007 can be explained by a decrease in unionization.
Antonczyk, Fitzenberger, and Sommerfeld (2010) report that the gap between
the top and bottom of the wage distribution widened as the coverage rate of
collective agreements in Germany fell by more than 15% from 2001 to 2006.
In Sweden, wage inequality narrowed during the centralized bargaining period
in 1960s and 1970s, and in 1983 wage gap began widening as employers
deviated from centralized bargaining.
Historically, when collective bargaining shrank, conflicts of interest in
inter-class or intra-class relationships were heightened, and the legal system
supporting multi-employer bargaining was weakened. However, in longerterm view, an inclusive bargaining system with multi-employer bargaining can
be economically more efficient than an exclusive one. This is because the cost
of social conflict can exceed short-term benefits of individual employers or
individual unions. Collective bargaining, on the one hand, can facilitate
governments’ intervention for the purpose of income policies to control
prices, and on the other hand, can do the function of social coordination in the
labor market. In this respect, it may be better not to let the employers’ or
unions’ goals be confined in the issue of working conditions of insiders. Under
the condition of decentralized single-employer bargaining, this coordinating
function can be hard to be realized. In economic theory, the process by which
bargaining system is decentralized and exclusivity gets stronger is accompanied
with a collective action problem that cannot achieve the best result of binding
joint decision making.
Contraction of multi-employer bargaining may not be an inevitable
consequence resulting from the crisis of accumulation regime (Traxler 1998).
There is no one-to-one mapping between accumulation regimes and modes of
collective bargaining. This can be supported by comparing economic
performance of different modes of collective bargaining. At least, economic
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theory does not tell which mode is better than the rest. Accordingly, problems
such as how multi-employer bargaining can adapt itself to changes in
accumulation regime toward requiring flexibility and what type of inclusive
system of collective bargaining can be suitable for new accumulation regime
and new modes of regulations arise. These problems seem to await deeper
considerations of our society in the near future. For example, a phenomenon
that collective bargaining takes place at various levels, where industry-level
bargaining is supplemented by plant-level bargaining, may be one change in
the mode of bargaining corresponding to changes in accumulation regime. It
is important what kind of relationship between these multi-level bargaining
can be formed. The relationship may not necessarily converge in a direction in
which industry-level bargaining gets weakened. If the relationship is a
hierarchy where upper-level industry bargaining becomes dominant by law or
convention, then the inclusiveness of industrial relations can be strengthened,
under the condition that the agreements can be coordinated between firms or
plants. The statement that industry-level agreements dominate here means
lower-level agreements cannot violate industry-level ones. In such a case, as
can be seen in the case of France, the mode of bargaining may not proceed to
decentralization. This is true when multiple levels of bargaining are
complementary with each other instead of being substitutes. The question will
be how to combine micro-flexibility into something that is compatible with
macro-coordination.
One thing seems to be clear, however, that multi-employer bargaining itself
can be institutionalized only when the bargaining power of the union is strong
enough. What constitutes the conditions of a strong union? On the one hand,
a strong union should be able to maintain solidarity among workers, and on the
other hand, it should stimulate the need for solidarity among employers.
However, even if the union is strong in this dual sense, multi-employer
bargaining may not prevail. The presence of strong unions per se is not
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sufficient for the inclusive regime of industrial relations. Rather, the former is
necessary for the latter. The role of employers and government is also
important for the latter. There should be strong employers’ associations that
can exert a binding effect on individual employers. Also, government should
drive and protect multi-employer bargaining institutionally.

4. System of Extending Collective Agreements
In the collective agreement extension system, collective agreements are
applied to employers who are not parties to the agreement. This needs to be
distinguished from the system that collective agreements applies to non-union
members within an organized firm. Extension here is mainly for employers of
non-organized firms which are included in the same industry or the same
region within the scope of collective agreement. But in some cases, it may be
for employers outside the scope of the agreement, too. Usually, extension
applies to employers who are not joining the relevant employers’ association
and hence not directly involved in the industry-level bargaining process.
The extension system was firstly introduced in Australia in 1904 as a forced
arbitration. At that time, industrial court was able to extend the decisions to
those who are not parties in dispute (Mitchell and Scherer 1993). The system
was subsequently developed into the German Act of collective agreement
(TVVO) in 1918 and spread worldwide during the Great Depression. It was
also included in the collective agreement recommendation No. 91 issued by
ILO in 1951. The aim of extension system is to support employers who
provide decent jobs and good working conditions and to warn of possible side
effects of racing to the bottom in cutting wages. In other words, it intends to
create a level playing field for employers operating in similar markets. From the
perspective of viewing collective bargaining as self-regulation, this extension
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system can also be understood as a means to support voluntary co-regulation.
In order to extend the effect of collective agreements, governmental review
and approval is usually required at the request of the parties to the agreement.
In the process of review and approval, it is known that the issues of whether
or not both unions and employers support the extension, the possibility of
conflict with public policy objectives, the possibility of conflict with current
law, and whether or not it violates the interests of potential entrants or job
seekers, are usually considered. However, it is also required that the parties to
the agreements are sufficiently representative.
Each country may have its own way of implementing extensions, since the
industrial relations that have been established in each country can be distinct.
Table 7-1 compares the procedures, decision-making, representation criteria,
and frequency of extension in France and Germany (Hayter and Visser eds.
2018, pp. 10-11).
Table 7-1. Extension Systems of France and Germany

Country

Procedures

France

Requested by one
of CA parties or
Minister of Labor

Germany

Joint request by
both CA parties

Decision

Representation
criteria

Minister of Labor
after consultation
Unions represent
of national
more than 30% of
collective
employee
bargaining
committee
Minister of Labor
after approval of
tripartite
committee

None

Frequency

Very frequent
(semiautomatic)

limited frequency
(supportive regime)

Hayter and Visser (2018) classified the extension regime into semiautomatic, supportive and restrictive regimes according to the nature of
extension system. Of these, the semi-automatic regime is the most inclusive
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and the restrictive regime is the most exclusive. In the semi-automatic
extension regime represented by France and Finland, collective agreements
are themselves considered to be generally applicable within the reasonable
scope as long as they are not ineffective. In addition, the Minister of Labor can
hold initiatives in the decision to extend even without any request of the parties
to the agreement, and also even with opposition from either workers’ or
employers’ representatives in the national collective bargaining committee.
The extension system in this regime is designed such that the government’s
intention is superior to that of unions or employers. It is noted that, in the most
cases of extensions, the contents of the agreement are not modified, and no
selective requests for only a part of the entire agreement are allowed.
On the other hand, in the supportive regime of Germany, the Netherlands,
Switzerland and Belgium, extension takes place only when the parties to the
agreement have sufficient representativeness within the scope of the
agreement, and both the employers and workers request it jointly. In addition,
in the supporting regime, in some cases, the Minister of Labor, who decides
whether or not to extend, can approve the extension only for a part of
collective agreements according to public interest. Similarly, the parties to
collective bargaining can request extension for only a part out of the entire
agreements. The Minister of Labor listens to the opinions of employers and
workers who are affected by extensions. Also, employers or workers can
request for exemption of extension on their own.
Despite these differences by regime, the uniqueness of extension system
distinct from other types of labor regulations lies in the fact that it is based on
collective agreements which are the mutual consent of independent bargaining
parties. The basis of extension system is that the standards established by
voluntary agreements between private parties have equal status as those
established by the state. As a kind of self-regulation, it is a consensus-based
legislation. This unique characteristic of extension system seems to stem from
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the voluntary nature of collective bargaining per se.
One fact that has been noted in Korea concerning the extension system was
that in France, the rate of unionization was similar to that of Korea, but the
coverage of collective agreements was about the highest in the world. It was of
great interest how collective bargaining could have a high degree of control
over the labor market, despite low unionization.
On this issue, Sohn (2014) emphasizes historical path-dependence of labor
union movement in France. In France, collective actions were first legally
permitted prior to organizations of unions, and therefore collective
agreements, which are the results of collective actions, could not but become
based on employers among the parties to the agreement. Hence, it was natural
that, once an agreement was signed by an employer, the effect of this
agreement extended to all the other labor contracts the same employer signed.
However, in industry-level bargaining system, employers who have not joined
employers’ associations could take advantage of the fact that the industry-level
agreement may not apply to them at that time. Cases occurred that they
participated in employers’ associations only during negotiation process to
exercise influence and then left the associations to avoid the applications of the
agreement. For this reason, the 1936 legislation allowed collective agreements
to extend within industry or region as long as there was a request from either
employers or workers, or by government’s initiative. The current extension
system in France originates from this legislation.
However, it is understood that the applicability of extension differs
depending on the nature of the bargaining system. According to Traxler and
Behrens (2002), extension is only effective when it is linked to multi-employer
agreements. Table 7-2, compares the average values of the coverage of
collective agreements and of the rate of unionization of each country
according to the extension system and the dominant mode of bargaining in
2014 and 2015. According to Table 7-2, the difference between the coverage
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rate of collective agreements and the rate of unionization was large in case of
multi-employer bargaining and small in case of single-employer bargaining. If
firm-level bargaining was dominant, that difference was not large regardless of
whether there was extension system or not. This implies that if the bargaining
structure is not multi-employer bargaining, then an increase in the coverage
rate of collective agreements facilitated by the institutional introduction of
extension system can be limited. Perhaps, extension system itself may not be
enough to improve the degree with which collective bargaining regulates the
labor market. However, it seems apparent that extension system takes the role
of supporting and complementing beyond-firm-level multi-employer
bargaining. Thus the coverage rate far exceeds the unionization rate in
countries with multi-employer bargaining and extension system. On the other
hand, the effect of extension system on the coverage rate of collective
agreements is related to the nature of the extension regime. According to the
previous studies, as can be expected, an increase in the coverage rate is the
largest in case of semi-automatic regime, and shrinks as we move on to
supportive regime and then restrictive regime.
Table 7-2. Extension System, Multi-employer Bargaining and Coverage
rates: 2014-2015

Classifications
No
extension
Extension

multi-employer bargaining
Unit %

coverage

87

unionization

67

coverage

71

unionization

31

N of countries
2

19

single-employer bargaining
Unit %
20
18
23
16

N of countries
18

8

Note: A country is classified as multi-employer bargaining if the portion of beyond-firm-level bargaining
exceeds 1/3.
Source: Hayter and Visser eds. (2018), p. 21, Table 1-2.
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Mostly, the extension system worked in such a way that employment
conditions of large enterprises, which represent industries, were applied to the
SMEs. The employment conditions applied in this way strengthened the
downward rigidity of wages. Neo-classical economists emphasized the
negative employment effects that entailed and argued for the abolition of
extension system. Instead, they recommended individual contracting or at
most single-employer collective bargaining as an alternative (OECD 2012, p.
10). Jaumotte and Osorio-Buitron (2015) presented that extension system
could intensify inequality, even though they admitted the fact that the collapse
of the labor market institutions worsened income inequality. The rationale for
the authors’ judgment was that unemployment could increase. This was just a
repetition of the pure logic of neo-classical economics. However, Germany,
the Netherlands, and Italy, which did not experience severe wage inequality in
1970s and 1980s, had a common practice of extensions (Western 1998). In
addition, an empirical analysis about Norway and Switzerland found no
evidence of contractions in employment due to extensions of collective
agreements to immigrant and agency workers (Visser 2018).
Another critique of the extension system is that it is a regulation preventing
firms from quickly adapting to changing market conditions. There were
concerns that extensions are unfavorable to entry of new firms. However, this
criticism seems quite excessive in that recently extension systems tend to
operate with more flexibility. In an increasing number of countries, exemption
procedures that recognize exceptions are specified in the extension system. In
a certain case, exemptions are granted based on firm size. For example, in
Czech Republic, collective agreements are not extended to firms with 20 or
less employees.
In recent years, the extension system has been strengthened or newly
promoted in several European countries, including Germany and Norway.
This is due to the problem of low wages and vulnerable working conditions in
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the immigrant labor market. In this regard, sometimes extensions seem to
supplement minimum wage or working-hour regulations.
Traxler (1998) emphasized the importance of extension system among
governmental support for multi-employer bargaining. According to Traxler
(1998), extensions provide employers with an incentive to strengthen their
representative associations among themselves and to take part in collective
bargaining. On the other hand, extensions do not provide any incentive to
workers to join unions.
Even though the unionization rate is low, if the influence of employers’
organizations expands under an effective extension system, this can become a
basis for multi-employer bargaining, ultimately strengthening the degree with
which collective bargaining governs the labor market. Conversely, if there is no
effective extension system or if it does not function properly, unions have to
take on all the roles in that case. In order to make multi-employer bargaining,
such as industry-level bargaining, dominant only with the influences of unions,
a very high unionization rate is required.
In fact, in France, the unionization rate is similar to that of Korea, but it has
one of the highest coverage of collective agreements due to extension system.
On the other hand, in Sweden or Denmark, very high unionization rates
enable centralized bargaining without an effective extension system. Germany
is in the middle. The extension system functions relatively on a limited basis,
but the unionization rate is relatively high. This combination enables high
coverage of collective agreements to be maintained.
However, it does not seem sufficient if we introduce into Korea just an
extension system while multi-employer bargaining per se has not been
established. It should be reminded that in France industry-level bargaining has
been established institutionally since quite early on. Countries with a restrictive
extension regime usually have strong state initiatives in forming social norms,
while often lacking institutionalization of collective interest expressions.
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Seemingly, Eastern European countries may fall into this category. In these
countries, the extension system was introduced no later than the early 2000s,
but foundations for multi-employer bargaining were weak because employers’
organizations were not active and unions were not centralized. Hence,
extensions were not very successful. This suggests that, in the case of Korea,
it can be far from sufficient to simply introduce an extension system.
Fundamentally, it is the key to secure necessary institutional basis of
multi-employer bargaining.

5. Institutional Improvement in the Korean
Labor Market
Then, what is the current situation in Korea? In this section, let us briefly
introduce some of the discussions on segmentation structures of the Korean
labor market, and present some policy implications along with some tasks of
institutional improvement focusing on the collective bargaining system in
Korea.
Labor market segmentation of Korea is known to be very complex. Key
factors for segmentation are related to firm size and employment type. There
is disagreement among researchers regarding which of these is more critical.
Jung (2013, 2018) emphasize the segmentation according to firm size. The
conditions of non-regular temporary workers in large enterprises may improve
when the internal labor market expands due to the strategies such as
converting non-regular positions to regular full-time positions, or increasing
hiring in the public sector. However those measures do not help workers in the
SMEs and thus, ultimately do not affect the segmentation structures in the
labor market. Instead, establishing fair trades between large companies and
SMEs or between prime contractors and subcontractors may be more
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effective in alleviating segmentation structures.
On the contrary, Lee, C. S. (2017) emphasized segmentation by employment
type. Even in a same large firm, there exist significant differences among
workers in their employment types, which is the so-called “regularity” in
Korea. Non-regular temporary workers in large firms form a middle class
together with regular full-time workers in SMEs. In this view, correcting
discriminations against non-regular positions is important for resolving the
segmentation structure.
Jeon (2018) argued that segmentations by firm size is more important than
those by employment type, and that labor market segmentation becomes more
severe as the mobility of labor tends to shrink. His arguments were based on
his analysis about movements between positions of jobs. Kim (2019a)
contended that, if we pay more attention to the problems of minimum wage
violations or low-wages issues, then segmentations by employment type can
be more significant. Even though the factors forming the segmentation
structure in reality may differ in their relative importance, it can be argued that
fragmentations by firm size and those by employment type overlap in many
cases. Thus, in order to alleviate segmentations, more comprehensive
approaches seem to be desirable to narrowing both the gap between large
chaebol firms which are mostly prime contractors and the SMEs which are
subcontractors, and the gap between non-regular temporary positions and
regular full-time positions. Surely, we should try to narrow the gap between
genders also.
The basic features of the Korean labor unions are that the rate of
unionization stands around 10%, while the coverage rate of collective
agreements is only a little higher than it. These figures are very close to the
lowest level among OECD countries. Most workers are not organized and
extensions are not working in Korea.
According to Lee, J. H. (2017), it has been pointed out that the cause of low
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rate of unionization is that the freedom of association is not practically
guaranteed in Korea because current labor law restricts workers’ voluntary
decisions, particularly with regard to the scope of union members. Also, the
factors such as the unfair practices by employers antagonistic towards unions
and the lack of union establishment per se have been cited as important causes
of low unionization.
In Korea, the organizational form of unions has traditionally been
represented by firm-level unions, but nowadays a weight shift seems apparent
in that the proportion of unions belonging to industrial federations is
increasing steadily. However, the current labor law in general still assumes that
unions are organized at firm-level, especially when the law regulates
requirements for union establishment, bargaining units, and industry-level
unions. There exist contradictions and inconsistencies between organizational
form and bargaining structure. They do not match each other. This may
interfere with the activities of beyond-firm-level unions, and ultimately, there
is a possibility of infringement on the basic labor rights. Corrections seem to
be urgent.
In light of the definitions of the regime of industrial relations based on
inclusiveness noted above, it is natural to classify the industrial relations in
Korea as an example of exclusive regime. Under this condition, it can be hard
to expect positive economic effects of labor market institutions to be realized.
The prospect of income-led growth policies of the Korean government does
not seem to be consistent with the exclusive regime of industrial relations in
Korea. It can be the case that institutional affinity between income-led growth
policy and current industrial relations will not be achieved unless the
exclusivity of the current regime of industrial relations in Korea are properly
overcome. The industrial relations in Korea should be improved towards
strengthening labor protection and expanding inclusiveness. This improvement
is required for the prospect of income-led growth. Income-led growth should
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be pursued in conjunction with specific labor policies.
Meanwhile, various empirical studies have been conducted on the union
effect on wages in the Korean labor market, even though the bargaining
structure in Korea is typically firm-level single-employer bargaining, which has
limitations for wage standardization strategies pursued by unions. Among
those studies, one by Lee and Nam (1994) showed that the Korean unions
contributed to alleviating wage inequality by applying Freeman (1980)’s
approach. It is also known that overall inequality has not intensified even when
the union wage markup increased for the period from 1986 to 1993 (Fields and
Yoo 2000). A similar conclusion was also reached by Kang (2014), where Card,
Lemieux, and Riddell (2004)’s approach has applied.
Seong (2009) pointed out that the reduction in wage gap by union activities
was not very significant. However, from the author’s analysis, it still seems
possible to derive the implication that higher unionization combined with
more involvement of low-wage workers into unions may enlarge wage
levelling effect of unions. On the contrary, Kim (2015) argued from his
analysis of Korean labor panel data that reductions in wage gap diminished as
the wage effect of unions concentrated on the high-wage group.
Lee, B. H. (2017) confirmed that the wage levelling effect of unions has been
at work as the protection for low-wage workers was regained and the
repression of high wage continued since 2014, while in the period from 2008
to 2013, the union effect of reducing wage gap was slight due to the aftereffect
of the global financial crisis. Particularly, it was found that the effect of
unionization among non-regular workers was large, so that the equalizing
effect of unions can get magnified when the unions’ organization base
extended to vulnerable workers. However, it was also found that, under the
single-employer bargaining, the union effect of reducing wage gap between
firms disappeared since the mid-2000s. This suggests we need more policy
efforts towards institutionalizing multi-employer bargaining.
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Existing studies reveal the need for more aggressive organizational tasks on
the part of unions. Unions should enlarge their organizational base among
non-regular precarious workers and hence raise the rate of unionization.
Amendments of the relevant labor laws should be accompanied. The current
law puts limit on joining and establishing unions. This requires considerable
review. The direction of amendments should be to completely guarantee the
rights to unite of the laid-off workers, the unemployed, civil servants, teachers,
and laborers in special employment including platform workers who are
disguised as self-employed. However, even the recent amendment to the
relevant labor law to ratify the ILO Core Conventions still restricts the right to
unite of workers in special employment and keeps the current de facto permit
system for the union establishment procedure.
In order to eradicate the unfair labor practices of employers who interfere
with union activities, institutional efforts such as strengthening labor
inspections must be carried out. Even with the government officially pursuing
income-led growth and an inclusive state, employers are still abusing claims for
damages and provisional attachment and seriously infringing the rights to take
collective actions of workers. Basic labor rights, which are constitutionally
guaranteed, are often denied under Korea’s Criminal Act and its enforcement
decree specifying obstruction of business, etc. This should not be tolerated by
the government pursuing income-led growth and an inclusive state.
In addition to the above-mentioned organizational issues, it is also necessary
to consider ways to improve coverage of collective agreements and to broaden
the base of industry-level multi-employer bargaining. One reason making it
difficult to expand the industry-level bargaining in reality is that differences in
wages and working conditions across firms are not at all small. In such a
situation, it may be hard to expect employers in an industry to form a
representative association and participate in industry-level bargaining in an
unified fashion. Then, it would be better for unions to start negotiations with
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employers’ organizations in setting the standard for wages and working
conditions for each job under the principle of equal pay for equal work, rather
than being bound by ideal industrial-level bargaining.
Lee, Lee, and Huh(2018) reported that beyond-firm-level bargaining takes
place relatively actively, especially among low-wage precarious workers, even
under the current institutions that are effectively enforcing single-employer
bargaining within an individual firm. Let us introduce only a few examples
brought up by the authors. Firstly, in the case of beyond-firm-level bargaining
of construction workers, wages are standardized according to jobs of
craftsmen, and employment guarantees for union members are secured by a
centralized bargaining. It should be noted that collective agreements are in
effect extended in this case, since employers pay the agreed wages even to
non-members. Employers intentionally pay the same wages because otherwise
the influence of unions can get stronger.
The second example of beyond-firm-level bargaining is the case of the
“Hope Solidarity Union.” Workers in this union are hired by multiple
subcontractors and install devices for cable broadcasting and telecommunications
for prime contractor firms. In this case, wages are standardized across
subcontractor firms which belong to the same prime contractor, and the
collective agreements extend to non-members. Under the current law,
workers in subcontractor firms cannot engage in collective bargaining directly
with prime contractor firms. However, the authors believe that this Hope
Soliarity Union case can be a viable alternative to indirectly employed
non-regular workers.
The third example is the case of surrogate drivers. This case is distinct in that
one of the parties to bargaining is platform workers in special employment
whose basic labor rights are not protected by law currently. Negotiations take
place at the regional level between a single union and a number of chauffeur
service operators in that region. Regional standards for working conditions are
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determined at this bargaining. One of the interesting feature of this case is that
overcompetition among employers induces them to form a cooperative
relationship voluntarily, which also creates favorable conditions for beyondfirm-level bargaining.
These examples provide a number of implications for the improvement of
the system to expand the inclusiveness of industrial relations. These beyondfirm-level bargaining of non-regular workers have an element of relatively high
level of inclusiveness because collective bargaining is highly coordinated and
centralized against multiple employers and the effect of the agreements are
extended to non-members. Moreover, in these cases, wage inequality between
members and non-members were noticeably mitigated, which was enabled by
deviating from single-employer bargaining.
In particular, the cases of the Hope Solidarity Union and surrogate drivers
seem to prove that we may obtain quite a degree of labor protection if workers
indirectly employed through contracting-subcontracting relations, as in the
former case, or platform workers in the latter succeed in organizing
beyond-firm-level unions and institutionalizing multi-employer bargaining.
Here, the level at which multi-employer bargaining takes place can be either
the same industry, the same prime contractor, or the same region. There is no
doubt that, if workers in special employment, including platform workers, can
get guarantees of basic labor rights, and if prime contractors’ responsibilities
as employers are recognized for workers in subcontractors, a more favorable
environment for their unionization and union activities can be created.
However, it is necessary to keep in mind that any of the above-mentioned
efforts to improve the system would be difficult to bear fruits if the level of
policy enforcement is low. Lee (2013) defined workers as informal workers if
they are excluded from any of the following: minimum wage, labor standards,
and social insurance, and analyzed the causes of this informal employment.
According to this research, in Korea, 80% of informal employment was not
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due to the lack of legal protection, but rather due to non-compliance on the
part of employers. This means that various efforts to improve the system to
protect labor and strengthen inclusiveness can be limited in their effectiveness
unless they are complemented by efforts of active labor inspections, etc.

6. Alternative Labor Policies for Income-led
Growth
Korean society is struggling over such issues as whether distribution policies
aimed at alleviating accumulated inequality can help growth or will sacrifice
growth for equity. However, on the other side of such conflict, the fact that
labor income is shrinking is not receiving attention. Also, the income gap is
widening even within the reduced share of labor.
As reviewed above, evidences suggest that unions and collective bargaining
system can make a positive contribution to mitigating inequality and pursuing
more equitable growth. This is one of the main implications of the wage-led
growth theory. This theory originally began in the form of growth models in
the 1980s, standing against the Marxist interpretation of the stagnation of the
capitalist economy in the 1970s. While Marxians found the cause of the crisis
from profit-squeeze at the time, post-Keynesians argued that the lack of
effective demand is true cause of the crisis. If the diagnosis for the cause is
different, so is the prescription. Post-Keynesians argued the working class
should not restrain wage increases in order to eliminate profit-squeeze, but
rather should try to raise wages in order to overcome the stagnation by
increasing effective demand. The (Neo-)Kaleckian growth model developed
by them provided a basic framework for the idea of wage-led growth. In this
growth model, factors such as the relative bargaining power of labor and
capital and the degree of monopoly of firms determine functional income
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distribution. The causal chain can be organized as shown in Figure 7-1. Here,
the bargaining power of labor is recognized as one of the foremost
determinant of wage distribution and ultimately economic performance. The
perception that changes in relative bargaining power of labor have very distinct
effects on growth through inducing changes in wage share is a fundamental
feature of this alternative growth paradigm.
Figure 7-1. Schematic Representation of the Kaleckian model of growth
and distribution

The core contents and the basic policy proposal of wage-led growth theory
can be easily found in Lavoie and Stockhammer (2013). If an economy has the
feature of growing faster when wage share, which is the share attributed to
labor out of total national income, rises and hence profit share falls, then the
economy is characterized as wage-led. In order for a wage-led economy to
grow steadily, pro-labor distribution policies are required. The list explicitly
classified by the authors as pro-labor distribution policies is shown as follows
from ① to ⑧. All of these contribute to strengthening bargaining power of
labor.
① Strengthening welfare state
② Strengthening labor market institutions
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③ Strengthening trade unions
④ Strengthening collective bargaining system (including extension of
collective agreements to non-unionized firms)
⑤ Increasing unemployment benefits
⑥ Raising absolute level of minimum wage
⑦ Raising relative level of minimum wage compared to median wage
⑧ Reducing wage dispersion
Strengthening labor market institutions such as unions and collective
bargaining system may not increase labor income or reduce expense burden of
households directly. However, they are the most basic policy for wage-led
growth. It is natural to understand wage-led growth as a process that is realized
as the economic and social role of unions increases and distribution improves
on the basis of securing basic labor rights. Distribution is, after all, the result
of a political process. Therefore, if the government’s policy temporarily raises
the income of workers’ households while the bargaining position of labor is
Table 7-3. Onaran (2014)’s Policy Recommendations
1. Pre-distributive labor market policies
1-1. Strengthening bargaining power of labor: labor market re-regulation, Enhancing
unionization rate, Strengthning collective bargaining system, Improving bargaining
structure
1-2. Raising minimum wage
1-3. Introducing maximum wage
1-4. Shortening labor hours
2. Redistributive policies
2-1. Increasing progressivity of taxes
2-2. Expanding welfare state
3. Macroeconomic and Industrial policy mix
3-1. Recovering full-employment as the first policy objective
3-2. Re-regulating finance
3-3. Increasing public investment including green investment
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still weak, that effect is bound to be limited. In this regard, the first step
towards wage-led growth is to protect labor and support bargaining power of
labor institutionally.
Onaran (2014) proposes policy packages for wage-led growth in three
different tiers, as summarized in Table 7-3.
Arrangements of wage-led growth policies proposed by Lavoie and
Stockhammer (2013) or Onaran (2014) are also similarly reflected in the
proposals of the International Union of Trade Unions (ITUC). According to
ITUC (2018), wage-led growth policy should include the following Ⓐ-Ⓔ as its
elements.
Ⓐ Guaranteeing minimum wage
Ⓑ Guaranteeing and strengthening the rights to collective bargaining
Ⓒ Social protection
Ⓓ Increasing decent jobs
Ⓔ International and regional coordination to promote wages and social
protection
From the discussions above, we can see that labor market institutions, such
as unions and collective bargaining system, are at the core of wage-led growth.
This policy arrangement can be difficult to apply to all economies in a lump.
Considering developing countries with a large share of the informal sector,
such as India, for example, Ghosh (2011, pp. 68-69) suggested five elements
of wage-led growth strategy as follows.
(1) Make the economic growth process more inclusive and employmentintensive, providing direct resources to the sectors in which the poor
work, to the areas in which they live, and to unskilled labor.
(2) Ensure the greater viability of informal production through better access
to institutional credit.
(3) Provide increases in public employment that set the floor for wages.
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(4) Provide much better social protection.
(5) Increase and focus on the public delivery of wage goods.
One characteristic of the income-led growth policies promoted by the
Moon administration is that there is no clear view of labor protection. There
is no clear recognition of the importance of bargaining position of labor. This
can be a result of the view that labor issues are not in the realm of economic
policy. In reality, however, protections for unorganized low-wage labor are
insufficient in many ways in Korea to meet the international labor standards,
as can be verified even in the amended labor law to ratify the ILO Core
Conventions. Institutionalization and vitalization of inclusive collective
bargaining and labor reforms that strengthen the power of unions seem
necessary for the income-led growth in Korean.
Raising minimum wage, which is considered as the symbol of income-led in
Korea, can be a relatively easy way for the government to boost labor income,
thereby changing the functional distribution of primary income. This can be
effective in increasing wage share especially when both collective bargaining
system and social protection system are weak. Also, from the government’s
perspective, this does not involve much fiscal burden. However, there are
disadvantages. Excessive minimum wage hikes can rather facilitate employers’
intentional non-compliance and weaken the link between productivity and
wages, which can lead to side effects that do not benefit the poorest workers
(Belser and Rani 2015). The question is how we should allocate socially the
burden of minimum wage raise. The best way to deal with this problem will be
to absorb the burden through collective bargaining. This solution is also in line
with the wage-led approach.
Despite difficulties, policies trying to directly correct the distribution of
primary income, including minimum wage raise, cannot be replaced by other
redistribution policies such as taxes and transfers. Redistribution policies have
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their own role in improving the secondary income redistribution by raising the
so-called social wage. But these are not completely substitutable for the
policies aiming at changing primary distribution. This point is also evident in
the case of Chile in Reinecke and Valenzuela (2011). According to the authors,
the improvement in income distribution was not apparent despite social
assistance for low-income families. This is because the primary income
distribution remains untouched.
The policy goal of the income-led growth in Korea is understood as to
simultaneously increase both the incomes of small businesses and low-wage
workers altogether. Against this goal, the policies of the income-led growth
seem to have inconsistencies, because the minimum wage raise hurts small
businesses. Structural reforms can address this inconsistency. This is because
one of the main constraints upon the income-generating capabilities and
payment capacities of small businesses lies in the vertical hierarchy of
contracting-subcontracting relations between chaebol firms and the SMEs. The
fissured structure of the Korean labor market is also dependent on this
industrial hierarchy. Unfortunately, the minimum wage raise did not seem to
be supplemented by sufficient structural reforms.
The minimum wage raise may also need to be supplemented by national
employment policies. In Korea, small businesses, some of which comprise the
self-employment sector, have provided a reservoir of labor force. Selfemployed workers played the role as an industrial reserve army pulling down
market wages. The most vulnerable sector, which is characterized by
over-competition, has provided ultimate employment buffers. Instead of this
reality, public employment buffers, for instance as proposed by Atkinson
(2015), may deserve to be considered.
Compared to the minimum wage raise, reforming collective bargaining
system can be an indirect and longer way in increasing labor income, but it can
make more comprehensive and fundamental progress. Strengthening labor
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market institutions may not directly increase labor income, but it
systematically prevent wage share from falling. Strengthening the collective
bargaining system can improve primary income distribution by assisting
bargaining position of labor. At the same time, it can also help improving
distribution, as, for instance, “workplace democracy is fundamental to a just
and democratic society and collective bargaining is fundamental to a fair and
balanced economy” (Hayter 2011, p. 314). Reforming the current collective
bargaining system and making a transition toward an inclusive regime of
industrial relations seem to be missing parts of the income-led growth.
King (2019) pointed out that there are three major obstacles in the labor
market against wage-led growth, which are the weakening of trade unions, the
shrinking welfare state and labor market deregulation. He emphasized that the
principles of decent work and adequate protection have been incapacitated
because of increased utilization of agency workers or subcontracted workers
especially as the fragmentation of labor market has become severe due to
deregulation. Agency workers and subcontracted workers are usually under
worse working conditions. Workers in special employment, who are mostly
the disguised self-employed, are subject to similar difficulties. They work for
a specific employer, but they are not employed by that employer. In this case,
workers may not be given any protection. The emergence and development of
digital platform business is deteriorating the working conditions of certain job.
Platform operators offer unstable jobs where workers should be waiting to be
called. However, according to Stanford (2017), this change in labor
organization is not an inevitable result of technological progress, nor is
platform labor a new phenomenon. For instance, Bellace (2018) observes that
platform workers today are similar to temporary workers working on the
docks in the 19th century.
Fragmentation of labor market can negatively affect the income-led growth.
We can think of three channels through which labor market fragmentation
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affects the economy. First, the wage level of non-regular workers are lower
than regular full-time workers. Non-regular workers are in a precarious
employment situation where the contract may not be extended at any time, and
sometimes, as mentioned earlier, it is difficult to find out who the employer is.
In this environment, they accept low wages and poor working conditions.
Then, low wages given to them become one of the structural factors that
constrain effective demand.
The second channel is that vulnerable workers not only earn low wages, but
also tend to reduce consumption and increase savings comparatively. This
response is natural in that a rational motivation can be at work to increase
precautionary savings facing unstable and uncertain employment contracts.
Usually, the probability that temporary workers are converted to regular
full-time position is low, which makes vulnerable workers fall into the “bad job
traps” (Janssen 2011). Employers can discriminate against non-regular
workers on the basis of career evaluations when hiring them. Work
experiences as a non-regular worker may be sometimes disadvantageous.
Non-regular workers are sometimes discriminated in vocational training and
other opportunities as well. Amid such discrimination, the risk increases that
workers may not escape from the repetition of unstable temporary low-wage
contracts, which lead them to reduce current consumption.
The third channel concerns regular full-time workers, the “insiders” of the
labor market. Although there is a perception that excessive protection for
these workers produces problems, the presence of low-cost temporary
workers poses a threat of unemployment to the regular full-time workers. If
they lose their jobs, there is a high risk of losing their status and becoming
non-regular when they re-enter the labor market. In this situation, the
bargaining power of organized regular workers is also weakened. This is
because it becomes difficult to resist against unfair demands of employers,
such as deterioration of basic labor rights, reduction of wages and extension of
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working hours.
It is difficult to resolve these problems until the labor market segmentation
is mitigated. Segmentation of labor market is a serious obstacle to the success
of the income-led growth because of instability of employment status and
wage inequality. In this regard, the income-led growth policy needs to be
combined with labor policies that ease segmentations of the labor market.
As discussed above, wage inequality is an obstacle to wage-led growth.
Carvalho and Rezai (2015), using U.S. data, argue that propensity to save tends
to increase the income gap among workers. This implies that growth may slow
down as wage dispersion widens. Nah and Lavoie (2018) argue that wage
inequality could weaken the wage-led nature of an economy. Similar claims are
made by Tavani and Vasudevan (2014) and Palley (2017), for instance.
As an answer to this problem, King (2019) proposes policies in three
dimensions. The first is an expansionary demand management to ensure full
deployment. As a second response on the part of the income-led growth
policy, King (2019) proposes to increase the tolerance of unemployment
benefits and to pay universal basic income regardless of employment status.
However, the eventual meaning of this second countermeasure seems to be
found in strengthening social safety nets, and controversial issues such as basic
income may not be the most appropriate alternative here. The third direction
is to re-regulate the labor market and to introduce changes into the current
industrial relations. This includes systematic and effective regulations for
subcontracting contracts, zero-time contracts, special employment contracts
and etc. For the relevant regulations in this regard, Stewart and Stanford (2017)
propose the following five as policy options:
(1) Raising the level of enforcement of current law
(2) Broadening and clarifying the definition of employment
(3) Defining the category of special employment work, including platform
work
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(4) Defining rights based on the concept of worker instead of employee
(5) Reassessing the concept of employer
Now, let us consider the Korean labor market. In the current collective
bargaining system, which is single-employer bargaining, an active role of the
government seems appropriate to enhance inclusiveness. The government can
create an environment where collective bargaining can contribute to economic
performance and to make transitions to multi-employer bargaining. The
government may need to redefine the norms underpinning the inclusive
industrial relations in an effort to complement the legislation in line with the
vision of inclusive state. As argued above, an inclusive regime of industrial
relations seems to be a prerequisite for income-led growth and inclusive state.
The Moon administration needs to develop an inclusive regime of industrial
relations.
To be more concrete, efforts to create inclusive industrial relations can be
designed in three directions: (i) procuring larger freedom of union activities,
(ii) improving collective bargaining systems and institutionalizing multiemployer bargaining and, (iii) strengthening solidarity between the organized
labor and the economical weak.
In Korea, the relative bargaining powers of labor and capital are unbalanced.
To strengthen the representation of workers’ interests, the influence of trade
unions need to be enhanced from their workplaces. The legal and institutional
system for collective bargaining needs to respect the basic labor rights,
including the right to collective actions and the principles of independence and
self-determination of the parties to bargaining. The respect for independence
need to start with the conditions of union membership and establishment, and
the composition of union members. For example, the current practice that
administrative authorities can unilaterally notify workers that their association
is not a union, which violates Article 9 (2) of the Enforcement Decree of the
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Union Act, needs to be amended. Also, employers illegal practices to suppress
union activities, which are unfortunately known to be not rare in Korea, need
to be corrected. Moreover, the range of permissible collective actions, which
have been established by court cases, needs to expand.
These suggestions reflect the fact that the Korean labor market falls short of
meeting the international labor standards, as evidenced by the dispute in the
Korea-EU FTA on the ratification of the ILO Core Conventions. Similar
issues can be raised, for instance, in the ILO Expert Panel. This shows the need
to strengthen the labor rights along the line described above.
The original vision of wage-led growth as an alternative economic paradigm
was to restore the stable growth and improve income distribution as
experienced in Western European countries during the post-war period by
readjusting the relationship between labor and capital. Likewise, since the
majority of citizens are workers who are represented by unions, they are
expected to play a major role in the process of towards wage-led growth.
In order to strengthen the power of unions for the transition to inclusive
industrial relations, the collective bargaining system needs to be reformed and
more freedom of collective actions needs to be allowed. Collective bargaining
system is a structure that forms the norms in the workplace. The current
institutions allowing coexistence of multiple unions in a workplace and the
single bargaining channel system are known to produce several problems,
mostly notably the competition between unions and the resulting boost of the
bargaining position of employers. In particular, the current union law compels
the single bargaining channel system at the workplace level, making it virtually
impossible to organize beyond-firm-level multi-employer bargaining. The
single bargaining channel system was pointed out as a major barrier to the
multi-employer bargaining of non-regular unions in the current survey of Lee,
Lee, and Huh (2018). To correct this problem, Article 29-2 (1) of the recently
amended union law needs to be amended again so that the single bargaining
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channel system is not applied to beyond-firm-level unions. Also, as already
argued, the breadth of union activities, as well as the freedom of union
activities, needs to be expanded. In particular, unions need to be able to raise
issues with employers when the latter violate or fail to comply the relevant laws
and responsibilities, including the basic labor rights. And the government
needs to improve enforcement of the relevant law and collective agreements,
by, for instance, a more active monitoring.
Also, protective labor market institutions need to be extended to segmented
markets and vulnerable workers in the informal sector. Labor market
segmentation is intensifying as the way workers contract in the workplace
changes and diversifies. This means that more workers are subject to
vulnerable and precarious working conditions. With this increase in vulnerable
workers, unions are faced with a number of difficulties in the process of
organizing and determining wages collectively. This is because the effect of
collective bargaining in reducing inequality is blocked as the gap among
workers under different employment contracts widens. In this situation,
unions in the established sector need to protect and support unorganized
workers and the poor from a solidarity point of view. In order for them to do
this, they need to be able to accept concessions of vested interests. For
example, regular full-time workers may be able to demand wage increases for
non-regular or subcontractor workers, rather than for themselves even at
single-employer bargaining. A certain amount of wage increases for regular
full-time workers can be donated to solidarity funds to be used as wage sources
for non-regular or subcontractor workers. In fact, in 2007 in Korea, the Health
and Medical Workers Union had used a part of the increased wages of regular
full-time workers for improving working conditions of non-regular workers
through industry-level bargaining. Facilitating such solidarity is likely to help
achieving income-led growth.
Reforming wage system is another topic that is being discussed as an
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alternative to resolving labor market segmentation by employment type and
overcoming the present dual structure in Korea. In the long run, introducing
a job wage system may be a way to implement the principle of equal wages for
equal work.41) However, the fact that there is no job wage tradition in Korea
and the doubt that the standard market wages for specific jobs are not well
defined seem to make it difficult to make progress in discussing the job wage
system. Furthermore, the fact that regular full-time workers in large
enterprises are likely to need to give up their vested interests to introduce job
wage system makes it more complex.
In a sense, it seems necessary to consider whether it is primarily important
to reform wage system or not to improve fissured labor markets and to close
the gap among workers. In the current seniority-based wage system, it seems
necessary to approach the issue at first by lowering the degree with which pay
increases in seniority and to start open discussions on the introduction of the
job wage system as a long-term task. If there is no change in the current
single-employer bargaining system, the job wage system will be applied only
within a single firm. Then, it may not be of great help in overcoming the
dual structure. In this sense, introducing a job wage system needs to go hand
in hand with institutionalizing multi-employer bargaining. If the current
collective bargaining system is reformed towards strengthening the
coordinating function, and the foundations for institutionalizing multiemployer bargaining can be laid down, then the job wage system can be a
step further towards realizing the principle of equal wages for equal work
across individual workplaces.
It is an important issue to encourage the voice of non-regular workers, who
were often excluded from collective bargaining, through reforming the current
system of collective bargaining. It is necessary to include the measures to
41) Seniority-based wage system is considered to have played an important role in the Korean
labor movement: see, for instance, Kim, H. Y. (2019).
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honor the principle of equal wages for equal work and to include information
on working conditions of non-regular workers as mandatory statements of
collective agreement irrespectively of whether at the workplace level or at the
industry level. Or, as proposed by Sohn (2014), it may be considered to add the
condition of applying the contract on a employer basis to the general binding
provisions at the workplace level in Article 35 of the union law. This is because
the same agreement can be applied to regular full-time and non-regular
workers commonly within workplace as long as their employers are not
different.
That the current employment regulations do not provide adequate and
inclusive labor protection, especially in the case of non-regular contracts, is a
global phenomenon. To solve this problem, some economists suggest labor
market deregulation to restrain rent-seeking of insiders and to return to normal
market competition on the one hand, and universal social protection on the
other. The idea is to expand both market freedom safety net altogether.
Rubery (2015) criticizes this view and proposes labor reforms towards
strengthening employers’ responsibility in protecting employment, while
providing universal social protection. This is because social protection per se
will not be sustainable if employers do not pay the cost of social protection
directly and instead pass the cost onto government. The author argues,
therefore, that more inclusive labor market regulation needs to be pursued in
parallel with expanding employers’ direct accountability. As the type of
employment contract diversifies and the concept of employer becomes
ambiguous, Prassl (2015) argues that employers who need to be more
accountable and responsible need to be multiple ones connected to a supply
chain or a franchise network. For example, when it comes to subcontractor
workers, the responsible employers need to include prime contractors
together with the direct employer. Both direct and indirect employers need to
be jointly responsible. As to the workers employed by franchisees, both
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franchisees and franchisers can be liable as joint employers. However, it may
be the case that the strengthening of employer responsibility should be
supplemented by social wages that social protections provide regardless of
employment status.
The Moon administration’s income-led growth focuses on boosting income
and reducing spending burdens of households, instead of protecting labor and
strengthening its bargaining power. In this sense, it is different from the
original vision of wage-led growth, which is reflected by the insufficiency of
labor policies in the policy package and the government’s passive attitude in
this area during the first half of its mandate.
King (2019) argues that the unequal impacts of labor market deregulation
darkens the prospects for wage-led growth. To brighten the prospect of
income-led growth, the Moon administration needs to put more attention and
efforts on labor policies, aiming particularly for a transition to inclusive
industrial relations.
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